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Washington Earth First! Blocks
Plum Creek Log Export at Docks in Tacoma

See story and photos page 7
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Roving ero-dudes Jim and Chuck straddle the Sammi Superstar cargo
ship's crane to stop the importation ofIndonesian ltardwood for use
by the evil Hollywood film industry. 'What a blast!" Jim said, ·We
owned that ship. Talk about personal empowerment. •

~Pof'ycA/
According to various longshoremen

at the action, the protest cost POBC be
tween $150,000 and $500,000. Port spokes
woman Yvonne Avila said the 644-foot Ko
rean-owned ship was carrying 4,300 tons of
plywood and 1,000 tons of steel destined for
local markets; She confirmed that none of
the plywood and only a small portion of the
steel was unloaded during the protest.
Greenpeace spokesman Bill Walker eSti
mated 4,900 acres of rainforest would have
to be cut to produce the 4,300 tons of
plywood.

The ship action was the first of its
kind in the US and signaled an escalation in
the campaign to ban tropical timber im
ports into North America. In addition, it
was significant that the process used to
organize the action allowed Earth First!,
Greenpeace, and RAN to work together to
protect rainforests. This eco-tripartite has
laidasolid foundation for future joint actions

continued on page 6

Earth First!
Takes on Tropical

Imports
By JAKE jAGOFF

On October 20th, 1992, rainforest
activists from Earth First!, Greenpeace, and
the Rainforest Action Network (RAN) occu
pied the Samni Superstars, aPan OceanBulk
Carrier (POBC) ship heavily-laden with
tropical plywood from Indonesia. Eleven
activists boarded the ship and proceeded to
unfurl a 60-foot banner, shut down four
cranes on the ship, and obtain video
footage of the vessel's rainforest cargo.

Six Earth First! activists ascended
the ship's four ISO-foot cranes, successfully
preventing any unloading of tropical tim
ber for six hours. The activists allowed the
dock workers to unload steel from the ship
which strengthened the solidarity between
the affinity group and the local longshore
men. Two of the activists, support for the
Greenpeace climbers deploying the banner,
were escorted off the ship. Luckily, the
media was able to read the banner's poi
gnant message, "Stop Tropical Timber Im
ports: Rainforest Wood Out ofHollywood!"

Mainstream Groups SellOut Big
Montana "Wilderness" Bill Dies in Congress
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By STEVE MAHER
So there they were, camped out in Debbie Sease's Sierra Club

office. Bart "would-be Wilderness czar" Koehler of the Greater
Yellowstone Coalition,john Gatchell of Montana Wilderness Associa
tion, and, of course, Debbie. just sittin' there, trying to figure out how
they could get Pat Williams elected and maybe protect some wilderness
while they were at it. Dreaming about their paychecks. Maybe Bart was
thinking about gettin' himself a horse too. Just sittin' there.

In their own minds, they were the power brokers who were
gonna finally get this thing settled. Once and for all, or at least until
next time. Imagine the headlines: "Debbie Seizes the Day!" "Czar Bart
Leads Comrades Through the Wilderness!" and "Congress Snickers
behind Gatchell's Back!" Our heroes worked closely with their venue
to glory, Max Baucus, spineless Democratic Senator from Montana (he
grew up with sheep ya' know). It turns out, they wanted more
Wilderness than Baucus (but not much). So Max started threatenin'
'em, telling them he was never going to work with them again and was
maybe gonna sic the Democratic Campaign Committee on 'em. I guess
maybe Max wasn't as worried as Debbie about getting Williams re
elected.

The tragic part of our heroes' story is that Max got humiliated
when right-wing reactionary AI Simpson killed his wilderness give
away on the Senate floor. Debbie, Gatchell, and Czar Bart lost their
place in the sun and went moping home.

So gentle reader, that's it in a nutshell, but read on for the full
fetid features of this sordid saga. continued on page 14

American Indian Movement forces cancella
tion ofColumbus Day parade in Denver,
Colorado. See story page 20.
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In Solidarity,
DON SMITH

long oppressed. His view of the events
contrasts sharply from the reports of
the Denver establishment press, which
depicted AIM, as Hugh indicated to me
over the phone, as violent, denying the
Italians of Denver their right to free
speech. In essence, an attempt to dis
credit AIM and it's objectives.

All this business about unity,
especially with Indians, is vitally im
portant as we plan for next year's Earth
First! Round River Rendevzous, to take
place near Mt. Graham in Arizona,
scene of years of resistance to develop
ment by both Indians and Earth First!
,Two articles in this issue pertain to Mt.
Graham and the travesty now taking

place there.
Just as signifi

cant in this issue is
the review of the
defeat of the Mon
tana Wilderness
bill. Tiny Man ad
dressed the rel
evance of the wil
derness bill for the
Blackfeet, and an
article on the first
page gives the blow
by blow report.
With over six mil
lion acres of
roadless land in
Montana, this wil
derness bill holds
great significance
for defenders of
biodiversity. The
Wilderness bills
proposed in Con
gres~ did not pro
vide nearly enough
protection for these
wildlands. Rather,
they released the
great majority of
roadless area to de
velopment.

Related to this
is an interviewwith
Lance Olsen of the
Great Bear Founda
tion. In his inter
view with the Jour
nal, Lance covers a

~ wide range of issues
~ that relate specifi-
\:>

'" cally to wilderness
~!i designation, the
! survival of the

world's great bears,
and more.

On behalf of all those directly
involved in the production of the
Journal, I encourage your involvement,
your critical appraisal oftheJoumal, and
you participation in making it a more
effective forum for the Earth First!
movement.

may come away with a preference for
less attention to past conflicts and spe
cific individuals, past and present, in
Earth First'. But such a preference
doesn't make these issues of the past go
away. For AIM, and others I assume,
these issues are still important and
worth addressing, and it will probably
remain so for the foreseeable future.

Also, it may be worth noting
that issues of domination of humans
over other humans, whether in the
form of sexism, racism, or classism,
remains the central focus of many of
our sister and brother movements.
While we are most concerned with
domination of humans over nature,

Le. the destruction of nature by hu
mans, we wouid be seriously mistaken
to divorce these various forms of domi
nation from one another. Perhaps this
is the primary lesson alluded to in
Ward Churchill's statement.

Colorado AIM's statement of
solidarity comes as a result of the re
porting of my friend Hugh Gardner in
Denver. Hugh attended AIM's protest
of Denver's Columbus day parade, the
first established parade of its kind in
the country. Along with his pnotos,
the story he provides reveals the true
spirit of protest - the personalities,
and the strength and energy of a people

I consider it the objective of
the Earth First! Journal to provide a fo
rum for discussion and debate, for self
education and inspiration - the larger
mission being to provide focus for or
ganizing and, perhaps most impor
tantly, for building unity among a di
verse people; in essence, to serve the
Earth First! movement, and the earth
and all it's creatures.

Recent improvements in both
the form and content of the Journal can
be attributed to several factors, in
cludingthe editorial leadership ofMike
Roselle, the day-to-day management
of several key personnel, and produc
tion by longterm and rotating staffers.

Ho.wever, it
goes without saying
that the Journal's
working collective
could not do this
without the contri
butions coming from
writers, artists, poets,
and photographers
who proVide us with
material for publica
tion. \tVhile in-house
writing is more fre-
quent, it still repre-
sents only a small
portion of overall
Journal material. We
must rely on many I

of you if the Journal is
. to continue to serve

it's role more effec
tively.

This issue is
espedally exciting to
me due to it's primary
focus: SOO years of
idigenous resistance!
In this issue we have
the words of Tiny
Man Heavy Runner,
a chief of the
Blackfeet in northern
Montana. His words
are especially impor
tant in bridging the
gap between Indian
concerns and wilder
ness defense. Tiny
Man is especially
adept at providing us
with an insightful
message, one that is
necessary to the de
velopment of a strat
egy to build unity
between Indians and
radical environmentalists.

Speaking of unity between In
dians and Earth First!, I'm pleased to
say that such unity has come in the
form of a statement of solidarity ad
dressed to Earth First! from the Ameri
can Indian Movement of Colorado.
Written by Ward Churchill, co-direc
tor of Colorado AIM, this statement of
solidarity reflects the maturity of Earth
First! as a growing movement, bridging
links with other movements who share
our hopes and struggle for a new soci
ety, one that includes the lives and
well-being of all spedes.

After reading Ward's letter, one
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ANTI-NUCLEAR ACTIVIST AND FOUNDER OF GERMAN GREEN PARTY

IN MEMORY OF PETRA KELLY

Some people seem to think
that our movement can be

decapitated by removing leaders.
Mistake number one.

By MICK W')MERSLEY

It is unfortunate that America
will probably not mourn the deaths of
Green Party founder Petra Kelly and'
retired general-turned activist Gert
Bastian. Their violent ends merited
only a small piece in the "Food and
Health" section of Missoula's local rag
thiS morning and, outraged, I feel the
need to strike back. Who Will know the
story if it is never told loud enough?

Those of us who were young in
Europe in the late seventies and early
eighties well remember the hopeless
feeling that we experienced with the
invasion of our countries by American
Pershing and Cruise missiles. We also
remember the hope we experienced
when the German Greens won seats in
the Bundestag, and Kelly, our hero,
was seen in newspaper photos talking
with government penguins wearing t
shirts and sandals. One particularly
dramatic moment that needs to be
remembered as part of our folk culture
was when the Greens took their seats
in the parliament for the first time. All
the rest ofBundestag, mostly men with
a smattering of women, all conserva
tively dressed, was upstaged by the
colorful procession of Green parlia
mentarians. When they sat down,
they did so in such away that theywere
a solid block of color between the two
mainstream parties.

We needed to know then that
we had political power. Petra and the
Green movement told us we did.
Bastian, the oldsoldier, showed us that
older people could and would share
the' same values. Some of us were
inspired and went to found other
branches ofthe movement elsewhere,
or took the energy and changed our
lives in other ways.

The environmental movement
already has its share of martyrs and
most of us probably don't even believe
in martyring ourselves to the cause.

That would be against all the ecologi
cal imperatives that I know of.

It is clear to me that some
people seem td think that our move
ment can be decapitated by removing
leaders. Mistake number one. We are

all leaders, and will simply learn to
become better leaders ourselves if they
take our best from us. Others seem to
think that the movement will frag
ment at the hands of skilled spin doc
tors, will topple under the weight of
conservative public baCklashes, or will
simply peter out if ignored. Mistakes
number two, three and four. .

A movement that is based on
grassroots support for a human way of
life, a humane way of life that doesn't
kill the planet or take resources from
other humans who need them is based

mostly on the strength of our own
emotions and human needs. We al
ready have our new lives. They can

.never be taken away. Kelly and Bastian
were there to help us show ourselves
what to do to make our new lives.

There will be others. Nobody can stop
us in the nex,t stage, which is when we
tell the world that it is possible to live
as a Green on the planet, and not only
is it possible, it's more human, more

·fun and more fulfilling.
Today I shed a tear for Kelly

and Bastian. Last' night I was inspired·
by Helen Caldicott on public radio
·(one leader is replaced immediately by
another). She told of how she was
banned from a major prime-time net
work show after her book, [(You Really
·Love the Planetcame out. The corporate
sponsors, General Electric, were named
as despoilers in the book, and they
tweaked the tail of the network to
censor Caldicott. She got her message
out in other ways.

As always, Iwill go out into the
world again today to try to continue
living my life in the best way I know
how. No one can take that power away
from me or anyone else. In the future,
the American media will be shamed by
historians for their mean-spirited ad
herence to the dictates of their corpo
rate slave-drivers, and their various fi
nancial rationales. Meanwhile, my
friends and I are free.

Mick Womersley is a wilderness advocate
and native ofEngland.

DearEarth First! (the}oumal and the
movement)

After having dropped out of
the EF! scene for acouple years, it was
with' a mixture of curiosity, skepticism
and even somemild apprehension that
I decided to attend the Rendezvous
this past summer in Colorado. I was
nevertheless quite gladdened to see a
generous dose of spunk and fire (and so
much bare skin, ooh!) animating the
EF! milieu again, And it wasn't like
some phony, off-the-shelf smile button
brand "good-vibes-in-a-can" where
everyone simply pretends that there
are no problems,atternptingto obscure
the obvious "public secret" that there
are problems. No, the energy seemed
refreshingly authentic. Few seemed to
deny conflict, only to accept and in
tegrate it better. I think a basic con
dition which consumerism fosters and
on which it depends for its continua
tion is the craving-inculcated, Is'pose,
by years of 3D-minute Sit-corns-for
some false ideal of perfection and reso
lution instantaneously. Dropping out
of everything from rel<!.tionships to
business ventures to political projects
at the first sign of trouble has become
a hallmark of modern culture, radical
environmentalism no exception. In

Letters to the Editor
uting in their own manner-:-for better
or worse--to the process ofshaping the
movement. Mourning the dead for too
long or attemping their resuscitation
only leads down a dead-end street
populatedwith fawning necrophiliacs.
Better to maintain and encourage Vigor
and sincerity in action and spirit at all
bmes in order to inspire and inflame
those ofsimilar passion. Andain'tthat
whatmakes EF! what it has been and is?

A final comment: many of the·
difficulties of the past 5 or so years were
anticipated either both in context or
content by those in certain quarters of
the movement. But vindication is re
ally only like sugar to a famished per
son-sweet, but of little nourishment.
Let's hope that a movement which sees
itself as a global cassandra and wears
its heresy so brazenlywill, in the future,
pay more attention to its own heretics.

Cheers,
-JAN OSIK

DearEF:
Contrary to the Dear SFB letter

in the last issue, I think Jesus would've
very much supported tree spiking.
Studying the Bible here at the eco
Christian commune I've been living at
for the last couple years, I've come to
~f Jesus were ahve today He
would've lIkely been an Earth Fmt!er
and a monkey wrenchef of sorts. As
we all know, Wllderness is next to
Godliness" and it's time for Christians
to fight for "God's Country" by any
means necessary! We are organizing
militant eco-Christians to "Spike
(themselves to) a tree for Jesus." This
will save the wilderness and bring one
closer to God. as well as help alleviate
world over-popUlation-with the
.added bonus benefit of reducing the

number of first-world hyper-consum
erS. Souls, airy as they are, have very
little impact on the heavenly ecosys
teni, so this is no excuse for not vol
unteering immediately. Right now,
two groups of dysfunctional, angst
ridden misanthropes have decided not
to wait for either the Rapture or
Armaggedon and are preparing to take
"the Big Ride" for your sins. (Prepara
tion involves fasting, self-flagellation
and chanting "Fuck the human race").
We wish them well. We'll soon be
publishing a journal coy.ering eco
Christian direct action techniques (self
spiking, etc) alongwith warnings about
the Hell-fires which await wilderness
despoilers. It's called Live Mild or Fry!
and w ncourage everyone to submit.

lKEJAKU
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An Interview with Lance Olsen

The Great Bear: Will it Survive in the Wild?
By DON SMID:I

Journal: Which is corning from the agencies?

Journal: Name a few of these groups.

Journal: Where are they going?

Lance: It can. As we move more and more into bear
habitat there will be more bear deaths.. Its getting to
the point that bears can't sustain this any longer.
The mortality and the habitat question are one and
the same.. If we don't leave the bear with enough
secure habitat once we move in they die. Bear~ are
also being hit by cars, trains, buses and trucks. -They

continued on..page 29

Journal: Any thoughts on the Wise Use Move
ment?

Lance: Yes. Its still the same water coming out of the
same hose. It is just being directed to a different part
of the lawn.

Lance: Yes we are. Its one continuous Reagan-Bush
Administration. Bush 'sfirst job appointed by Reagan
was to head up a conlmission to get rid of regula
tions. To get rid of law and order is what that means.
To de-reguiate banking, forests, everything.

Journal: And it hasn't been any different with
Bush.

Lance: The small local logger whose back got broken
didn't have government support. There was a re
distribution of wealth. The local post and pole
operation that had been cutting modestly here and
there got their pockets picked for the benefit of the
big guys. Reagan said he'd kill debt and he increased
it. He said he was against redistribution of wealth,
yet pulled off his own redistribution scheme, locking
the forest up for multi-national corporations.

Lance: For the grassroots folks in the Wise Use
Movement, they don't know what's hitting them.
They're being blind sided. Its a shame. They're beiI1g
wiped out by the same people who they think are

. tpeir allies. The local people are an
indicator of what's happening. These
local people are indicator species. I look
at the people who have been sucked into
the Wise Use Movement and say, 'I know
what's going to happen to them.' And I
take that as an indicator of what's going
to happen to the bear. The changing
nature of the landscape is going to deter
mine it for both of them. People here
can't afford to buy homes. People that
have lived all their lives, going back four
generations, can't afford to live here
anymore.

Journal: The welfare system is intact. It just got
re·directed.

Journal: When Reagan-Bush speak of deregula
tion, of getting government off our backs, they're
speaking specifically of getting government off
large corporation's backs. Government has in
fact been made bigger!

Journal: So when we speak of the Bush Adminis
tration we're speaking of the Reagan-Bush Ad
ministration?

Lance: No, its the same.

Lance: Some of them just move deeper
into the woods where land is cheaper, further and
further away from the cities and towns. They be
come the leading pioneers in the urban sprawl,
wiping out the wildlife habitat. They become envi
ronmental refugees. They crowd the bear. Some go
up to Alaska to cut the Tongass.

Journal: And the same issues reside there as here.
Let's examine a recent incident in Glacier where
a grizzly and her two cubs were killed because
they had killed and partially fed on a hiker,
raising fears within the ·Park Service that they
would be accustomed to human meat and thus
kill again. You make an argument that some
clashes between humans and bears will always
exist. But you're more concerned that too much
attention to these kinds of incidents can detract
us from greater threats to the grizzly?

--,,..,

't.

-- .-..

Lance: It is generally accepted that there are more
bears in the Glacier region than Yellowstone. That
may be true. I suspect it is true. But the Northern
Continental Divide is being unraveled, shrinking
more rapidly than Yellowstone. Along its western
front in the valleys, housing developments impact

the areas, creating
a strip city from
Whitefish to Mis
soula down
nearly to Darby.
And that strip city
is a death trap be
cause the grizzlies
that wander into
it aren't wel
comed, and
they'll either be

'killed or packed
off to zoos. Put~

ting them in zoos
is the same as
death as far as the
wild population is

concerned. There is oil and gas, m~ning, logging,
subdivisions and tourism. All these indicators point
straight to extinction.

Journal: The grizzly is an indicator species...

]ournal:The Central
Idaho Wilderness Com
plex may be large enough
for bears, but can they
survive without the
salmon runs of 100 years
ago?

Journal: The Forest Service is basically structuring
their forest plans to benefit monopoly capitalism.

"-~~

Lance: Well, how could it be any other way. When
Reagan was elected the first thing he did ':Vas to
appoint John Crowell as Secretary of. Agriculture,
overseeing the Forest Service. Crowell was loyal to
Louisiana-Pacific. .

Journal: Recovery also presupposes road closures.

Lance: Because of the' excesses in the Swan Valley;
too much housing and too much logging and road
building. The Mission Mountain bears are part of a
larger population, but isolated, they-are a few strug
gling bears, and they will die.

Journal: The grizzlies of the Mission Mountain
!,ange are being cut off from grizzlies in the Bob
Marshall and Great Bear Wildernesses and Gla
cier...

Lance: Yes, and so are human beings, and if we want
to know how the grizzly is doing, look at the local,
native population and how they are doing. People
who were born here, how are they doing? A small
logger can't afford to outbid the big logging outfits
for timber sales. The little guy can't compete with
the big companies for these sales. The forest plans
aren't doing local people any good. But the big
companies are fattening quite well.

Lance: Yes. In a big. way.

Journal: Lets look at Yellowstone and Glacier
National Park regions. The Bear News (publication
of Great Bear Foundation) states that. there are
more bears in the Glacier region, yet the popula
tion may be more threatened there than in
Yellowstone.

Lance: That's a worthwhile
.question. If we get salmon
. recovery it will boost the
bears' chances. We also
need clearcut recovery. We
can't give up on this. We
need to restore these areas
by putting forests back to
gether: We need experi
mental ways to bring back
old growth.

i

Journal: Your resignation was in- .
tended in part to state this publicly,
was it not?

Journal: Why is that?

Lance: Theanswer is partly simple and
partly complicated. One part of it is
that the-landscape is changing so rap
idly that the bears- won't be able to

. survive what is happening.

Lance Olsen is fomler President ofthe Great Bear Foun
dation, located in Missoula, Montana. Born and raised
{n central Montana, Lance has taught at a number of
universities and colleges. He is a leading national
spokesperson on behalfofthe bear and the preservation
of wildemess habitat necessary for bear survival. This
interview focuses on a variety ofissues, ranging from the
threats to grizzlies, the politics ofnational environmental
groups, to global climate and human overpopulation.

Lance: Yes, and some of the major environmental
groups. Jay Hair, President of the National Wildlife
Federatio!1, was quoted in the Missoulian saying that·
Senate Bill 1696 (the Montana wilderness bill, which
was eventually defeated) protected all the key':Vild
life habitat in Montana. When I learned of that my
first urge was to write and ask him to resign on the
grounds of incompetence. The major environmen
tal groups are repeating the same mistakes onc~

again.

Lance: Yes. Partly itwas a declaration about all the
bullshit, about all the feel-good biology that states
'the bears are doing just fine and we got everything
under control.'

Lance: Ten years .. J believe presidents
should come and presidents should.
go. It also got really clear to me that
our top priority species, the grizzly
bear in the lower 48 states and south
ern Canada, may not survive.

Journal: You resigned recently as President of the
Great Bear Foundation. What lay behind your
decision to do this?

Journal: They're all saying that the grizzly is
doing fine in the lower 48?

Lance: Absolutely. The national groups are taking a
piecemeal approach to wilderness, ignoring the needs
of wildlife. They are actively opposing the Northern
Rockies Ecosystem Protection Act, which is set up
according to the needs of wildlife.

Lance: The National Wildlife Federation, the Wil
derness Society, the Sierra Club, basically all of them.

Lance: They're all acting as if there were no threats
to the bear. They're all supporting bills like 1696,
accepting one million to 1.S million acres out of 6
million in Montana.

Journal: This wilderness bill did not protect
.roadless land so much as release land for exploita
tion. Are we better off now that the Montana
wilderness bill has been defeated?

Journal: It is almost as if national groups feel
threatened by local groups.

Lance: tes,theydo. The bigger they get, the broader
the net they have to cast. It becomes easy for them
to convince their members that they have had a
victory when what they really had was a loss. 'We
saved a million acres,' they'll tell their membership.
But they won't say that they saved a million acres at
the cost of 4 million acres, acres that will be leased to
oil, gas, timber and the motorized sports industry.
The bigger they get the more unsophisticated their
members are, and some of their contributors won't
allow themto do specific things. Theywon 't take the

.best biological course because they want to protect
their funding.
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When Stars Have Eyes
Activists Destroy Surveillance Satellite

WEST VIRGINIA
MOUNTAIN MAN

" L_' ht: "...star pr-'9 ...

~~ 1_- "*'-.... ht"... I flU M:' IUII'9 ..

1 met him a few years ago,
on a warm arid sunny
fall day, .
as J hiked through the wilderness
of the Alleghenies, .
it was Indian summer,
the leaves wae red and golden.
He sat on a log.
outside his little shack,
carving a piece ofwood.
Old man in the forested hills.
How long has he lived here for,
I wonder.
I walked closer, and the.old man
looked. up at Itle, and made a gesture
with his hand.
Have a seat, son, he said.
Then he went on carving..

. I tried to start a conversation,
and i told the man
about my travels,
i mentioned the places I had been:
Paris, New York, San Francisco,
Amsterdam.
Tell me more about these places,
he said.
There wasn't too much to tell, I said.
All. I had left was shallow inlpressions,
1 had just stayed a day,
and rushed on
to new sights, new sounds, new peopie.
He told me that he had spent his whole
life
in these hills, and the farthest he had
gone
was a town 15 rniles to the east,
but that was a couple ofyears ago,
these days he didn't go to town anymore
Too many people, too much noise.
And then he told stories
about the land
the trees
the rivers

. the animals
and I realized
that this old man

civil disobedience monkeywrenching. They often
break into military installation where they are sure not only knew the land,
to be caught and damage or destroy weapons and he was the land.
weapons systems. When he talked, I could hear the

NorthernCalifornia activists are continuing the trees talk,
to raise money for Keith, Peter, their cause, and their andl am sure the old man

. dependants, as ~ell as to spread the word about wI:1at
they did and why they did it. Checks should be made could feel
available to "Stop First Strike/LAC" and sent to PO the wjldrivers
Box 11645, Berkeley, CA 94701-2645. flow through his veins.

PeopJe who particularly want to help Peter's He told me about this black bear
daughter, Lucy, can send donations to her mother, that lived around here,
Jean Peterson, at P.O. Box 8003, Santa Cruz, CA
.95061. sometimes he came real close.

Meanwhile; Peter and Keith would love to The old man said he kept a rifle,
hear from you. Letters must include the recipient"s but he never tried to shoot the bear.
registration number and should be sent to: God made this land for all critters
Keith Kioller, Registration Number 94358-012 to share,
PeterLumsdaine, Registration Number 94359-012 he said.
Metropolitan Detention Center, P.O. Box 1500, Los
Angeles, CA 90053 . 1 still think of the old man.·

Thisaddress will changewhen they are signed sometimes. .
to a long-term facility, but mail will be forWarded. And 1 wonder ifhe still lives
For updates or further information, call the hotline out there.
at 415-824-0214. amidst the trees ~...

Pete Shanks i$ a writer imd activist who lives in Santa the rivers ............--':1,· ~f.. .
Crut, CA, and is proud to be an alien. Besides, most of the hills. .!\ f!', ~"
his town seceded from America years ago and wants to ~.~ ""\:'f

take the rest ofthecountry with it. -Peter Z"'YI. ' ',;\i~ fj;,

I tried to do what was possible, rather than what
was permitted. I tried to do what was Tight rather than
what was convenient.
-Keith KjolleT, at his 'sentencing, September 21, 1992

tary.

By PETE SHANKS

On May 10th, Plowshare activists Peter
Lumsdaine and Keith Kjoller disarmed a satellite.
They broke into the headquarters of Rockwell·
International's headquarters in Seal Beach, Califor
nia in the middle of the night, and headed for
building 86, which contained two dean rooms
holding eight Navstar satellites, tWo oflvhich were
wrapped and ready for shipment to Cape Canaveral.

Clean rooms are 99.8% (at least) dust-free
environments for the assembly of delicate high-tech
gear. Kjoller and Lumsdaine smashed into them.
with axes. That in itself ruined the work in progress;
the contaminated eqUipment had to be stripped
down, checked and reassembled. The noise attracted
the attention of security guards, who grabbed Kjoller
and flung him into the shards ofglass before he could
get inside.

Lumsdaine meanwhile managed to get to
one of the finished satellites and used his ax to get the
wrapping off and start dismantling the machine. He

Navstar is a targeting system. Receivers are
attached to cruise missiles, 6-inch artillery shells,
planes, tanks, and Jeeps. They help to guide first
strike missiles to their targets, and infantry across
unfamiliar terrain. In the words of Bob Aldrige, a
former Trideht missile engineer, "Navstar takes the
guess out of warfighting." The system was field
tested in the Gulf War, and the Pentagon loved it.

.The war department has been working on
.GPS for almost thirty years. Its uses for a nuclear first
strike are extremely significant, but "Navstar is ideal
for certain kinds of counterinsurgency operations,"
eXplains Lumsdaine. "The traditional advantage of
lightly armed peasant guerillas or civilian refugees, is
that they know the local terrain." But Navstar lets
the invaders know exactly where they are and takes
away the edge.

For public-relations purposes, the Pentagon
and the manufacturers try to foster the illusion that
GPS .is intended to find sailors lost at sea, even
though they encrypt the signals so that only· the
mllitary get the most accurate data. Some large
corporations do want to use it to map and exploit
third-world resources; but it was never designed for

got 60 blows in before the stunned guards finally
forced him to stop. Damage estimates for the whole

.operation run up to nearly $3 million, according to
Rockwell.

Navstar (Navigation System Time and
Ranging) GPS (Global Positioning System) is, as of
now, incomplete. Currently, 210ut of an expected
24 are up, strung around the globein three different
orbits, like nooses with eight knots eacb, at least four
will be visible from any point on earth at any time.

The intended users, of course, are the mi.!i-
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Importing Indonesia's Forests...
Tropical Timber Ship Blockaded
continued from page 1

and taken the offen~ive against the fashioned.,. ,:Consumers know our ply
tropical timber industry. We proved wood is the most efficient, otherwise
with this action that ifwe are to change they won't use it." Hasan maintained
consumer attitudes, corporate invest- that Indonesia's rainforests are selec
ments and government poides, onthis tively logged using sustained yield
'issue, we must continue to combine management, Anyone who has trav
our energies and our resources. Other- eled to Sumatra, Kalimantan (Indone
wise, the tropical timbercampaign in sian Borneo) and Irian ]aya (West
North America will remain a distant Papau) can see for themselves the eco
priority. logical and social havoc caused by the

The action in the port of Long timber industry. '
Beach was the culmination of months Indonesia contains the most
of planning, conference calls, local rainforest after Brazil and World Bank
meetings and outreach. The sum total offidals estimate that the country is
of all this work was reflected in how destroying about 2.4 million acres of
well all the diverse elements came to- forest every year. Indonesia's exports
gether to produce acolorful and highly of timber products is the country's
empowering action. Our goals of chal- major earner after oil and gas. Last
lenging POBC to stop transporting year, Indonesia exported about one
tropical timber, illustrating to Holly- million cubic meters (10.7 million cu
wood why they don't need to use tropi- bic feet) of hardwood plywood to the
cal plywood in set construction and US. One of the major users of tropical
educating American companies and plywood (known as meranti) in LA is
consumers about their connection to -the entertainment industry which
tropical deforestation all came across consuines approXimately 250,000
loud and clear. sheets ofrainforest plywood everyyear.

Over the last few years, While several independent producers
rainforest activists in Europe and Aus- have started using alternatives, no
tralia have mounted similar blockades. major studios have as yet switched
Organizers who co-ordinated the ac- over to existing alternatives.

[

tion in Los Angeles believe that the Our port action in LA generated

m
irst direct action against a tropical mounds of positive publicity. More

timber ship entering the US will help importantly, it has initiated serious
inforest groups make stronger na- campaigns against the shipping lines

ional and international links. The of POBC, and Hyundai, who account
blockade coincided with World for 80 percent of all tropical timber
Rainforest Week and, as such, repre-. transported into the US. Hollywood
sents furtherprogress in the campaign and American consumers support the
tocurbcommerdalloggingoftropical criminals making millions off
forests by halting imports to the lead- rainforests and the people who live
ing markets of Japan, Europe and the there.
US. "Commerdal logging is destroy- ,For more information on how
ing 16 million acres of rainforest a to plug into future ship actions or other
year," said Campbell Plowden of rainforest protests: COr'ltact]ake]agoff,
Greenpeace International. Earth First! Tropical Timber Cam-

(

The ports of Long Beach and paign, POB 5176 Missoula, MT 59806

(

adjacent Los Angeles rank thir,d in US econet: earthfirst! (No phone calls to
imports of tropical timber from South- ]agoff, please!); Campbell Plowden,
east Asia. In 1991, the ports received' Greenpeace Tropical Timber Cam-
timber equivalentto the destruction of paign, 1436 U St. NW, Washington,
800,000 acres of rainforest, according DC 20009 ph. (202) 319-2414; Pain
to Bill Walker of Greenpeace. The WellnerTropicalTimberCo.ordinator,
response from Indonesia was qUick as Rainforest Action Network, 450
the country's chief timber baron, Bob Sansome, Suite 700, San Francisco, CA
Hasan, stated in today's]akarta paper. 94111 ph. (415) 398-4404 econet:
"Such boycotts are .old- rainforest

0\

A Seagull~sPerspective ftheBlockade

BY]IM FLYNN

What a blast! We owned that mbergotupimmediately. Theother
ship. Talk about personal empower- ,0 were, detained by the authorities
ment; Pan Ocean Bulk Carriers asked omentarily, then scrambled up the
our permission to use acraneto unload cranes themselves. .
non':timber cargo. That was it, within a half hour

or ng with Greenpeace was of reaching the dock, four cranes were
.great also. Not only were the people 'occupied with b,anners and sitters and
wonderful (closet Earth FirSt!ers, if you another banner hung off the side of the'

.askme velotsofneatto S.· ship, complete with climbers. It soon
From a late night bull sessIOn in our became obvious they had no way to
"safe" house, to a kick-ass action within remove us from the ship. It was so
.aweek, we were able to combine forces, obvious to everyone, they didn't even
goals, and ideologies. All this was try.
made possible by the groundwork laid The ground troops filled an
by the good folks at the Rainforest essential diversionary role and then
Action Network. joined us near the dock. All were

On the day of the action, it was inspired once visual contact was made
a bit intimidating to wander, bleary- between the crane sitters and the pick
eyed, out of the Earth First! motelroOm eters. It was even possible to see the
down to the Greenpeace/RAN room. It guerrilla theater from the top of the
became obvious that they didn't even cranes. The skit iilVolved a chainsaw,
enjoy the hour's worth ofsleep that we a tree, a Hollywood movie director and
got. They all were sitting quietly in the numerous forest creatures accompa
dark, dressed out in full gear with ear-· nied by assorted eco-defenders and
nest demeanor. Within an hour, we nOise-make.rs. Howling and drumming)".
were approaching the Ship. Then we on the ship could be heard by the
got word there was a complete police picketers as well. . .
bloackade on land and we knew they After. a few hours, an agree:
would be waiting for us. Mtera·brief ment was ,made to allow the long
discussion on the merits of a visit to ~horemen to operate one crane to un
Catalina, we decided. to go for it. load ayacht and some steel. Our people
Amazingly, we were able to pull up to were allowed freedom of mov-ement
the ship without confrontation. But on the ship and a dialogue WaS estab"
ourj>roblems weren't over. Our lad- lished with some Korean crew mem
ders wer~ too short to reach the railing bers on the ship. Eventually the Long
on the ship, so we had to unload at the Beach PD yelled up toone of our sup
dock. Three Earth First! crane sitters port ,people on the deck and negotia
(Kimberly, Chuck and myself) ap- tions were initiated. Our position was
proached the gangplank from near the dear: we weren't coming down until
bow, three more (Kristin, Craig and! POBCagreed to take their load oftropi
Kevin) accompanied by Mike' with a cal timber away from, the harbor and'
video camera approached from land. awa}: from North America. In the end,
and the Greenpeace banner hangers we agreed to come down with a guar
climbed the dock to reach the gang- '. anteed dtation and release. We left
plank from near the stern. Our team of after six hours of occupation, confi
three walked the length ofthe ship and dent that we couldn't be removed,
were escorted on board by some secu- comfortedbythe thoughtofhow much
rity dude whotnade no attempttostop inoney we cost Pan Ocean Bulk, and
us. Within minutes we were on top of knowing that we had got the word out
the cranes. The bamler hangers got thatthe import oftropical timber would
caught on the deck of the ship, but not be tolerated. . ~
much to their credit, they were able to . Hats-off and fists raised to all
unfurl the banner while their support the folks at RAN and Greenpeace. See
people were escorted off the ship and you on the front lines. .
released. Not long after that, the other
crane team boarded the ship and one

Native Forest
Network activ
ists unfurl a
banner at the
port ofLong
Beach near Los
Angeles, where
Indonesian
timber is
imported for
disposable movie,
sets.
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While Exporting Washington's
Washington Earth First! Occupies Plum Creek Log Yard and Export Dock

By WASHINGTON EARrn FIRST!

"./
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~
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ed. note: We got three separate articles
discribing this action and did our best to
compile them into one, clear story.

Indonesian meranti plywood, destined to
become backdrop for "Star Trek" or
"Dances With Wolves, " is unloaded at
the port ofLong Beach, California.
Hollywood alone uses approximately a
quartermillion sheets ofmeranti a year.

Kanareff, industrial PR extremist (aka
Director of Corporate Affairs) for Plum
Creek, "clearly we are going to have
some monetary impact from even what .
appeared to be a simple action of dem
onstrators tearing some bar-coded tags
off of logs." With logs of media cover-

. age and no arrests made, we left in
great spirits, leaVing behind and Earth

. First! banner flying high above the
Plum Creek dock.

What you can Do: Visit Plum
Creek's log yard in Tacoma Everett, or
contact David Leland at their corpo
rate office in downtown Seattle: First
Interstate Building, 23rd. floor, 999
Third Avenue, Seattle, WA 98104, (206)
467-3600. Read Ecodefeflse for ideas of
what you might do at either place.

to Plum Creek side of
the dock to join oth
ers, who were en
gaged in a positive
discussion with some
workers. At this
point, our friend on
the cranehad climbed
down, fifteen log
trucks werebacked up
from the Plum Creek
yard entrance; and a
cougar was locked to
a log stacking ma
chine. Cougar de
manded that Plum
Creek remain closed
for the day. Slick
Willy claimed that he
wasn't authorized to
make that decision
and then informed us .
that because of the
"vandalism" (bar
code inventory tags I

were being ripped
from logs), we all had
to leave or be sub
jected to arrest. We
left in order to avoid
the legal hassles, car
rying among others,
signs reading "Earth
First!, ·Profits Last."
The action ended
with a defiant march
across the log scales.

By the time of our departure, idled
longshoremen, media and 25 riot po
lice had gathered along with a char
tered police bus.

The biggest success of the day
was that, despite limited planning
Washington Earth First! banded to
gether. We all fed off of eachothers'
wild spirits and pulled off a kickass
action.

In terms of immediate impact
from the action, equipment was shut
down for several hours, the log ship
was prevented from leaving, and about
a dozen log trucks were turned away
from the fadlity. According to Sharon

Despite all the propoganda about us radical
enviromeddlers costing good Americans their liveli

hoods, it's shipments like this one, temporarily blocked
by Washington Earth First!, that are the real culprits.

explore the true horror of the log yard.
Matureand oldgrowth Douglas Fir and
Hemlocks from the west slope of the
Cascade Range, and Poderosa Pinefrom
the east slope waited to be exported to
Asia.

Simultaneously, another group
ran through the log yard to a Ship,
which was. half full of raw logs which
would fill up at Port Townsend before
heading to Japan. We boarded it,
preventing them from leaving for sev",
eral hours.

In the adjacent Murphy Padftc
log yard, some Earth First!ers briefly
shut down the operation but were con
fronted by a very angry
longshoreman. We dis
covered that Murphy Pa
dftc owned logs on the
north side of the dock as
well as having just sold
the logs on the ship. The

OUr Action ' tribe split into smaller
Our actions took severalfronts, groups and ran into the

including a visit by high-flying banner yard, blocking the ma
hanger Tony very early on Tuesday chinery with their bod
morning, October 20, 1992. A couple ies. With the media on
hours after his arrival, about fifty of us the scene, we stopped the
descended on Plum Creek from machines from stacking
Bellington, Seattle, and Olympia. logs with a fun-and-run

TheTacomapolicewereapolo- strategy, which shut
getic for their lack of staff since a dty them down. It was a
teachers strike was simultaneously crazy game of hide-and
happening and they could not afford seek among the logs-us.
staff for a "major action." We ex- against the industrial
plained to them, when asked who our machine.
spokesperson was, that we had' come The cops came
from three very different towns and and warned those who
had done no coordination other than were on the Ship to leave
to announce the action. or be arrested. Also

We gathered together and presentwasSlickyWiIly,
stormed in as a banner unfurled from a suit spokespod repre
the crane above. We' immediately senting the port of
tookover the place, singing and drum- Tacoma, who informed
ming, encircling log--stacking rna- us that we were trespass
chines, eventually shutting them Ingandendangeringour
down. Two logs were placed in the lives. .
driveway, blocking arriving logs trucks. We dedded (in

As the workers shut down their the quickest consensus
evil yellow monsters, activists began to ever) to head back over

Background
We picked Plum Creek be

cause they are the second largest
private land owner in Washington,
after Weyerhauser. Plum Creek is a
subsidiary of Burlington Resources,
which stole its land from the public
in 1864 in a Burlington Northern
railroad land deal. Plum Creek's
president and CEO, David Leland,
admits that they are purposely liqui
dating old growth and that cutting
at twice the sustainable rate. Fur
ther analysis of Plum Creek reveals
they are, in fact, cutting at three
times the. sustainable rate. Plum
Creek exports half of the trees they
harvest in Washington s~ate. Even
more shocking, Plum Creek pays no
income tax on the money it makes
cutting down the trees. It is set up as
a limited partnership. Under a 1987
Federal Tax Law, limited partner
ships that get 90 percent of their
sales from natural resources do not
have to pay income taxes.

Plum Creek and Murphy Pa
cific Corporations are tenants of the
Port of Tacoma at the export dock
on Commencement Bay, slightly east
of downtown, in the "single-use-ifi
dustrial-area."

Washington state, the world's
biggest raw log exporter, exports over
seas one-fourth to one-third of the
trees cut in the state as raw logs,
primarily to Japan. Sixty-percent of
the Northwest's annual cut is sent
overseas as raw or minimally processed
wood products. Evidence suggests
seven direct jobs and fourteen indirect
jobs are lost with every million board
feet of timber sent overseas unproc
essed. The USFWS has stated that any
job loss caused by spotted owl protec
tion could be more than made up by a
small reduction in raw log exports.
Ostensibly, it is illegal to export raw
logs from public lands in Washington,
but legal loopholes allow private/pub
lic land log substitution.

In honor ofWorld Rainforest
Week, and to coordinate this Native
Forest Network action with the
slmultanious action in Los Angeles,
Washington Earth First! targeted and
shut down the Plum Creek log ex
port dock in Tacoma, Washington.
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Tucson Businesslllen Attack Apache -Again
Another History ofMt. Graham
By JEAN EISENHOWER

~a! You Can
that ~acred';J--' .

In 1871, the Apache of the Gra
ham Mountains were living, as ordered
by the US Army, peacefullyon the land
around Fort Grant-theoretically un
der Army protection. On April 30,
most of the Apache men were out
huntingwhen 77 women, children and
old people were attacked and brutally
murdered. The attack was organized
by a ring of nicson merchants and
businessmen who had been getting
rich on large Army supply contracts.
The attack was meant to goad other
Apaches into attacking army forts, thus
keeping the war machine rolling.

One hundred twenty one years
later, the Apache are once again being
~ttacked by "respectable, upstanding"
Tucson businessmen.

Mount Graham, once home to
the Apache, and part of the Apache
reservaJion established in 1871, is now
the site of ,a controversial proposed

telescope complex, one of the hottest
environmental battles of the decade
(and the site of next summer's Earth
First! Round River Rendezvous.)

The reservation once included
not only the Graham (or Pinaleno)
Mountains, but the lands around
Safford, the Gila Valley, Globe and
Morenci. As rich farmland, lumber
and copper resources were discovered,
all these areas were taken from the
Apache and given to Anglo settlers and
developers.

The UniversityofArizona (UA),.
which is planning a telescope complex
on Emerald Peak of Mount Graham,
claims to have contacted, via form let
ter in 1985, all tribes which might have
an interest in protecting Mount Gra
ham. The UAhas no evidence any
letter was received by the Apache, and
it did not do follow ups, consultations
or interviews to confirm it. But 'it
continues, to this day, to blame the
Apache for not responding in a timely
manner, and accuses them of being'
"used by environmentalists." This in
sult ignores the fact that during the
NEPA public comment period, many
letters were received by the Forest Ser-
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Forest Service was dismissed, but the
Apache are appealing it.

One of the University's part
ners is the Vatican, which has an office
on the University of Arizona campus.
The University of Arizona has pUlled
out all the stops indisseminating mis
leading information and insulting the
integrity of the Apache and others
who respect Native American access to
sacred lands. They've been highly suc
cessful, aswell, in pressuring local media
to give them positive and profuse cov
erage on everything related to tele
scopes, and, in ignoring and playing
down any opposition, though some
local papers have editorialized against
it. Fortunately, the European media
have been less easily manipulated by
the UA (see sidebar).

If you are offended by the lies
that bolster the UA's power plays, read
on and act.

vice testifying to Mt. Graham's sacred
ness to the Apache. The insult also
obscures the University's actual activi
ties.

In 1989, UA officials finally
met face-ta-face with the Tribal Coun
cil, which was critical of the project,
and discussed an opposition resolu-'
tion. The University President, how
ever, seems to have no recollection of
that meeting, as he has repeatedly said,
"No Apache concerns, religious or oth
erwise, were expressed."

Six months later, the Tribal
Council passed the first of three unani
mous resolutions opposing the project
as " ...a display of profound disrespect
as well as a serious violation of our
traditional religious beliefs."

Prior to this, when the project
first became public news, Tribal Chair
man Buck Kitcheyan threatened the
Forest Service with a lawsuit, saying,

:/..- "'~;:~:;
/:.;

".' ~~,~";",, ~~~,,//.I;;.':" .

,!;'iF

Write your US Senator (Wash·,
ington DC 20510) or Representative
(Washington DC 20515) and ask them
to restore cultural and' religious and
environmental protection laws to
Mount Graham.

Contact your local Catholic
bishop and ask him to write to Bishop
Moreno of Tucson, asking Moreno
(192 South Stone, Tucson, AZ 85702)
to abandon the project. The President
of the National Catholic Conference of
Catholic Bishops pas determined-'-3r
rogantly and incorrectly-that this is a
matter betWeen the Bishop and the
Pope.

Contact the two Jesuits, "Fa
thers" Polzer (State Museum, Univer-

, sity of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721) and ,
Coyne (00120 Vatican), who have sub
mitted affidavits in the lawsuit oppos
ing the Apache people. Give them a
piece of your mind.

The Apache Survival Coalition
would be very interested in receiving
copies of your letters: Milil them
promptly to ASC, Box 11814, Tucson,
AZ 85734. .

"Since time immemorial, Mount Gra
ham has been sacred to the Apache
people." Unfortunately, in May, 1991,
Kitcheyan was ousted by the tribe for
theft and embezzlement of tribal funds ..
Facing huge legal debts, he suddenly
became theUA's "Apache religious
authority," reversed himself on the
sacredness of the mountain and today
speaks publiclyon the UA's behalf. But
he has failed repeatedly to produce the
medicine men' or elders who he said
would support his new ,stand.

The UniverSIty even sought to
bring this deposed and accused Tribal
Chairman to Europe to represent na
tive concerns to the VA's project part
ners, but he could not leave the coun
try while awaiting trial. Then, when
the Apache elders and Council mem
bers traveled to Europe (and each time
they have spoken out in any public
forum), the University has caStdiS-per- '
sions on their integrityand questioned
how much of the tribe they might
represent. Meanwhile, more and more
Apaches are getting involved in this
issue, and support for the Tribal
Council's standcontinuesgrOwing. The
case brought bythe Apache against the

Earth First!
in UK]oins
the Fight for
Mount
Graham

By JASON TORRANCE

On October 7, British
activists vented their outrage at
the Vatican's continued in
volvement in the destruction of
Mt. Graham. Catholics Against
Vatican Exploitation of Apache
Traditional Sites joined with
Earth First! activists outside of
the Vatican Embassy. The
original action that was planned
consisted of hanging a banner
on thebuilding itself, with other
activists gathering in front of
the main door with assorted
banners and placards. I was
particularly looking forward to
ringing the doorbell, and upon
opening, uttering, "Hi, We're
here for Mt. Graham... " How
ever, this was thwarted by a
heavy police presence waiting
for us at the enibassy and a
police escort from our meeting
point, the train station, to the
embassy. At least someone was
taking us seriously!

The climbers looked
around the building for ban
ner hanging possibilities, irri
tated that their fun had been'
taken from them for the day.
Not to be outdone, the climb
ers walked with a purpose into
the middle of the road, banner
spread out between them, and
brought traffic to a standstill.
The police ended the road
block, escorting the activists
from the road, whispering in
their ears "I knowyou want to
get arrested, but we're not
arresting you".-:.marksa change,
eh?

The standard presenta
tion of the protest letter pro
vided further amusement when
the embassy official was found
cowering behind a bush in
front of the embassy. '

Singing specially writ
ten hymns was very much the
order of the day from the
Catholic contingent among us.

As we left, I had a little
chat with one of the police
officers who was assigned to see
us back safely away from the
embassy. "See you again soon,
and oh, don't forget the hy
draulic boltcutters next time,"
were myparting words. An evil
grin began to grow on my face
as I began plotting for Vatican
Embassy Part n.



Idaho Minister Gives Support to Roadless Area

Preaching that
Earth First! Gospel

"Earth First! and other envi
ronmental activists prophesize that it's
not too late. With God's fidelity and
our own, we can turn spears into prun
ing hooks and forests into sustaining
temples of God's gracious residence."

During a visit to his office a fe""
days later, we were pleased to hear that,
although some members of his con
gregation disapproved of the sermon, a
larger number sympathized. Thus, the
ripple effects of our actions in Idaho
continue to spread. Through a com
mitted and organized presence again
in 1993, and with community support
like the above, true change IS possible. ten, wolverine and possibly wolves.

The Forest Service plans to build 149
miles of new logging roads to clearcut
76 million board feet of lumber from
the Nez Perce National Forest'.

The Idaho Sportmen's Coali
tion issued a press release in which
their executive director in Boisie, Ron
Mitchell, praised the Earth First! actions
this summer. "They have no other
recourse to stop illegal actions by a
government agency that is blatantly
and arrogantly Violating major
laws...The real outlaws are the Forest
Service."

The Earth First! basecamp has
been abandoned for the winter, al
though plans are already being made
for next spring and summer and we are
hoping the increased local support (see
accompanying article) will help make
it a more successful effort.
-SOURCE: IDAHO SPORTSMAN'S

COALITION

Damon holds tile saws at bay from his perch in the Cove-Mallard Roadless Area of
central Idaho, Summer, 1992.

Law-suit Filed to Stop All
Logging in Nez Perce

National Forest
A lawsuit has been filed by a

coalition of sportsmen's and conser
vation groups to prevent the roading

~ and logging of the Mallard/Cove Creek
areas in central Idaho. This summer,
Mallard-Cove was the site of Wild
Rockies Earth First!'s Roadless Area
Rescue Expedition basecamp, protests
and lockdowns (seeEarth First! Mabon,
'92).

The Idaho Sportsmen's Coali
tion alung with the Alliance for the
Wild Rockies, the Ecology Center,
Idaho's Golden Eagle Audubon Chap
ter, the Forest Conservation Council,
Foundation for North American Wild
Sheep and the Oregon Natural Re
sources Council filed the Notice of In
tent to Sue on August 27. There is a
mandatory Sixty-day waiting period
between the filing of intent to sue and
the actual start of the lawsuit which
will seek to halt all sell-off on the Nez
Perce National Forest, not just the
Mallard-Cove area.

The lawsuit will most likely
hinge on the Forest Service's blatant
disregard for the Endangered Species
Act. The area to be logged is habitat for
chinook salmon, bull trout, pine mar-Jay Tatara

the forest is already designated 'wilder
ness'; and about the mission of the
Forest Service to provide services and
recreation for the largest number of
people.

"I also went to Dixie, down
road 222 to a place where several long
haired, passionate young men and
women were camped. I learned about
delicate ecosystems; about the damag
ing effects of too many roads; about
how we should more often return and
give back to the forest rather than take
and use. Iheardwords, burning words,
erupting from within their depths: 'If
we don't learn and adopt new ways
and become more faithful to creation,
our forest temple will be destroyed.'

"I think we need to decide if
Earth First! speaks an unsettling truth
or possibility. Just because the message
may be threatening doesn't mean it's
not hearable. Is it possible that the
economic drive to tum trees into two
by-fours is sabotaging our foresters'
and scientists' best-laid plans? Forcing
them to cut too mCJ.ny roads and too
many trees?

By RAMON

A dramatic event occurred re
centlyin connection with the Roadless
Area Rescue Expedition actions in cen
tral Idaho. This summer, Earth First!ers
from around the country joined Wild
Rockies EF! in the Nez Perce National
Forest to protest and blockade the
building of roads to log the previously
roadless corridor between the Gospel
Hump and River-of-Na-Return Wilder
ness areas.

A local minister, upon over
hearing "puns" directed against Earth
First!, decided to visit our camp and see
for himself what we were all about.
The very next Sunday, August 16th, he
delivered a sermon to his congrega
tion, portions of which are quoted be
low. Remember that this took place in
the conservative Idaho community of
Grangeville, and that many of his pa
rishioners have ties to the logging
community.

"Prophecy or prophetic speech
is most often unsettling, unsolicited,
and unwanted. It takes a certain
amount of grit, almost adventure, to
hear the prophetic word because it will

most often be heard as fantasy and
falsehood, or as threat and treason. It
is almost as risky to hear prophecy as to
speak the words themselves.

"Can you imagine how fright
ening it must have been to listen to
Patrick Henry and Nathan Hale: 'Give
me liberty or give me death,' and 'I
only regret that I have but one life to
give for my country.' These are pro
phetic words of justice, equality, and
fairness, understandings which all of
us now accept and espouse, but which
were frightening and unsettling then,
no matter which side you found your
self on.

"Last week I showed up at a
meeting with several community
people. Before beginning our business
we were all visiting, talking about this
and that, and within about five min
utes I heard two or three puns describ
ing, with no complimentary intent,
the activities of Earth First! in the Nez
Perce Forest. Now I'm no deep sage
when it comes to human behavior, but
I know we often express our unsettled
or threatened dispositions through
jokes. It's easier to release frustration 7

by laughing than by expressing under
the-surface tension.

'''Time to look into this,' I said.
Later that same day I read about.
Jeremiah as the 'laughingstock' of illl
Jerusalem. And about the frustration
he feIt with a message he could not
suppress: ' ... like a burning fire shut up
in my bones, I am weary with holding
itin,andlcannot.' But 'nobody knows
the trouble I see.'

"I went to the Nez Perce Forest
spokesperson; I learned of environ
mental impact studies; about a com
bined effort to treat the forest fairly
and carefully; about how one half of

The prophetic word... will most often
be heard as fantasy and falsehood l

or as threat and treason.
It is almost as risky to hear prophecy

as to speak the/words themselves.
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People Other Than Malthus
By Bll.L McCORMICK

KingJr. had a statement entered in the
Congressional Record on the imper
tance of addressing the overpopula
tion problem directly, and not second,
third, or fourth hand:

"During the past several weeks
the press has been filled with reports of
sightings of flying saucers. While we
need not give credence to these stories,
they allow our imagination to specu
late on how visitors from outer space
would judge us. I am afraid they would
be stupefied at our conduct. They
would observe that for death planning
we spend billions to create engines of
war. They would also observe that we
spend millions to prevent death by
disease and other causes. Finallyt.h~y

would observe that we spend paltry
sums for population planning, even
though its spontaneous growth is an
urgent threat to life on our planet. Our
visitors from outer space could be for
given if they reported home that our
planet is inhabited by a race of insane
men whose future is bleak and uncer
tain.

"In fact, the more time I spent in
Ladakh, the more I came to realize the
importance of scale...the scale oflife is
such that peoplecan directlyexperience
their mutual interdependence....

''This stability has in tum, I
believe, contributed to the environ
ment~l balance and sodal harmony.
That population control is an important
factor in maintaining a balance with
the environmentis clear.. .it seems that
sodal friction is likely to be redwced if
the number of people depending on a
fixed quantity of resources remains the
same from generation to generation.
Under those circumstances, the need
for scrambling and fighting to survive
is clearly minimized....

"Traditionally, people were
conscious of the limits of resources and
of their personal responsibilities. I
have heard older people say, 'What on
earth is going to happen if we start
dividing the land and increasing in
numbers? It can never work.' But the
new economy cuts people off from the
earth...A given area can only produce
so much, so you know that it is im
portant to keep the population stable."

Many people may also not be
aware that the Reverend Martin Luther

..... ~ .. ~'-

Tresca, an Italian-American anarchist,
was sentenced to a year and a day for
advertising a book called 'The Art of
Not making Children' ... Emma
Goldman was also jailed for giving out
contraceptive information...Carl Rove,
an LW.W. longshoreman, was jailed in
San Mateo, California for three months
for selling Sanger's 'Family
limitation'....Police and prison guards
were often hostile and violent to the
birth-control prisoners, espedally the
women."

Ecofeminist Rosemary Radford
Ruether has also provided a very co
gent analysis of this question in her
essay Unraveling the Seamless Garment.
"The affirmation of life is not based on
aseriesofindividual, isolatedacts which
can be extended as a 'moral good.'
Rather, the affirmation of life belongs
to systems of interlocking sodal and
ecological relationships in which ex
cess is as much a cause of mass slaugh
ter and misery as direct killing. Birthing
human life is based on the ability to
sustain and nurture that life through a
lifetime...the sustaining of each life
demands awhole network ofresources,
not only to exist, but to be made avail
able to that person. These two realities,
the person and the network ofresources
to sustain their life, have to come into
some adequate fit together in order for

~
... it to be said that more life approxi

mates a 'moral good.'
. "Intoday'sworld, thatecologi

cal and social fit between persons and
resource is wildly out of balance. A
minority of the world's population
monopolize most of the worldis re-
sources, while the majority live in mis
ery or starve outright. The military
systems of the powerful exist basically
to keep this unjust monopoly over the
world's resources in its present state....

"But it is doubtful that global
population can be allowed to increase
beyond the present level if there is any
hope of feeding the world's popula
tion, even if resources were more justly
distributed. Just to name one reality:
not only is the world's arable land for
food not being expanded, but it is
rapidly shrinking through erosion and
through confiscation for roads and
housing. But, in today's actual situa-
tion (which shows no signs of being
easily chan,ged), where the world's re-

~
sources arenot justlydistributed, people

./ have to dedde concretely what num
, .'%:.. . ber of lives they can really sustain in

>:? -
this or that particular situation. To
dedde not to have more children, in a
context where one feels one's resources

the married women submitted help- to sustain present life already strained,
lessly, and when they found them- is as much a dedsion for life as is the
selves pregnant, their alarm and worry affirmation of the lives that actually
would result in the determination to exist.. ..
get rid of their expected offspring.... "What this means is that we
Having a large brood of children, often are finite beings....One does not affirm
more than the weekly wage of the life by insisting on infiriite expansion
father could provide for, each addi- of births of people condemned to mis
tional child was acurse, 'a curse of God' erably truncated existence's because
as orthodox Jewish women and Irish there is not adequate balance between
Catholics repeatedly told me." the numbers of people and the nexus

One of the most amazing finds of resources which can sustain some
I made while researching this question . thing approximating a whole or fulfill
is what I call the suppressed history of ing life. Such refusal to see the connec
left anti-natalism. In Woman's Body, tion between these two things is as
Woman's Right, Linda Gordon provides myopically anti-life as those who plan
a fasdnating account of how active the to nuke the world in order to save it for
International Workers of the World democracy." (Probe,Jan/Feb 1985)
(Wobblies) and other radical, turn-of- I also have quotations on tap
the-century groups were in trying to from Shirley Chisholm, Alice Walker,
get birth control information to the ChiefOrenLyons, PranayGupte, David
people, despite constant harassment Suzuki and many other non-white
by the authorities. , males, but I think perhaps the point

"Many actiVists were arrested has been made.
and jailed for their birth-control activi-
ties-at least twentYbesides (Margaret)
Sanger on federal charges alone. Carlo

"There is no human circum
stance more tragic than the persisting
existence of a harmful condition for
which a remedy is readily available.
Family planning, to relate population
to world resources, is possible, practi
cal and necessary. Unlike plagues of
the Dark Ages or contemporary dis
eases we do not yet understand, the
modern plague of overpopulation is
soluble by means we have discovered
and with resources we possess.

"What is lacking is not suffi
dent knowledge of the solution, but
universal consdousness of the gravity
of the problem and education of the
billions who are its victims." (Congres
sional Record-Senate, May 10, 1966,
pp. 10164-65).

There have been a number of.
feminist radicals who have written on
population limitation, though I guar
antee you won't see their words high
lighted in the politically correct press.
Here is well-known anarchist Emma
Goldman in her book, Living My Life:

"Still more impressed was I by
the fierce, blind struggle of the women
of the poor against frequent pregnan
Cies. Most of them lived in continued
dread of conception; the great mass of

i
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There have been a number of
articles recently in publications like
Earth First!, The Progressive, and The
Ecologist that have examined the issue
of overpopulation. So the thought
occurred to me to write an article using
entirely non~traditional sources on
population limitation.

It is becomingincreasinglydear
to me that the old Malthusian, Garrett
Hardin, "let 'em drop like flies" line is
becoming so discredited and mean
ingless in population debates that the
mere act of citing either one of them
can be tantamount to tying an iron
anvil around one's neck. Which is not
to say that Hardin Qr even Malthus did
not have some very relevant things to
say, it's just mixed in with too much
excess baggage.

I think the most important and
relevant point I could make is how
clearly native and traditional peoples
understand the importance oflimiting
their numbers in relation to their en
vironments. Many people may not
know that American IndianMovement
activist and scholar Ward Churchill
has written several times on carrying
capacity in the pages of Z Magazine:

"Virtually every identifiable
indigenous society has made it a cen
tral practice, continued over thousands
ofyears, to hold down their populations
below the level which they would be
gin to cause serious ecological
disequalibrium within their respective
regions. In all of America north of the
Rio Grande-a territory which might
accommodate 40-45 million people
there were perhaps lu million indig
enous inhabitants at the onset of the
European invasion. And these low
numbers are not accounted for by the
population in question liVing at the
razor's edge of subsistence. Indeed,
they were cultures which had been
perfected over a thousand
generations ...and had long practiced
forms of governance upon which the
whole 'modern' Euroamerican con
ception of democracy was eventually
predicated...

"Population rather than pro
duction is the issue actually before us.
In fact, it seems to me that any serious
discussion of global problem resolu
tion must begin with the observation
that a 5.25 billion human population
is itself outrageously unrealistic. The
question then becomes not how we
sustain such a ludicrous overburden of
one spedes, but how we begin in in
culcate a broad consdousness leading
to the steady scaling back of human
numbers to some point well below
5096 of the present level (and keep it
there)....

"I argue that we must de-em
phasize the relation of humanity in
order to gain an appropriate insight
into the interaction of society with
everything else. We must seek to
achieve a profound reinterpretation of
ourselves and our role as human beings
if we are to move forward rather than
repeating the same sequence of errors
until oblivion sets in." (ZETA July/
August 1989, p 154)

I recently came across an ex
tremely important book that should be
reqUired reading for all of the "Over
population is a Myth" school. Helena
Norberg-Hodge's Andent Futures is
about her experience with the Tibetan
people of Ladakh in northern India.
She chronicles the agonizingly famil
iar 'coca-colonization' that has taken
place there between 1975 and the
present. But what I found most note
worthy about her book is the very dear
emphasis on population control:
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A (Cyanide) River Runs Through It
Heap Leach Gold Mine Planned for the Headwaters of the Blackfoot River

San Juans of Colorado had the first of its spills less
than six months after it came on line. Since then,
there have been multiple failures of their cyanide
containment systems, the worst of which killed all
aquatic life along 17 miles of Alamosa River in 1990.
Heavy spring runoffs in the mountains overflow
their containment ponds or cut through clay leach
pad liners.

All four of the cyanide leach mines in central
Montana, also a dry area, have leaked. The Kendall
gold mine in the Mocassin Mountains of Montana
had a major cyanide spill in 1984. Canyon Re-

To Helena..........~

To Great Falls...........~

Seven-Up Pete

'MAN
M\NI"-JG':

sources, which owns the Kendall mine, had to be
forced by local pressure to put in containment sys
tems able to withstand "l00-year floods.", The area
has had 100 year flood levels of precipitation every
year since. Local people are now trying to get the
mine to upgrade the ponds further.

Similar problems can be expected at the
Seven-Up Pete mine which is just west of the conti
nental divide. The high peaks catch most of what's
left of p,re~ipitation moving east from the coast.
Heavy rain or snow storms could cause overflow of
the settling ponds and will cause erosion on the steep
slopes they will be mining.

The Blackfoot River is the one glamorized in
Robert Redford's new film "A River Runs Through

It." The film had to be shot at another location
because the Blackfoot is already so polluted. Educate
movie-goers about the reality of the river. If you
want flyers about the mine, writ~ to me at the Journal
POB 5176 and I'll make some up for you.

Lincoln
To Missoula
~ ..

Grizzly bear have been sighted in the project
area, the,most recent only this past spring. This puts
the state"owned tracts in a "special management"
area for grizzly bear. Bad news for the bear. The
Montana Department of State Lands response to the
griz near Lincoln is, "Mangement policy is to dis
courage presence of grizzly bears and factors co'n
tributing to their presence. Management decisions
will not consider maintaining ot improving grizzly
bear habitat." Therefore, an open pit cyanide heap
ieach mine is fully in accordance with theirS-pecial
griz policy.

Cyanide heap leach
mining is a process of ex
tracting minute traces of
gold from huge amounts of
rock. The McDonald de
posit above tlie Blackfoot
contains 0.028 ounces of
gold for every ton of other
minerals. That's over 53
tons of rock dug up and
doused with cyanide for a
single, one and a half ounce
wedding ring.

The mountain con
taining the gold is gouged
out and crushed into small
chunks. This bulk ore is
spread out over plastic-lined
leach pads and sprayed with
a sodium cyanide solution.
Sodium cyanide binds to
gold molecules. The cya
nide-gold solution runs off
into a "pregnant pond"
which is further treated to
cause the gold to preCipi
tate out. They are then left
with both rock and liqUid .
contaminatedwith cyanide.
These are treated with fer
rous sulphate and hydro-
gen peroxide, which turns it into thiocyanate or
other cyanide derivatives which the mining industry
and their cohorts in the state government assure us
are harmless. The detOxified. rock will be used to
rebuild the hillsides and the treated water will be
spread out over the land to percolate down into the
groundwater. Since no system can "reasonably" be
expected to be perfect, Montana water quality stan
dards allow 0.2 mg of cyanide' per liter of water to
leach into the aquifer. ' .

The process ot cyanide heap leach mining
was developed in Arizona and New Mexico, areas
with significantly less rainfall than western Mon
tana. One of the major concerns with potential
contamination of surrounding water sources is rain

. and snow which falls into the leaching. areas and
then runs out. into surface water or seeps into
groundwater outside the lined leach pad. Even in the
arid southwest, all the mines eventually have some
leak or spill.

A Phelps Dodge cyanide heap leach copper
mine in Mew Mexico has spilled over 188 million
gallons of acid-contaminated waste into Whitewater
Creek in five ye~J.rS. The Summitville gold mine in the

nice bit of pocket change from the creation of this
mine, as they will be receiving a surface entry fee and
5% royalty.

But thewindfall for Max's loved ones and the
rest of the gold-hungry crew will be the death knoll
for the already suffering Blackfoot River and sur
rounding habitats. Naturally, the state dedicated the
"wildlife" section oftheir environmental assessment
to elk and trout, the only species they recognize as
wildlife; but even these favorite critters are in serious
trouble. Brook trout and cutthroat trout have de
clined by more than 70 per cent in the past 15 years.
Only one finger-sized bull trout, which once flour
ished in the Blackfoot River, was found in one of the
tributaries during their fisheries study. Core elk
winter range, already thrashed by intensive logging
and easy access hunting, will be dug up or buried
under waste rock, along with the hoines of other
critters such as moose, rough grouse, blue grouse,
mountain lion, black bear, golden eagles, bald eagles,
and a variety of songbirds, watenowl and raptors.
One of the mitigations suggested by the state is that
.ifbald eagle nests are found in the drilling illea, they
will supposedly stop work, but the mere presence of
adults not in the process of laying or hatching eggs
will be ignored.

By ALLISON SLATER

The trees have already been cut. The hill
sides are scarred with miles'of,roads and collapsing
embankments. The river and streams are choked
with sediment and poisoned with old mine tailings.
Typical landscape left by a traditional resource ex
traction economy past its peak. But the mountains
and drainages at the headwaters of the Blackfoot
River are about to become part of the latest craz~ in
land destruction: cyanide heap leach gold mining:

Phelps DOdge and Canyon Resources, both
multi-national mining companies, have plans to
apply for a permit for an open pit strip mine and
cyanide leach pads just outside the town of Lincoln,
Montana. They have been peppering the hills with
test drill holes for the past six years, and last summer,
they struck gold. Seven million ounces of it are
scattered in among 185 million tons of rock, and
they plan on turning a 5600 foot peak into a 250 foot
deep, ten thousand square'foot pit to get at the gold.

The mine itself won~t become a reality for
another several years, but exploration was recently
stepped up from routine exploration. 614 new test
holes (in addition to the l30-plus already there), 30
miles of new road and a metalurgical testing facility,
which is a small scale cyanide leach system, were
approved by the Montana DepartmentofStateLands
as having no significant impact.

The project spreads out m~er 10,000 acres of
state owned and private land, with some additional
exploration across the river in the Helena National
Forest. The private land, interestingly enough, is
owned by the family of Senator Max Baucus (D-MT),
champion of the wilderness destruction bill (see
story, page 1). The Baucus family stands to earn a
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The Bastards Still Want to Damn the Tat
By MICHAEL HOWEll

The powerful Alsek River-here running at more than 100,000 cfs-=-flows through peaks and
glaciers on the way to Dry Bay.

The Tatsh~nshiniRiverat Dalton Post, Yukon
'ferritory, is a sWift, cold, milky river slipping by at
3000 cubic feet per second (cis). An hour down
stream, the river constricts to a narrow, boulder
strewn channel-where two people in the expedition
following mine nearly became grizzly food-then
broadens and meanders through a pristine wilder
ness valley. Wolves, grizzlies, Dall sheep, mountain
goats, moose, eagles, and a rare subspecies of black
bear known as the "glacier bear" for its distinctive
silver-blue pelage, all thrive in this area. The Tat
watershed is also the sole passage for migratory
wildlife through North America's highest coastal
mountain range.

The Tat flows at almost 20,000 cis by the time
it merges with the 120,000 cis of the mighty Alsek
River, producing a flow about six times the volume
of the Colorado River. Between Dalton Post and its
outlet at Dry Bay, the river cuts between peaks almost
three miles high and through the world's largest
non-polar icefield where glaciers calve at the river's
edge.

Unscarred by roads, logging, mining, or set
tiers, the Tatshenshini region is 2.3 million acres of
grand scale Wilderness, and the Tat watershed com
prises the unprotected core of what could be the
largest international park'in the world. The area's
global significance is indisputable: Kluane National
Park in the Yukon is a World Heritage Site, and the
IUCN has also indicated that the BC portion of the
Tat also qualifies for this status. In addition to
Kluane Park, the area is adjacent to Wrangell-St. Elias
and Glacier Bay National Parks on the United States
side of the border. According to Jake Messelink,
Assistant Deputy Minister of BC Parks, "Expert as
sessment has placed this river in the top echelon of
wilderness rivers when. judged at an international
scale of reference."

The BC section of the Tatshenshini heartland,
however, remains vulnerable since it is home to
treasures of another kind. Windy Craggy Mountain,
which straddles the·high ground above the confluence
of the Tat and the Alsek, could become the largest
open pit copper mine in Canada if Geddes Resources
of Toronto gets its way. Geddes proposes to remove·
the summit glacier and rip off the upper 2000 feet of
the mountain to get at the copper deposits under
neath.

The impacts of the mine would be severe:
-Acid Mine Drainage (AMD): Sulfuric acid as strong

as battery acid will be produced if rocks containing
sulfide minerals are exposed to air and water. The
presence of sulfuric acid would I~achout toxic heavy
metals from the rock of the water table, resulting in
an acid bath that could Wipe out the Tatshenshini
Alsek's salmon runs and grizzly populations. AMD
also persists long after mining operations have ceased,
and continues to be a problem at many mines that
have been inactive for centuries.

Geddes has proposed to mitigate AMD by
immersing the several hundred tons ofsulfide-bearing
rock overburden under the waters of dams onTats'
Creek. This seems a simple solution, except that the.
proposed dam sites are in the most geologically
active area of North America (Recall Mt. Spur and
Redoubt in the last couple of years, or the Great
Quake of 1964 that measured 8.4 on the Richter
scale). It would be a Russian roulette game with time
until the dams would be breached and AMD would
destroy the pristine waters below.

-Mining Camp: The "camp" would actually be a
small cityof600 people and would last up to 20 years.
-Roads: The proposed mine road would parallel the

Tatshenshini for 30 miles and cross it with a major
bridge at a set of rapids known to expedition rafters
as Monkeywrench Rapid. .Whither roads go, so go
development activities and poaching, therefore
diligent river runners have continued systematic
desurveying activities. Today, no road alignment
survey evidence remains on the ground. The road
stoolies want to slam the road through during crucial
bear pre-denning feeding activity; all the construc
tion crews, heavy machinery, and their ilk would be
extremely disruptive to calorie-hunger bears. Not
onlywould gravel be dredged from the Tatshenshini,
but the sediment resultant from roadbuilding would
foul the river for many spawning runs in the future.
The Haines Higllway is also slated for widening to
accomodate huge trucks.
- Pipeline: Slurry concentrate and fuel oil would be

shipped through pipelines made of high-density
polyethylene plastic. Rupture of either line could
result in massive line could result in massive spills,
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poisoning fish and wildlife. These pipelines could
not be allowed to freeze or solidify, so they could not
be shutoff if ruptured since the slurry would freeze.
This means major volumes of toxic ore could spew
directly into the rivers with catastrophic impacts.
The pipe crosses over 200 salmon bearing streams,
and would pose a major hazard to the health of bald
eagles at the Chilkat Eagle Preserve and spawt:ling

Geddes to produce a new Stage 1 report which would
address more issues than the present Stage 1 report.
Furthermore, since Geddes issued the MDRP Stage 1

. report, the MDRP pro~ess has been replaced with the
Mine Development Assessment Act (passed summer,
1990). OnceBCisfinished, the Canadiangovernment
must also submit the Windy Craggy proposal to its
Environmental Assessment Review Process.

salmon upon which they feed.
-Terminal at Haines, Alaska: The pipeline would

terminate at huge tanks where the slurry would be
dewatered, dumping 360,000 gaHons of toxic efflu
ent a day into Lynn Canal, home to a $41 million/
year fishery which supports Haines, Alaska.
-Wildlife: The road would cut through open alpine,

prime grizzly habitat and the only Dall'sheep winter
range in Be. With giant ore trucks making 74 trips
daily, animal deaths would be certain. Poaching of
currently undisturbed wildlife would occur.

-Adventure Tourism: Due to its wilderness and
spectacular scenery, the Tatshenshini is known as
one of the world's premier commercial rafting rivers.

, If the, road were built, the river's present reputation
would be lost, seriously hurting adventure tourism
operators.

Since the Geddes deposit is so remote there is
much doubt whether it is economic to mine. The
road could be built into the Tatshenshini wilderness
only to have financing for the mine fall· through.
They .!1aven't completed feasibility studies, nor do
they have any copper contracts.

Geddes seems to have a mercenary vision for
this wilderness. As Gerald Harper, President of
Geddes Resources puts it, "We can't enjoy this planet
unless we have the cash to do it with." As far as he
is concem'ed, "The Tatshenshini isn't pristine wil
derness, it's barren ground." In response to interna
tional support to protect the Tatshenshini, Geddes
has demanded compensation to the tune of $1
billion for the BC government, even though two
thirds of Geddes' exploration expenses have been
covered through a taxpayer write-off.
, The litanyofadverse environmental impacts
from Windy Craggy are endless. However, in the
process of obtaining the necessary permits from BC,
Canadian and US governments, Ceddes Resources is
pressing the BC government for qUick approval, and
would like to have the mine on-line by 1994. Con
sequently, to\\:nsfolk of Haines and Yakutat, Alaska,
National Marin·e Fisheries Service, National Park
Service, along with 50 environmental groups in
Canada and the United States representing over 5
million people, have banded together to launch a
many-pronged campaign to fight for preservation of
the Tatshenshini-Alsek region and outright rejection
of the Windy Craggy mine proposal. These efforts
are coordinated in BC, Canada, and the US through
the Tatshenshini International coalition based in
Vancouver, Be.

In April, 1992, The BC government put a ,
formal review of the min-e-on hold indefinitely so the
province. can draft im area land use plan. That plan
could designate the area as park land with no mi~

ing, ruling the area needs no special protection or
offer a compromise. Although the land use planni~g
process supersedes the Mine Development Revi~w

Process (MDRP), it is possible the plan will force

Existing. US-Canadian treaties and legisla
tion may block the mine proposal since Geddes must
secure US approval before proceeding with the mine:

-An international Joint Commission may be con
vened through .the 1909 Boundary Waters Treaty to
assess the potential for damage to transboundary
waters. Article IV of the treaty provides that such
waters "shaH not be polluted on either side to the
injury of health or property on the other;" Article IX
suggests jurisdiction for. wilderness, wildlife and
recreational values..' .

-The 1986 Pacific Salmon Treaty identifies Alsek
River chinook and early-run sockeye stocks as de
pressed and requiring special protection. The treaty
requires actions' to conserve and rebuild salmon
stocks.
-The Migratory Bird Treaty would come into effect

betause the toxic mine tailings will result in "takings."
Inaddition to theinternational governmental

treatyobligations, a thorough Envitonmental Impact
Statement is required in the US so thatthe effects of
the Geddes proposal are completely known. This is
expected to address the mine's impact upon Glacier
Bay National Park, and the local fishing economy.
The US must also issue several permits inclUding
right-of-way for the pipeline, approval for interna
tional hazardous material disposal, section 404 per
mit for the port facility in- Haines, AK, and CWA
section 402 permit for discharge of pollutants.

Two resohltions introduced this year may
work' in our favor to preserve the' Tatshenshini,
although all legislative sqlutions usually involve
some compromise. House Joint Resolution 460,
introduced by Congressman Wayne Owens (D-UT)
with more than 20 co-sponsors and companion
measure SJR 290 introduced by Senator Al Gore (D
TN) directed the Secretaries of Interior and State to
negotiate with the BC and Canadian governments
for preservation of the area as a National Park or
Reserve. It directed the Secretary of Interior to enter
into negotiations with Canada to protect the entire
Tatshenshini-Alsek watershed and its fisheries,
wildlife, water quality, recreational areas, and wil
derness values. The Secretary of State would seek an
agreement with the Canadian Government for the
InternationalJoint Commission to studythe potential
adverse environmental and social impacts of the
proposed mining activity. Furthermore, no permits
would be issued for the miqe until the completion of
'the commission study. Finally, the Secretary of
Interior would seek the cooperation of the Canadian
Government to obtain World Heritage Site Status
and protection for the entire Alsek and Tatshenshini
River Watershed. Unfortunately, no resolution came
out of the recently-completed session in Congress.
The Tatshenshini International coalition has devel
oped an extensive list ofresources and materials. If
you are interested in I-shirts, books, videotapes, or

c'ontinued on the next pag/



Dams-he-gone? Bio Bio Decision Due Soon
By HOWLER

The Elwha River is likely to be the first major
American river that has the honor of having two
dams removed from its watershed, although the
timeline for dam removal may condemn to extinc
tion several species that are already on the brink. Tne
Elwha River descends from the heart of Olympic
National Park through rainforest and rock canyons
to the Strait ofJuan de Fuca at the entrance to Puget
Sound. From its headwaters to the town of Port
Angeles on the strait, the Elwha is only45 miles long.
The river historically supported runs of wild
anadramous fish including all five species of Pacific
salmon and three species of trout.

Elwha Dam, built illegally in 1914 only five
miles from the river's mouth, blocked migratory fish
from 40 of the river's 45 miles. Fourteen years later,
the Glines Canyon Dam was built seven miles up
stream. The Glines Canyon Dam was then included
in the newly created Olympic National Park in 1938.
Both dams have effectively functioned to critically
deplete spawning gravel t1ownstream.

The license to operate Glines Canyon Dam,
which expired in 1976, has been renewed annually
by FERC. Relicensing has been delayed until the
decision of whether to purchase and remove the
dams is resolved. James River Corporation, the
current owner, may be liable for costs to restore the
watershed since the company has an unlicensed
obstruction on a navigable river. Proposed mitiga"
tion measures such as trap and haul by James River
have been shot down by the fish agencies as not
going far enough. The fish agencies have conlcuded
the key to successful restoration of the ecosystem is
removal of the dams.

The legislative approach has resulted in
S.2527 and HR.4844, called the Elwha River Ecosys
tem and Fisheries Restoration Act, which, as of Octo
ber 16, 1992, is awaiting the current president's
signature. By the time this bill authorized the Sec
retaryofInteriorto prepare a report, purchase for $29
million and remove (up to an additional $70 million)
the Elwha aI.1d Glines Canyon dams from the Elwha
River, species dependenton the river couldbeextinct.
This legal procedure is filled with fatal flaws that
could delay the removal of the darns. Lujan could
either drag his feet or recommend against the dam
purchase. Rep. John Dingell, who oversees the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission operations,
could continue to oppose the bill. HDaishowa Pulp
Mill in Port Angeles balks, a new deal would need to
be negotiated. Hguarantees of local water rights for
downstream users would be jeapordized by remov
ing the dams, the deal could be off.

The neverending legislative process will re
peat itself ifthe intent of this bill is not fulfilled; kind

. of like dinosaurs waiting out the ice age. Yet, the
illegal dams still stand, with fewer and fewer fish
each year. George Hayduke would knowwhatto do.

The fate of the mighty Bio Bio River in Chile,
one of great wild rivers of the world, may be decided
in the next few months. ' .

The International FinanceCorporation (IFC),
the arm of the World Bank that makes loans to

4>

private borrowers, will probably decide in December
whether to help fund the proposed Pangue Dam on
the Bio Bio. Pangue is only the first of a series of
proposed dams that would wipe out the whole
stretches of the Bio Bio.

Ateam from IFC visited Chile in early August
to conduct a final appraisal mission before it hands
a recommendation to the Bank's board of directors,
which decides all loan applications. The team met
with Chilean government officials, ENDESA em
ployees, members of an activist organization, Grupo
de Acion por el Bio Bio (GABB) and representatives
from the local Pehuenche Indians, whose lifestyle
would be drastically affected by the dam.

"I think we have a reasonable sense of the
issues on both sides," said IFC information officer
Mark Constantine.

Meanwhile, ENDESA, the Chilean utility that
wouldbuild the dams, announced that construction
on Pangue will not begin until 1994. The company
had previously stated it would begin diverting water
at the site next year.

Though the Chilean government supports
the dam, recent events there have placed additional
obstacles in the path of the dam builders. Three
lawsuits have been filed. asking for an injunction
against 'the dam's construction. One suit points to
the area's high amount of volcanic activity. A re
cent eruption of the nearby Copahue Volcano con
firmed GABB's concern about volcanic activity near
the dam site.

In conversations with the Center for Studies
of the Upper Bio Bioat the UniversityofConcepcion,
regarded as the scientific experts on the area, the
IFC's appraisal team was told that a proper environ
mental as~essmentof the project should include an
analysis of the cumulative impacts ofall six proposed
dams. TheWorldBank'~own gUidelines recommend
a study of cumulative impacts when a series of
projects is planned. So far, however, the IFC has
balked at requiring such a study, contending that it
is an autonomous arm of the World Bank and is not
bound by its policies.

The International Rivers Network, .a group
that opposes construction of large, destructive dams,
recently charged that a cumulative study is impera
tive because the proposed Pangue Dam's reservoir
will only give it storage capacity to generate power at
75 percent of the rate ENDESA has claimed. The
group contends that a second, upstream dam will be
needed to make the project profitable. But theIFC
has not accepted that' analysis, and contends the

Pangue project can stand economically on its own.
Environm:mtalists are argUing that, in any

case, a US law known as the Pelosi amendment
prohibits the Bank's US representative from voting
to approve the loan until at least 120 days after
environmental assessment of the proposed project is
delivered to the Bank's board of directors. An envi
ronmental assessmen.t was done by ENDESA early
this year, but it did not contain an analysis of.
alternatives to the project, as required by World Bank'
guidelines and by the Pelosi amendment.
What you can do:

Write your US Representative and your two
US Senators urging them to take action to save the
Bia-Bio River in Chile from damming. Ask them to
contact the U STreasury Department and the Inter
national Finance Corporation to urge funding for
alternative ways of producing electricity in Chile,
ways that will preserve the Bio-Bio for the native
people that live along it and for the endemic plant
and animal species. Addresses: US House of Reps.,
Washington, DC205 15; US Senate, Washington, DC
20510
SOURCE:NATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF RIVER SPORTS

Banks Want to Dam
Costa Rican Rivers

ProRios, a river conservation organization in
Costa Rica, has asked the Inter-American Develop
ment Bank to promote and help fund energy effi
ciency projects there before loaning money toward
the construction of proposed dams on the Rio Pacuare
and Rio Reventazon.

The Costa Rican Electric Institute (ICE) wants
to build four dams, two on the Pacuare and two on
the Reventazon. Flooding caused by the dams would
wipe out virgin rainforests and cut roads into the
forest along the Pacuare. The concern is that this
access will stimulate illegal logging and clearing for
agriculture. ProRios asserts that the ICE has made no
provisions to anticipate those problems, and has
done little to investigate less destructive means of
generating energy.
Whatyou can do: Write the US representativeof the
Inter-Amep.can Development Bank and ask him to
vote against ICE's loan application unless a cumu
lative environmental study is conducted for all four
dams and serious 'consideration is given to energy
alternatives in Costa Rica. Write to: Mr. Larry
Mellinger, Inter-Amencan Development Bank, 1300
New York Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20577
SOURCE: CURRENTS
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continued from the previous page

campaign services in your area, please contact
Tatshenshini International at the address below.

The River Defense TaskForce is committed
to preserving this magnificent area as wilderness. In
order to do so, we will be coordinating several pro
grams with Tatshenshini International, including
on-the-river research of wildlife and water quality,
butwe must raise research funds and assemble a team
of biological experts. If you can help, please send
donations or a description of your expertise to the
River Defense Task Force at the address below.
What You Can Do: Take ten minutes to help protect
the Tatshenshini from the proposed mine. Obviously,
the 102nd Congress has already ended, and both
Gore and Owens are running for different offices
(Gore for Vice-president, Owens for the Senate), so
wait until after the election results are in, then write
somebodywho won and tell them to re-introduce or
co-sponsor a version ofOwens' HJR 460 or Gore's SJR
290. Also, direct opposition to the followtng:
PremierMike Harcourt, Legislative Buildings, Victoria,
BC Canada V8V lX4; PrimeMinister Brian Mulroney,
House of Commons, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada KIA
OA6; President Clinton or Bush or whomever" White
House, 1600 Pennsylvania Ave, Washington DC;
Please copy your letter to, or contact for more in
formation: River Defense Task Force, FOB 60164,
Seattle, WA, USA 98160. Contact for Resources or
Materials: Tatshenshini Wild, 843-810. West
Broadway, Vancouver, BC canada V5Z 4C9
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Attempted Wilderness Sellout Fails ...

Sound land use legislation is not based
on whoring around Washington,

performing political favo~s.

Montana, vital low elevation wildlife habitat, and
.much of Montana's very significantancient forests."
The letter was on the Hill at the same time as NREPA
was being reformatted into an amendment to the
House Interior blll for Kostmayer to offer in full
House debate. Kostmayer's amendment called for
the protection of more .than four million acres of
Wilderness and wild -and Scenic Rivers, plus the
formation of an ecosystem study for the entire
Northern Rockiesbioregion. It also proVided interim
protection, for those federal lands included in the
study. Only two ofthe seven signers of the letter
agreed to comment on their opposition to NREp,A.

continued from page 1
Another Montana Wilderness Bill died compromise. Hence, when Baucus did eventually

somewhere on Capitol Hill this fall. Senate Bill 1696, manage to get the latest compromise in front of the
the Montana National Forest Management Act, in- Senate, Alan "Boney-Ass" (He called himself that, I
trodutedbyBaucUsandMontanaRepublicanConrad did hot make it up) Simpson (R-WY), speaking for
Burns, .' would have provided for the protection of five unnamed western Senators, killed the bill.
1.19 million acres of Wilderness and the formation The Montana Wilderness bill determines the
of over 200,000' acres of wilderness study areas and fate of the remaining six million acres of presently,
most importantly, the release of over four mlllion but tenuously, \inroaded wilderness. It includes
acres of roadless wild lands for development and areas of low elevation, biologically diverse national
resource extraction. Baucus and Burns persuaded forests and the traditional high altitude ramparts
the Senate to pass S. 1696, over the objections of Al historically included in the preservation system.
Gore, Pat Leahy, and Paul Wellstone, among others, QUibbling over 0.11 mlllion acres either way seems
who considered the bill weak. paltry and essentially moot in comparison to the

In the House, after some wrangling between travesty of the bills themselves.
Bruce Vento (D-MN), George Miller (D-CA)j and Pat Responsible land use legislation is out there.
Williams (D-Mn, the Interior Committee weighed The Northern Rockies Ecosystem. Protection Act
in with a compromise of its own that called for 1.45 (NREPA: HR 5944) was introduced on September 9,
mlllion acres of big "W" wilderness, providing twice 1992, by Peter Kostmayer and co-sponsored by four
as much land in wilderness study and improving the other House members. It provides protection for
release language of the "Burns-Baucus" package. In areas still considered part of the timber base, an
full House debate over the blll, Rep. Peter Kostmayer apparently radicaridea just taking hold in Washing
of Pennsylvania (who had previously introduced an ton. It provides protection for intact ecosystems and
ecosystem protection act-see below), offered a four the plants and animals still found in the wilds of the
mlllion acre amendment to broaden wilderness northern Rockies. The bill also provides what many
protection. Kostmayer's amendment was rejected in scientists believe is the only chance to save grizzly
favor of the Interior Committee's version. Ron bears in the lower 48. It ignores political boundaries
"Spike an Earth First!er" Marlenee (R-MT) also of- because ecosystems ignore political boundaries. And
fered the original Baucus-Burns version as an option, much to the consternation of groups like the Mon
but the full House chose the Interior version over the tana Wilderness Association and the Sierra Club, it
Baucus-Burns version as well. ignores political "reality" and established political

What was truly alarming about this debate agendas. NREPA creates its own political agenda, Pllt
were the actions of the large state and national forth by grassroots activists who care more for the
environmental groups. These groups were wllling to land than they do for the artificial boundaries imposed
sacrifice four mlllion acresas an ante to assist the re- by Washington bureaucrats and politicians alike.
election of Pat WlIliams, a moderate Democratic A collection of grassroots organizers, scien
Representative from Montana. WlIliams is running tists, economists, lobbyists and a lot of just plain
a close race for Montana's sale seat in the House people have been yelling for years about comj>romis
against Republican Marlenee. The national main- ing what has already been compromised, cut-up,
stream groups are understandably concerned about degraded and destroyed. The Alliance for the Wild
the possibility of an environmental etetin like Rockies (AWR), a regional alliance of grassroots ac
Marlenee beating WlIliams; many of them also felt tivist groups, has organized protests,' demonstra
that Williams needed to get a Wilderness blll passed tions, and town meetings in support of NREPA.
to get elected. The critical question here is what was . NREPA shows us all that the political reality of land
more important to them, protection of wildlands or use legislation can and must change. AWR eventu
the election of Williams: ally found a congr~ssperson more interested in eco-

Worst of all is the methodical plodding of systems than poIitical posturing tointroduceNREPA.
the US Forest Service (USFS), which regardless ofland AWR also took its concerns to the national envi
useleglslationmaintainsitsnearlyinsatiabledriveto ronmental groups. Instead of working with AWR
road and develop the lands it manages, including and the constituency it represents, however, the
roadless areas. Without passage of a Montana Wil- national groups actively tried to stifle AWR's efforts
derness bill: "It willbe more difficultto getthe public in favor of their own weak-kneed agendas.
to accept logging in roadless areas... ," according to The Sierra Club, The Wilderness SocietY,
Regional Forester DaveJolly, but "we'did agree in our National Audubon Society, Greater Yellowstone
forest plans to enter some of these roadless areas." Coalition, Montana Wilderness Association, Mon-

Ultimately, though, what killed S. 1696, or tana Wildlife Federation and the National Wildlife
any version thereof, was not the vehement protests Federation mailed a letter dated September 27, 1992,
ofgrassroots groups here in Montana, or the political to every member of the House urging them to pass
wrangling ofthe national groups who tried to buy an the House Interior Committee's version of the
election with four mlllion acres ofpristine wildlands, Montana wilderness bill and "to oppose all amend
but the asinine whims of five Western senators. ments."
Afraid that passage of even a weak wilderness blll The letter also promised that this Vento!
threatened their own wise-use agenda, they decided Williams bill would "...represent a major step for
to step-in and demonstrate their version of politicaLJward toward protecting' critical roadless areas in
reality. They stopped the
bill cold when it came
up for unanimous con-
sent.

The House's
WiIliams!Vento com
promise sought to both
increase the acreage of
protected and studied
wilderness and also to
change the dangerous
release language in an
effort to protect public
and judiciary review. It
fiddled with waterrights language and was proclaimed
a major overhaul of the Senate bill by the Sierra Club,
The Wilderness Society, National Audubon Society,
Greater Yellowstone Coalition and Montana Wil
derness Association. Pat WlIliams trumpeted his blll
as the election year answer.

The Interior version then jumped back tothe
Senate for approval or conferencing with only a few
days left in the session. Baucus then tried a split-the
difference bill between the Baucus-Burns version
and the House Interior version: But in doing so, he
lost the support of Conrad Burns, who apparently
had reached his upper limit with the Baucus-Burns
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John Gatchell of Montana Wilderness Asso
ciation emphatically stated that none of the "play
ers" knew of Kostmayer's amendments when they
signed the letter, and that they do, in fact, support
ecosystem study and more biologically-based land
use decisions. For Gatchell, the House blll repre
sented progress in the fifteen-year-old wilderness
debate. When he did become aware of Kostmayer's
planned amendment, he felt his organization could
not, at that time, support something so sweeping.
"NREPA needs a lot of work," he stated, "and when
the amendment did hit the floor, it was voted down."

Bart Koehler of the Greater Yellowstone Coa
lition (GYC) said much the same thing. "No one in
Washington knew Kostmayer had an amendment
and when they did find out, they just could not go
along with it." Koehler considered theKostmayer
amendment "fatally flawed," and thought that it was

"The mighty forces of the Earth, now/...Will
resist the beast this time/ And your children will
stalld strong, now/ Keep together and hold the
line. "Bart Koehler, alias Johnny Sagebrush, from
his song, ·Will Our Mother be Unbroken?"

"

"replete with problems and did not protect enough
of Montana.." Basically, Koehler believed that the
purpose of the Kostmayer amendment was to kill
passage of any bill, while he desperately sought
resolution.

The mainstream groups did more than sim
ply not go along with Kostmayer's amendment.
They sent another letter, signed by the same groups
less the Montana Wildlife Federation and National
Wildlife Federation, to' the House leadership and
stated again their support of only the Williams!
Vento bill. "While we strongly support the goals of
protecting additional wilderness and wild rivers in
th.e Northern Rockies ecosystem..... we cannot sup
port adopting the amendment at this time." They
could not support the bill because the timing was
wrong, and because passageofno legislation "leaves
vulnerable wildlands without protection for an
indefinite time."

.Koehler made the same point. He stated
emphatically and repeatedly that Kostmayer's
amendment was "way too muchi too late," and
seriously flawed because it did not cover "flagship
areas" of vital concern that were covered in the

Interior version of the bilL He said he was neither
jumping on the bandwagon nor doing cartwheels
over either bill. Bart claimed AWR folks "sit in
Missoula and believe two fundamental myths: one,

. thatkilling this bill somehow protects the six million
acres of de facto wilderness, and two, that if the
House bill did pass, there would be no more wilder
ness additions." Accordingly, he felt AWRwas mis
takenly leading others to believe that passage of the
House bill spelled doom for real wilderness, big 'w'
or otherwise.

Many Earth First!ers will remember Koehler
as "Johnny Sagebrush," erstwhile crony of Mike



litical favors. It is based on the biological needs of
ecosystems themselves. The Northern Rockies eco
system needs fewer roads. It has been fragmented
already, and now demands linkage zones that serve

. to connect the larger unroaded areas. Wilderness as
a resource has been degraded enough. It is time we
take what is ecologically correct and insist upon its
political viability. NREPA goes a long way towards
achieving that vision. We need diverse and healthy
wild areas. They sustain us.

Poised on the edge of a new century, we
seem to be facing a few clear choices. We can do our
best to conserve and restore the rich ecoiogical
treasures we still have, providing ourselves and all
who come after with a sustainable and evolving'
future, or we can rush headlorig' into the 21st
century, blind drunk on our own insane, con
sumptive greed and asleep, awash in apathy. We
cannot heed the lame calls for moderation coming
from Washington, we are way too tipsy already.

mental groups have lost touch with the best interests
of the land. Instead of leading their membership
through difficult but necessary issues with education
and vision, they blindly follow the political agendas
of friends in Congress and their most powerful do
nors. In. an effort to appe.se the lowest common
denominator in their constituency, they often make
trade-offs and 'compromises that threaten the funda- .

-Leslie Ryan

We could tread into the next day
unreleased breath bending our lungs like a
ready baby
we could halt at the tomb inscribed with
bloody signs
and flanked by human skulls but these
cliches
lay back their nerve like a belly-up pup
seeking mercy
in the face of the forestry chalkboard
where crimes are scrawled in the open
on a green field. '

Forestry Building

In the building offorestry the young ones are
learning an equation
and it says the value of the living body is less
than. the wholesale price ofits bones.
Ritually enacting an old mistake, initiates
use their equation to solve the problem of
forest service-
by helping themselves to the forest theysei've
it indeed
on a platy roadbed to the insatiable mouth
ofl1JStitutional perpetuity and for an instant
tlie overserved, undeserving forest hangs

· there
., on the lip of the thing

like a toothpick, before it disappears.
The boardfoot equation says
as axes approach infinity life is less than

· money
and the system is greater than or equal to
everything else.

, It S(lys the new word fot forest is a number 
and along with the exponentially flattening

· hand ofdenial
it drives the grid ofour habits into the

,muscle
of the earth like a brand
but can easily be carried over to the next

, generation
and its remainder expressed in fraction
form.
It says yes the new word for forest is a
number
and like the fixed stars packaged in pink
haze
it can be used to guide us
through the stumpY'alleyways ofdisplaced
desire '
because it always stays in one place
you always know where to find It "
in the smog, in the squelch ofbland
continuflticm it's there·
it's right there
on the bottOm line.

mental integrity of our last unroaded wild .lands.
Ironi~ally, when their memberships are made aware
of an issue, they tend to ,side not with the bureau
cracy that supposedly speaks for them, but with the
land and the critters most affected. Both the Bozeman
chapter of Sierra Club and a Montana chapter of
Audubon went against their national leadership and
called for the squashing of any version of S. 1696.
Not only do these groups. welcome the death of the
bill, but they actively promote NREPA legislation.
Not because it is a political reality or is somehow
politically viable, but because it is in the best interest
of the land. .

Groups like the GYCand Sierra Club aban
don, sound biology in favor of palatable political
stances to assure continued funding. Slaves to the
middle road, these groups and the money they
represent must undergo a dramatic shift in perspec
tive. People who are shopping their way to a better
tomorrow and doing it with Cute little Audubon
checks have to realize the true costs. The main-

. stream groups have the responsibility to show their
members thatsound environmental policy is not a
fad. And it should not be determined by political
viability or election year skulduggery. '

Getting Pat Williams re-elected at the cost of
four million acres hardly seems worth it. And WOrse,
these groups would have applauded passage ofa '
wilderness bill and touted it as a hardfought success.
Everyone seems to consistently overlook the fact
that this is not simply a "Montana" wilderness' bill.
These lands are nation",l forests and thi.s issuesweeps
over state boundaries as easily as a migrating goose.

We have already compromised our wild
lands. The fragments remaining barely allow a
foothold for our most majestic andsensitivespecles.
These areas can remain viable storehouses of eco
logical integrity, but only with formal protection

, that effectively removes the land from Forest Service
management. The Forest service has proven repeat
edly its dogged determination to manage roadless
areas for the sole benefit of extractive resource
industries.

_ Sound land use legislation is not, based on
whoring aro~nd Washington, DC, performing po~

Marshal Moo Montana

Roselle, Howie Wolke, and Dave Foreman in those
heady days of yore. Koehler. came to the GYC from
the Southeast Alaska Conservation Coundllast yeart
after he led lobbying efforts for the passage of the
Tongass Timber Reform Act. The GYC hired Koehler
to coordinate lobbying efforts for-passage of Wilder
ness legislation in the region. Afew rich found.ations
piled some grant money into the GYC's coffers and
sent Bart to work. .

Not many people concerned with ecosystem .
protection are buying Koehler's line. What we get by
the defeat of this bill is not the assurance of roadless
protection, but the safeguard of full environmental
reView by the USFS before entering anyroadless area,
and yet another opportunity to make responsible
land use legislation. Sure, we can add areas previ
ously overlooked to existing Wilderness areas (e.g.
the Cowboy'S Heaven addition to the Lee Metcalf
Wilderness), but onlyiftheyhave remained unroaded
and generally larger than five thousand acres.

Max Baucus is aware of this and has warned
that, "Next year, the out-of-state groups are going to
attempt to have even more control and more influ
ence over our state. We have to be very cognizantof
these pressures and these changes. There has been a
fundamental change in political dynamics." Baucus
even went so far as threatening to shut out all
environmental groups from future dialogue.. Ac
cording to an int'ernal Sierra Club memo he, "pulled
out the big guns...threateningus with the Demo- .
cratk Campaign Committee, telling us he'd never be
able to work closely with us again, and other juicy
stuff." .Passage of any bill would release lands to
mandates of-existing national forest plans. In most
cases, these plans are already beingiinplemented,
but timber sales are stalled by the lengthy and costly
£IS process that goes along with entering roadless
areas. The compromise bills thrown around Con
gress, if passed, would have relegated Forest Service
review to mere bureaucratic formality.

The USFS will getthe logs and keep them
rolling. Like a plodding leviathan, they continue to
lumber around forests, carving them up into little
chunks to be devoured and' denuded. Lett to ·the
mandates of their dangerously flawed forest plans,
the USFS will rush to carve up vulnerable roadless
areas into parcels so small (less then 5000 acres) they·
are precluded from Wilderness consideration. Forest
plans call for 17 percent of timber sales in Montana
to come off roadless areas. Even parts of the main
stream groups' "vital low elevation wildlife habitat"
and stands of our "very significant ancient forests," .
because they sure as hell are not going ,to get any
marketable timber from the alpine areas. At least not
with current marketability standards, anyway.

Fot years most of us have been aware of the
inability of the USFS to get out of the timber industry's
bed, but it now appears that the entrenched and
disaffected national environmental groups have'
jumped into the same bed, creating a land use orgy
of truly extreme proportions. The national environ-
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INTERNATIONAL ·NEWS

Greenpeace Ship Seized While
Investigating Nuclear Waste

in Russia'
On October 12th,' the

Greenpeace vessel, Solo, was appre
hended; towed to a port near
Murmansk. Russia, and detained for a
week. Greenpeace activists were at
tempting to docllment radioactive
waste dump sites near Novaya Zemlya
in 'far eastern Russian waters. An.
inflatible boat had been launched to
take samples, when they were ordered·
to stop and three warning shots were
fired across the stern of the Solo. The
crew on the Solo was able to retreive the
inflatibie, then they were pursued by
the Russian coast guard and were ar
rested just outside territorial waters.
The ship is now free to leave Russia.

Both the Solo and the Rainbow
Warrior are visiting Russian Far East
naval bases to expose the deadly legacy
of nuclear submarine operations in the
Pacific., The' US and Russia operate
almost 100 nuclear-powered vessels in
the area.

Already, Greenpeace has un
'covered information about two Soviet
nuclear-powered submarines which'
experienced reactor meltdowns in the
Pacific, and is confirming'reports about
'radioactive waste dumped near
Vladivostok, in the Sea of Japan.

"In the last year we learned
that 12 submarine nuclearreactors and
thousands of barrels of radioactive

\

)

,waste were dumped i~ Arctic waters,"
said Joshua Handler, Nuclear Free Seas

. campaign research coordinator. "Now.·
we are confirming a similar story of
secret dumping in the Pacific."

Greenpeace's flagship, Rainbow
Warrior, sailed into the site of a 1985
nuclear submarine accident in Chazma
Bay, near Vladivostok on October 14.
Chazma Bay was the site of a nuclear
reactor explosion in August 1985 dur
ing the refuelling of an Echo II subma
rine. The accident killed10 sailors and
released hundreds of thousands of cu
ries of radioactivity.

Until last year, when
Greenpeace activists visited the area,
the world did not know about the
accident. The 1985 release of radioac
tivity created a plume 6 kilometers
long and 1.5 kilometres Wide. Puring
a tour of the fallout trace last year,
Green peace measured radiation at 100
times background levels. .

Although the Rainbow Warrior
had received an invitation from the
city authorities and permission from

'the regional KGB to visit Chazma, the
commander of the local fl9tilla, at
tempted to force the ship to leave, ,
claiming that the ship violated naviga-
tional rules, .
-SOURCE: GREENPEACE

.Columbus
Protests in
Latin America
.Violently
Repressed

The Confederation of Indig
enous Nations' of ECuador held na
tionwide protests on October 9 to co
incide with the 500th anniversary of
the colonialist European invasion of
the Americas and, to oppose the

.government's indifference toward the
demands of the indigenous population.
They were violently repressed by the
Ecuadoran government.

In the province of Imbabura,
Ecuador, activist Segundo Caiza was
killed andsixothers were injuredwhen'
national armed forces opened fire on

. the peaceful protestors. In the prov
inces of Cotopaxi, Tungurahua, and
Cayambe, activists were arrested and
are being detained in prison; including
13-year old Yolanda Andrango.

On the same day in Columbia,
demonstrators on the Pan-American
Highway in the Cauca region were at
tacked by army and .police. Fifteen
people were seriously wounded, many
more were injured and detained. Pro
testors included' indigenous peoples,
African-Americans, and peasants, with
women and children from each ofthese
communities.

The previous day in the
Rioblanco and Pescador regions of
Columbia, groups of protestors, were
tear-gassed, shot at, and run over with

-army vehicles.

For more information contact: South
and Meso American lndianlnforntadon
Center, PO Box, 28703,Oakland, CA
94604.

Anti-Dam
Activist Killed
in India

On July 13, Dhanibai Na\ya
Padvia, an anti-dam activist, was shot
and killed by forest guards in Taloda,
a forest area in India which is being
cleared for resettlement caused by the
Sardar Sarovar Dam I'roject. The forest
guards and policewent into the village
of Kalibel to evict trib.al people from
theresettlementarea. When thetribals
protested, the guards started beating
them up and opened fire, injuring
seven and killing Dhanibai. Nawa .
Padvia.

,The $11 billion Sflrdar Sarovar
Project consists of building 30 large,
·135 medium-sized and 3000 small
damstotheNarmadariver. TheSardar
Sarovar reservoir will SUbmerge over
248 villages in three states
(Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh and
Gujarat) and over 100,000 people,
mostly tribals, will be displaced.
-SOURCE: EcOLOGY CENTER TERRAIN

Don·'t Let
Twyford
Down!

Twyford Downs, near Win
chester, form part of one of the most
beautiful and precious landscapes in
England. Steeped in the history of this
land, the area has a wealth of unique
historic sites, ancient trackwaysand
wild flowers that have been virtually
eliminated from the rest of the coun
tryside. However, thanks to our crazy
car-culture and the Department of
Transportation'S blue line mania, plus
the interVention of powerful self-in
terested parties like Winchester
College, Tarmac Construction is poised
to rip a 100 feet deep cutting through
the centre of this amazing place, and
create huge embankments across the
adjoining water meadows with the ex
cavated chalk. The downs are still in
tact- well, 98 percent intact. Prelimi
nary work has cr~ated a huge scar on
.the hillside~ but this could be restored
and replanted.if protesters and envi
ronmental activists can win the fight

.. against the planet-wreckers.
Nonviolent direct action has

been used many ti'mes this summer to
disrupt the contractors and send the
message that we will fight for OUI
natural heritage; that no one on this
planet should dare or have the right tc
order such devastation. Time delays
and extra costs have been caused by.
activists obstructing the preliminary
works by locking onto lJlachinery,
flooding the site, and generally
demoralising' the contractors. At the
same time, there has been covert ec.o
tage by mysterious operators who ap
pear at night and are believed tc
originate at the bottom of the roads
minister's garden.

,Near the Morestead Road,. on
the line of the proposed motorway, is a
network ofancient trackwayswith deep
turfed gullies hewn by millions of hu

. man and animal feet over thousands of
years. T<;> stand here and feel the history

. of this $ite and feel a connection With
our past is a wonderful experience; The
protesters now camped here believe
this placecanbesavedand have pledged
to protect it from the threatened en
vironmental vandalism. The site has
been declared an independent territory
and has been fortified in readiness fOI
stage one: the stripping of the'floweI

, rich turf which has evolved over /:lun
dfeds of years and mOving it to anotheI
site; an act that can be likened to the
collection of zoo specimens while al-

'lowing their habitats to disappear.
Some of the protesters have been here
since March and are totally commit
ted. There is more work to be done in
defending the trackways and always
the opporturiityof inspiring or joining
one of many actions against the con,
tractors. Walk on the downs in the
moonlight and develop your sense of
outrage at the mindless march of
"progress." Get there soon. Don't let
Twyford down.

For Information Contact:
South Downs EF! on 0273 683205, Ox
ford EF! on 0865 725840 or Hotline:
with a 30 second update message, .on
0225444133' .
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Gringos in ~he Mist
us IIllports Assault Rainforests Worldwide

Maxus Invades Ecuador Dallas is'Digging up Peru/Too

Indonesian Villagers Attack Logging.Machinery

The oil companyMaxus, based
in Dallas, is starting the construction
of a road and oil pipeline intothe land
of the Waorani,the most vulnerable of
the rainforest peoples in Ecuador.
Controls designed to prevent the
colonization which usually accompa
nies roadbuilding in the Ecuadorian
Amazon may not be enough to stop an
invasion of Waorani land.

The Maxus EnergyCorporation
took over the controlling interest in
the area, known as Block 16, when.
Conoco, another US oil company,
pulled out.. (fhe Ecuadorian Amazon
has been divided into "blocks." Com
panies bid for the right to prospect for
oil in each block.) Maxus intends to
implement the same management plan
as that devised by Conoco. Itwill build
a road linking seven oil wells within
Block 16. An oil pipeline will run
alongside the road, buried under
ground. The entire area of Block 16
(some 200,000 hectares) is Waorani
land, although some of it is. not rec
ognizedas such by the government.

The road starts on the northern
edge ofWaorani territory, south of the
Napo River. The northernmost well
will s.tart to be developed by helicopter
borne crews even before the road has
reached it. The road and pipeline will
also link at least two wells in conces
sions owned by the state oil company
Petroecuador, which is also on Waorani
land.

There are reports of an un
known group ofWaorani appearing in
the area of where Maxus is operating
they will be very vulnerable to new
diseasesbroughtin bythe road-building
crews and violent conflicts are likely. It
is possible these Indians are the Taga
eri, a very secretive group of Waorani
who have resisted all attempts byout
siders to contact them.

Maxus, aware of protests
against roads on Indian land, claims
that itwill be able to prevent colonizers
coming in along the road-by setting
up security posts staffed by Quichua
Indians at the head of the road, and an
identity card system. However, the
pressure of colonization from the
northern Amazon is very heavy, and .

From the air, the island of
Yamdena in Indonesia, with its lush
rainforests arid turquoise coral reefs,
looks like an idyllic tropical island
paradise. But timber contractors are
moving in to cut the trees, and
Yamdena's inhabitants fear that with
the forest gone, their island will just
sink into the sea.

In mid-July some 200 villagers
from Yamdena staged a demonstration
in the logging concession area. On
September 14, dozens of furious resi
dents ransacked the company's logging
eqUipment and facilities. A series of
similar accidents had reportedly taken'
place sinceJuly. The most recent action
resulted in the arrests of more than 300
islanders, including a number of vil
lage chiefs accused of supporting the
people. Many protesters and a number
of company employees were injured.
Police harassed, beat, and fired shots at
protestors.

there is a danger that the controls will
be inadequate to prevent encroach
ment onto Waorani land. Very seri
ous pollution and oil seepages are ex
pected to result.

Very few Waorani speak Span
ish, so most find it difficult to assess
the potential risks of the situation
they are facing.. There is a Waorani
organization which is negotiatingwith
Maxus to ensure that no developments
take place on Waorani land which the
Waorani do not agree to. The Ecua
dorian Government recognized a part
of Waorani land as Indian territory,
but denied them the right to prevent
oil companies operating in this area
(known as the WaoraniEthnic Re-
serve). .

The aim of Survival
International's campaign is for the
Waorani to be given the chance to
control the nature and pace of the
changes now taking place on their'
land. They can only do this if their
land rights are secure. Please join us in
lobbying the Ecuadorian Government
to grant them this.

Please write:
S.E. Sixto Duran Ballen, Presidente de
la Republica, Palacio de Gobierno,
Garcia Moreno 1043, Quito, Ecuador
And:
Charles L. Blackburn, Chairman,
President and Chief, Executive Offi
cer, Maxus Energy Corporation, 717
North Harwood St., Dallas, Texas
75201-6594 .
-SOt,JRCE: SURVIVAL INTERNATIONAL

Yamdena is part of the "Spice
Islands" in the Moluccas, about 1500
km east of the Indonesian capital,
Jakarta, where officials have given log
ging tycoon Liem Sioe Liong permis
sion to move into the island with his
chainsaws.

More than half of the 320,000
hec,tare island' is rainforest, which was
formally protected in 1971 by the
government, butLiem'sPT AlamNusa
Segar (PT ANS) began logging in
Yamdena in January and has already
hauled away 15,000 cubic metres of
wood.

Forest degradation in
Yamdena will cause an estimated an
nual erosion of 10 tonnes of soil per
hectare. The island has a skin of top
soil only 50 em thick sitting on lime- .
stone. It takes 100 years for limestone
areas to add one centimeter to the
topsoil, making it nearly impossible to
restore the land after the forests are

By EDWARD HAMMOND

"Awajuntik Kakagmaitji !ina Nugke
Ayamjaku Tuke Depetkashbauwaitji!"
.We the Aguaruna are heroes defending our
territory-we are never defeated!

The Aguaruna and Huambisa
. Peoples ofNortheastern Peru are threat

ened with imminent devastation at the
hands of US-based petroleum compa
nies.

Only in its early stages, the ilI
designed exploration and exploitation
plan for the Maranon, Santiago, and
Nieva River Basins has alreadyprovoked
a mass outcry from the area's native
population. Emir Etsam Nugkuag, an
Aguaruna from the community of
Napuruka, said, "The detonations (from
seismic testing) and the clearings being
made are scaring away the animals and
:destroying the resources that our fami
lies depend upon to survive."

The companies operating in
"Lot SO" are tWo Houston, Texas, based
firms, Edward Callan Interests and
Hallipurton GeophysicalServices. Their
plans, made available in Lima, indicate
that the exploration will continue with
the clearing of roads, helipads, camps,
and, most likely, test and then produc
tion wells. Aguaruna and Huambisa
leaders fear a repetition of the environ~

mental and human nightmares recently
experienced in Ecuador's Oriente.

Plans call for a minimum of 135
kIn of 2 meter wide paths to be cleared
along 11 different"seismic lines." Along
these pathS, engineers plan to detonate

gone. Several islands in the Moluccas
have already been submerged because
of erosion of denuded topsoil. Tapak
Kuda, an island in northern Sumatra, is
sinking because its mangroves have been
cut. Tapak Kuda reSidents have been
asked to evacuate. Near Yamdena is the
island ofKei, which was logged heavily
by a Dutch company in the late 19th
century. Today, Kei has almost no top'"
soil left and is coveredwith jaggedrocks.
People there grow cassava with diffi
culty.

Indonesia supplies 85 percent
of the world's demand for hardwood
plywood. The World Bank has esti
mated that the country loses 700,000 to
1.2 million hectares of its forests annu
ally. Logging is responsible for a third of
that amount.
-SOURCE: ASSOCIATION OF TANIMBAR

INTELLECTUALS

charges of up to 10 lbs of TNT as close.
as 25 meters apart.

Helicopters will operate and
helipads will be cleared along the Cor
dillera de Campanquiz, a biologically
rich area where animals are taking ref
uge from current exploration activi
ties.

Roads will open areas already
under pressure from coca cultivators.
One Aguaruna leader, Damian Tibijam,
has been killed by colonists while try
ing to defend Aguaruna territory in
Chamikar

Oil company representatives
agreed to meet with representatives of
Aguaruna' and Huambisa communi
ties, but arrived escorted by the. Peru
vian Armed Forces and, despite four
days of desperate pleas from commu
nity leaders, indicated they would not

. change their plans before returning to

Lima in an Army helicopter.
This new threat comes on the

heels of the recent victory preventing
Texas Crude Inc. from entering ·the
Pacaya-Samiria Reserve.

For more information contact:
C01CA, Jiron Larco Herrera #1057,
Lima 17 PERU
fax/phone 011-51-14-619228
or: Edward Hammond (512) 479-8629
"perezoso®ccwf.cc.utexas.edu"

Sneaking Teak
Out of

Cambodia
By MICHAEL STEIN·

United Nations peacekeepers
have reported that massive logging in
Cambodia's. remote northeast may
have disastrous environmental con
sequences. The report claimed desert
ers from the Phnom Penh army and
Khmer Rouge guerrilla faction were
"deeply involved" in illegal logging
along the Cambodia-Laos border.
Cambodia's mountainous northeast

is home to the country's orily stands of
the highly-prized teak· hardwood,
which, along with rosewood, is being

. heavily logged. Of the 22 saw mills
operating inStungTreng province, only
six were legal, the paper said. In Stung
Treng district around the Mekong riv

.erside town, only four out of nine saw
mills were operating with, a permit.

Also, a400-strong group of nomadic
Montagnard trib~smen, formerly paid
by the US Central Intelligence Agency
as an anti-Vietnamese gUerrilla force,
are liVing in the area. The paper said
"slashandbum" cultivation techniques
were responsible for clearing 3,000
hectares (7,413 acres) of forest land
annually.
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By JAMES LOCKHEAD

The SaralVakCalllpaign:
Perspectives for Discussion

mation which is not available within
There is alot of discussion go- Malaysia(and which therefore should

ing on about the direction of thein- be fed back in) and are also able to
ternational campaign on Sarawak. We mount campaigns on elements of the
contribute a few points to add to that struggle which people in Sarawak and
discussion. For us, it is a question of Malaysia may not be in a position to
perspective.. Much of what is said here do.
is based on the input of people in Anumber of international ac
Sarawak and Malaysia, whom we met tivists took part in a direct action at the
during avisit at the end oflastyear. We Kuala Baram port, which resulted in
spoke to literally hundreds of people their arrest and subsequent jailing. This
directly and indirectly involved in the action generated f' ~ ~ .
struggle. Anumber of comments were considerable con- ,~
made, some of which we pass on here. troversy and heat ~V

First and foremost, they un- both before it went ;
derlined that, of course, the major is- ahead and in its af- ~

suefor theindigenous people in.struggle termath. Amongst
in Sarawak is the issue of land. Yet this the issues raised are
perspective also includes the vision the concerns re-
that their struggle is not only aboutthegarding "foreign"
effects of logging on land rights and understanding (or
local cultures inSarawak, but also the not) of local dy
whole struggle of marginalised people namics and possible
across Malaysia for land and other consequences of
human rights, am~ the whole issue of such an action, and
"development": who decides, who the whole issue of
profits, and who is trampled over. As how "internation
such, the cutting of the forest is only alists" can support
one partof the process of "disposses- a sg,ecific strugge
sion," and if we confine our remarks to . like that in Sarawak.
Sarawak, logging is only one way in It should be
which indigenous peale are deprived said immediately
of their land. that different

Without exception, people in- people expressed
volved in the struggle expressed their different opinions about the action:
appredation and urged the continua- there were some who pointed to some
tion of the international support is not of the positive effects of the action and
onlyappredatedin terms of the support some (mor:.e, in our experience) who
andencoutagement it gives to local viewed it negatively. The major posi
people, but people outside the country tive effect indicated was that the action

,are often ablet() gain accress to infor- did result in local communities finding

support and inspiration from the ex
ample of the"foreigners" who were
ready to go to (a local) jail over the
issue, presumably the main reason for
undertaking the action.

However, there were/are many
dissenting voices, and much of the
controversy generated by the action
centres on' the way the action was
planned and the consequences of the
action. Those who participated in the

action reported that there was local
support and that there was locai con
sultation before the action took place.
Although, no doubt, there were those
who did sup'port the action; we came
across many who did not, and amongst
those were people who have been

dted as "supporters" Of the action.
This points to a majorarea ofdifficulty.
Few local people express their opin
ions bluntly, and for that reason, un
less one is attuned to local expression,
one may miss the message of "get lost."
This seems to have happened several
times in Sarawak dUring the "consulta
tion" process, and this whole question
of cultural gaps is one which (a) was
obviously not bridged and (b) should
already have us asking it lot of ques
tions about this sort of action and how
it is conceived. Clearly, there are a lot
of people in Sarawak who were most
disillusionedby the results of the so
called consultation process and not
just those who some of uswould any
way ignore as being peripheral to the
struggle.

In terms of the consequences
of the action, on the minus side, as well
as the perceived failure of the consulta
tion procedure, people reported in
creased police and Special Branch pres- '
sure on local people and organi,zations
asa direct consequence of the action.
Since many of those people reported
that they were not in suport of the
action in the first place, they pointed
out that this increase of pressure on the
local struggle,'which goes on long after
the' foreigners are released from jail,
was neither poistive, nor in any way
within local control. It had been fore
seen, was something that had been
expressed to tlhe foreign activists, and
yet was a consequence that the activ
ists had chosen either to ignore or
accept as "inevitable." Many would
argue that foreign activists have no

u.s. Tropical Rainforest Activist Re~ponds
~aspassed since the S$.
Western Civilization action team jour
neyed to Sarawak, Malaysia to protest
the wholesale destruction of its forests
and the corresponding loss of its forest
cultures. After shutting down loading
operations for a day at one fadlity in
Kuala Baram, we were detained and
eventually charged with criminal tres
passing. Our sentences varied from 50
to 80 days which we spent in a prison
outside of Miri, Sarawak. From the
outset, critidsm surrounded the action,
pointing to the highly polarized nature
ofrainforest politicsand developmental
approaches in the South. With the
blessing of hindsight, I reckon it's time
to examine the controversy; spedfi
callYi how effective or ineffective our
tactics and our strategies were in
Sarawak.

First off, while the logging in
Sarawak has continued unabated, the
struggle ·of Sarawak's indigenous
peoples becomes grimmer and grim
mer. Crackdowns by Malaysian au
thorities persist as Prime Minister
Mahathir and his Barisan National (BN)
Party suck the fight out of the environ
mental movement just as the logging

/sucks the life out of the forest. Ander
son Mutang, a Kelabit from Sarawak
and one of the inspirations behind the
Sarawak Indigenous People's Alliance,
was detained last February for two
monthsbefore the government allowed
bail to be posted and a court date set.
He left the country and went to Canada
and has elected not to return to face
trial.

I had a chance to meet Ander
son at the annual Chautauqua gather
ing of Rainforest Action Groups from
around North America where we chat-
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ted briefly about the last year's course
of events. After expressing my thanks
for his gutsy activism, I apologized for
bringing the shit down on him. He
fended off my apology with a warm
smile before expressiag his thanks for
the solidaritywe showed withSarawak's
forest dwellers. It suddenly dawned on
me that, while our efforts in Sarawak
were done independently from the
Dayak blockaders in the upper Baram
and the general populace, we would
never have been able to do an action in
Sarawak without folks like Anderson
bridging the network between North
and South.

The 50S Sarawak action team
went to Borneo to protest more than
simply rainforest destruction. We also
wanted to empower more local people
of Sarawak to act on behalf of their
forests and their communities. This
was, perhaps, the most delicate bal
andng act for us as our action focused
on tropical timber exports and not so
much on indigenous land rights, even
though the two issues are directly
connected. According to Lockhead,
"The major issue for the indigenous
people in struggle is the issue of land."
On a broaderlevel, he argues that the
destruction of the rainforest is but one
facet in the process of "dispossession."
Lockhead concludes by stating that
the whole developmental approach is
skewed and must be examined ihhe
rampant cutting of the forests is to
stop. No arguments here.

In retrospect, I wonder if a
better targetfor our affinitygroupmight
have been a, governmental develop
ment agency or even the Chief
Minister'soffice. Realistically, however,
rainforest destruction and the plightof
the Dayaks are what has driven the

Sarawakcampaignfrom the beginning. indigenous communities was positive.
In essence, they are the prisms which After all, they are the ones who used

have allowed most of us ,cultural,lY illit- dvil diS,Obed,ien,c,e th,emSelves. W,ithi,n \"('
erate college graduates to see the root the dties and towns of Sarawak, !!.l?_W-
causes of deforestation and disposses- ever, I think there was resentment di
sion in Sarawak and elsewhere. red'ed at !is, thouglrllIosfOTlrW([S

, By targeting loading barges ~ontrived tffr.9ugb. the meOir-
engaged in exporting Sarawak's forests ,I'dlike to address a few of
to Japan, Korea, Australia and the US, Lockhead's conclusions, firstly regard
we were challenging Mahathir's devel- ing consultation. In the repressive
opment strategy and Malaysia's right political climate of Sarawak and Ma
to assert control over Sarawak's natural laysia, I'd like to how one formally
resources. consults with

I n terms groups, tribes and
of our actualef- - individuals. You
fectiveness with can't be totally up
the action, the front lest you bring
only tangible theSpedal Branch
thing we did (Secret Police) to
was shut down t their doorstep, nor
loading opera-can you expect
tions for a day these groups and
at one fadlity. individuals to come
In short, we cost to you. The in-
the timber com- sinuation in your
pany and the article was that we
shipping agent should have se-
some money. ,cured clearance
Given the total from every NGO
governmental and tribe before
control of the acting. This is
media in clearly impossible
Sarawak and~' in Sarawak given
Malaysia, it's doubtful wegained heaps the drcumstances and points to your
ofsympathyfor our cause. ButIreckon inability to see that, aside from the
one thing we did gain was respect, tribal people opposing the timber in
because no matter what side of the dustIY. and the government in the
issues you're on, the peoplein Sarawak, forest, most NGOs and working people
who live with Big Brother everyday, are scared shitless or resistance (for

, must appredate our gumption. Did, goodreason)andwouldneverconsider
we, as Lockhead's cbmments imply, an act of dvil disobedience. While we
run roughshod over' local efforts and could have consultedwith more dtizen
concerns? In terms of tribal senti- groups, to think that we would win
ments, I would have to say no, as it their approvalfor the action is nothing
seems most of the feedback from the short of revolutionary fantasy.



Council of WOlllen
Challenges Logging in

Papau Ne\\T Guinea

'Funds Needed
Funds are needed to pay legal

costs and to cover the high costs of
collecting statements froin aggrieved
landowners (travel to and from the
Huristei'D Range is extremely expen
sive).

Donations should be' trans
ferred intothe'''EastSepikSoeial Action
Fund" Account No. 049 706 8956 860
with WestpacBank, Wewak, ESP,PNG.
Alternatively cheques may be made
out to the fund and posted to ESCOW
at the address below. For further in
formation or to make donatiohs, write
to Otto Soondrawu East Se'pik Council
ofWomen PO Box 75 Wewak ESPPNG
ph +675.862025 fax +675.862 131.

Grounds for Legal Challenge
ESCOW intends to contest the

declaration of the April-Salumei TRP
the grounds that landowners were co
erced, bribed or intimidated into
signing the logging agreement. Even
so, they only have the signatures of
two-thirds of the landowners. They
will also be challenged for having an
improper benefit statement in logging
agreement. According to law, the TRP
document must state the level of tim
ber volume expected from the conces
'sion and the benefits that would be
derived by the landowners. If this is
not present or is questionable, the TRP
declaration may be challenged in an
administrative law action.

A lawyer has been found at
reduced cost. An interim injunction
will be taken out to temporarily halt
theTRPwhile the case is being prepared.

,ering much of the Hunstein Range and
, adjoining river valleys. Forestry offic
ers argue that the requisite two-thirds
of all landowners have signed the log
ging agreement. However, the old For
est Act requires all landowners to sign
the agreement. The two-thirds com
monly used by the logging industry is
merely convention anq only contin
ues because it has never been chal
lenged. The April-Salumei Timber
Rights Purchase (TRP) was rushed
through the day before Parliament ap
proved ,the new Forest Act along with a
number of other contentious logging
areas. The main target of the logging
will be the valuable kauri stands.

. .- ~

Logging Approved .
On 26 june 1992-the day be

fore the new Forest Act came into
force-the National Cabinet of New
Guinea approved the 380,000 hectare
April-salumei logging concession cov-

Eco-Imperialists?

Sarawak Debate...

continued from previous page

short of revolutionary fantasy. team was returning the favor:
We did talk and correspond, For obvious reasons, due to

with manyfolks on an informal basis- draconian ,measures, activists in
several who did express reservations. Sarawak and Malaysia are very limited
But with the exception of one group" in what they can say and do. Add to
SAM (Friends of the Earth, which is a this the lack of free press and you have
national environmental group in Ma- a situation where most people in Ma
laysia), which was totally opposed to laysia and sarawak are unaware of the
our efforts, all the groups and people Widespread resistance to logging, spe
we talked to said that, while they did cifically, and to the practice of civil
not agree or could not participate, they disobedience in general. Loekhead's
would not stand in our way. comments in no way encourage either

Lockhead mentions increased local people or international support
police pressure after the action, but we ers to use this tactic which appears to
certainly didn't provoke all of this, as me to be (along with
evidenced by the eight month blockade monkeywrenching) the 0nly effective
at Long Aging, 400 protesters marching tactic employed by the campaign to
in Kanowit for the release of two Ibans date.
arrested for detaining four timber I'm not arguing that CD should
tractors invading theirnative landsand dictate the course ofthe campaign, I'm
an increase in monkeywrenching. We saying that CD, inside and, outside
shouldn't shoulder all the blame for Sarawak, remains one tool in the tool
harassment of local activists; after all, box. Nothing' more and nothing less.
there is a historical context starting in Does this mean that more people of
the early 1970s that traces opposition Sarawak and Malaysia will engage in
to the timber industry. CD? Probably not. in fact, in the short
, Ifind the regurgitation ofSAM's 'term it's made it harder to do CD. But

arguments that the action was greeted' hopefully the seed was planted in some
with glee by the Malaysian govern- young revolutionary's mind, who
ment to be shallow and reductionist. watches the unending procession of
They would have done the same thing . horizontal forest everyday, and ponders
if we had occupied the Malaysian Em- that maybe'our action was right on.
bassy in Washington, DC. Regardless I respect james Lockhead and
ofwhere we strike, Mahathir and com- !MBA's work and a reciate his in u0
panywill continue to portray the cam- a d agree tha 'or~<'
paign as run by Western instigators for loea initia,fives, but I also see th~e

who have stirred up the natives. While ~orest and myrIad'lton-h!irn,an 1ff
this, simple strategy insulates the Ma- formsstrt!&g!ilig..to-stiffl-ve. I reCko
laysiangovemmentfromcritidsmfrom his means that my tok,rance f.QL
the international community, Ibelieve homocentric de~elo..P!!1.~~!:~§.!!~~_~nes,
that our job as activists is to fire one -arhmesas my b~9.f~ntd£.Q!!~It?.s5~'phy

another up. The Dayaks have inspired 'comespourlii:&,through. This is -my
me to become involved in the cam- perspective arid I hope-james can re
paign and, perhaps, the SOS Sarawak spect it.

continued from previous page tions of the Malaysian public havebeen
right to make such a dedsion on behalf alienated from the struggle, and even if
of the local struggle; such "help" is they were sympathetic, find it now
unsolicited and unwanted, much harder to get involved openly in..

This kind of decision about the the issue, Some would and did argue
::ontext in which the local struggle that this is overstated: some of the Logging has been approved in
operates was also questioned in terms activists have argued that"all publicity the Hunstein Range in Papau New
of the effect the action had in relation 'is good publicity," Whilst it is difficult Guinea's Sepik River region. Should
to Malaysian Government reaction. to "prove" one way or another what the logging go ahead it will destroy
Again, this had been earl ointed the effect of such propaganda and 380,000 hectares of World Heritage
out to the activists. hey were to d by publidty has been, it would seem to us quality rainforest and cause an un
many parties that the action would be that rather hasty assumptions are be- known number of people living in tpis
greeted with glee by the Malaysian ing made abotit the political contexts remote area to be dislocated. However,
authorities as providing exactly the of the struggle in Malaysia and the since no proper negotiation with the
right kind of propaganda material to local dynamics of protest. This more traditional landowners has been done,
back up the Malaysian government's than anything has led local organiza- the operation is technically illegal. The
efforts at blaming 'local resistance in tions and ,people to condemn the Eastsepik Coundl ofWomen (ESCOW)
~rawakon"westemeco-imperialists." actionasill-conceived,destructiveand is mounting a legal challenge to halt
Ofcoursethis is exact1ywhat happeneo, adventurist. Whilst others would point the logging and support the traditional
and since the KuaiaBaram aCtion"there to some positve effects of the action, landowners. This will be the firstlegal
has been increased exploitation by the 'particularly the point that local people case irr Papau New Guinea's history to
Malaysian government spokespeop~e did derive some inspiration tI:0m it, challenge a logging operation before.it
and the government-controlled media not one person we spoke to saI<:U:!.t!.t has begun and promises to set a pre- '
of the offensive against /I.foreign impe- " such an ac~o~,should 1?e repeat~. tAlicedent for all future logging if it suc
rialists" who have taken It upon them- of them SaId, ' Not agaIn, please. The ceects.
selves (ourselves) to impose their own ~derlyingsentiment is: "Keep up the;
ideas on local people, to sabotage the campaign outside Sarawak, we appre-

1
\Background

development and economy of Malay- ciate that," but, "allow us to develop The Hunstein Range isa remote
sia, and provides further evidence of our own struggle local!y, respect us for and little-disturbed part of upper East
the "colonial" and imperialist inten- ' that." , sepik province, Papua New Guinea.
tions of the North against the South. Circled by the April and Salumei rivers,

Control of the local media Excerpted from WORLD RAINFOREST RE- the Range rises above the Sepik River
means that this message has been PORT June 1992 floodplain to over 1500 metres alti-

S~ffedbdl~ thd~ thtroatsooffththestMaglagYle-- '"'I'/';'._'?,.'~.',""-,:,",~~;~·~ n~~ tude. A recent survey of one n
2
'v
O
er
OSIan pu Ie, an In erms e ru . ~ valley in the range found over 1

in Sarawak to develop, ft is' essential i' ~" species of plants with 10 per cent of
that other sections of the Malaysian these estimated to be new to Western
population becorpe involved in the science. It is home to the largest'stand
struggle. Yet the "misinformation" of kauri pine (Agathis labillaTdieri) in
put out by the Malaysian government the world.
means that it is likely that whole sec- Onlyone thousand people live

in the Hunstein:. village-based subsis
tence farmers, sago processors and
hunter/ gatherers who live almost ex-
clusively on forest products. While
villagers wish to retain the quality of
their environment, the pressure to enter
into an agreement to allow industrial
logging in the area is increasing.

For the past year, ESCOW has
been working with the people o~ the
Hunstein Range to develop small sus
tainable enterprises (such as marketing
ofhandicrafts"portable sawmilling, sale
of forest perfumes and cassowary
farming) and to assist the Department
of Environment and Conservation in
establishing a conservation area.
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ColUlnbu5 Day Parade Canceled in Denver
AMERICAN INDIAN MOVEMENT CELEBRATES VICTORY OVER COLUMBUS DAY
By HUGH GARDNER -

Things were tense in Denver the that was both righteous - noting that church appeared at the mike to an- age in the local press as hostile and
week leading up to the October 10 almost 40 peace and justice organiza- nouncehe had just been over to the violent, "the last militaht." From th~

Columbus Day parade. The American tions supported the AIM action, but parade headquarters and observed only evidence of 10/10/1992, Means has,
Indian Movement (AIM) had been only the KKK endorsed the FIAO effort 25 paraders, 3 cars, 135 policemen and now become, if he wasn't before, an"
Working for years to rename or re-focus - and calming, describing the support one "pitiful" float. A realization swept authentic moralleader.in the tradition

. this traditional event in the Rocky systems available for those hurt or ar- through the crowd that, like the Little ofGhandi and King. Some of the most
Mountain's capitol city, where Colum- rested. Other leaders gave detailed Bighorn, they greatlyoutnumbered the painful criticism he's received has come
bus Day originated in 1907-including instructions for how to respond if tear other guys. . from within the Native American com
dumping stage blood on the statue of gassed, how to be a member of AIM Precisely at 10 a.m;, as the bell tower munityitself, charging him with creat
Columbus in Civic Center Park- security, what and what notto wear or on the Civic Center chimed out the ing a cult of personality and having a
without success. This year, the bring. The tenor was sober "calm be- hour, an electric, historicmonient oc- mandate to speak for all Indians. But
Quincentenary of Columbus' fateful fore the storm," but a clear dedication curred as Means was handed a mes- CrazyHorse had no mandate either; he
arrival, they vowed to lay down their to passiveresistance. Supporters were sage, choked back vis-
bodies if necessary to end this celebra- clearly informed of the ground rules - ible tears, and an
tion of enslavement and genocide no alcohol, drugs, or weapons - and nounced- that the
against indigenous peoples. reminded not to bring pockets of FIAO had called off

Rumors abounded of Ku Klux Klan marbles, which if dropped rriight im- the parade. The
provocateurs attending, Litino gangs pede law enforCement officials. stunned crowd spon
who had their own bone to pick with The morning of October 10 dawned taneously erupted in

·Columbus, and violent street fighters bright and cold in Denver's downtown a frenzy of ululations,
of the sort which plagued Denver's Civic Center Park, only a few blocks fist power, whooping
Martin Luther King march last spring. from where the Columbus Day Parade and drumming. They
Local media fueled the fire by evoking would gather at 10 a.m. Overnight a had won. -
AIM's militance and it's reputation for group of artists and AIM members had A few minutes later
violent resistance a la Wounded Knee, .erected 92 sets of charred teepee lodge a last bit of tension
1973. That the action planned was - poles around the park to symbolize the silenced the crowd
only peaceful civil disobediehce usu- historical assault arainst Indian cul- .when people on the
ally got lost in the hysteria. Local ture. They set a stark and dramatic friflges started yelling
police mobilized hundreds of officers, backdrop for the several hundred sup- "they're moving, the
predicting Violence, and an elite cadre porters gathered in the park's central parade is happening."
of state troopers was called in to the Amphitheater for prayer services ask- What happened was
capitol. Negotiations between AIM ing the spirit world for safety and suc- the parade people were
and Denver Mayor Wellington Webb cess led under police escort
to stop the parade or at least change its As the appointed hour came closer, to a face-saving rally
name proved fruitless. The city's posi- a succession of speakers, poets and on the state capital ~

tion was that Columbus Day Parade singers-Indian men, women, Latinos, steps, protected by ~
sponsors, the Fed- blacks - gave cordons of -elite state ~
eration of Italian- personal testi- troopers. AIM dis- ~ -

~

American Organi- mony to the couraged interfering"C..
zations (FIAO), ~ meaning of but a few arrests were

""were entitled to ~ what was about made as a group of
"free speech" and ~ to happen. young whites laid RUSSELL MEANS
that the parade ~ Means light- down before retreating FIAO march- just led by example. In later interviews
would go on. -t ened things up, ers. Peace was restored for good with with reporters, he showed no hint of

In the base- and showed an announcement that an FIAO repre- gloating9r self-righteous vindication
ment-of the Living how this event sentative was ori his way back over to .saying he felt "tired, elated, and look- ~

Water Church the was dedicated ask for reconciliation. ing forward to participating in the It
night of October 8, to the future, by It was announced that the city re- ian-American Appreciation Day para
about 150 Indians, jokes about the quested a meeting to discuss this unex- next year. &
Latinos and non- 7-year old pectedturnofevents. MeanS responded In the afternoon, AIM and its sup-
native supporters -nephew he de- that he would honor this request, but porters retired to Tall Bull (Daniels)
gathered to make pended on to right now the Indians were going to Park south of Denver for a victory
sign s and hear. tell him whatt,r- have a victory dance around the park: Wacipi ("celebration" in Lakota). They
leaders address the do. By 9:30, "We'll enjoy our day today, and meet danced their triumph - no alcohol,
group on strategy. over 2,000 with them some other day." Immedi- drugs or weapons enforced by ATh-f
Russell Means, co- people had ar- ately a stately procession, led by Indian security in theii silky red warjackets.
founder ofAIM and rived, now drummers and staff-bearers, slowly be- Soon after a full moon, the "Hunter's
its executive direc- mostly white gan to circle the park ~ith demon~tra- Moon," rose up over the east, tbey
tor for Colorado, CAHUILLA RED ELK supporters. At tors falling in behind.· were gone.
addressed the group with a message 9:45, Rev. Tinker of the Living Water Mean's victory tears belied his im-
Page 20 Earth First! Samhain 1992



Blackfoot Chief Voices Concern Over Continued Threat Tl! Badger-Two.Medidne Area In Montana

continued nextpage

mountains. When they go there it is
personal. No one has the right to
interrogate them why they are going to
the mountains. We have a need to
educate our younger people through
traditional ways in the mountains, just

putting contempt on your own ~elf

when you destroy anything of this
earth.

"When we realized that our
culture was being threatened, our sa7
ered practices in jeopardy, the first thing

that came to mind was protection.
When itcame to protectingBlackfoot
culture we realized that we had to .
stand up to the United States Forest
Service and other government agen
cies and their policies- we had to
sta·nd up and openly battle the For
est Service and the multinational

. corporations. Their policy through
. their Environmental Impact State
ment was for us to answer questions
in dealing with specific sites: sites
specific as far as religious use. But in
our land, our world, our culture, our
law, you can't really give that infor
mation as far as sitespecific. , You
have to take an area approach, and
they can't accept that.

"If Fina and Chevron, the big
oil companies, get their way, the
traditional pocket of Blackfoot cul
ture will die. So really there is a very
big threat. If they could open up the
Badger then there is no place in the
world thatthey can/t get into. Be-_
cause it is considered Blackfoot land,
Blackfoot sacred land, it is consid-

. ered a sacred place;;-one of the last
clean are~ Sowith that in mind, irnnw cou,!$!-penenate nilS contr~

like our fathers and our grandfathers:- versy, then there is nothing that could
it is continuous. ?stop them anywhere else. -

. ~/Our concerns are to keep - "Some of oureld\!rs-wentto the
thin sure, keep things protected for United States Forest Service, to their

ture generations. We still have a lot anthropologists, but they threw it aU
ofcommitmentto those generations. I away. Theirreason was that we did not
don't think I would have liked it if the give them anything that they could
people of the past didn't take time to work with. A very respected man in
protect something for us. So we have our elderships gave them some very
to pay the same respect to those future important information-the Forest
people--,.to try to protect as much of Service anthropologists turns around
the environment for them. We can't and insults him. Shesaysthatshecan't
be greedy and destroy this. It is like tak~whatthismansaysasproof. When

By Tn.lOTIIY BALLARD heard. that the Forest Service has given
My intention was not to write the private1yheld leases the green light.

a piece solely on Blackfeet concerns Now it is only up to the BLM to openly
over the Badger-Two Medicine area in say move ahead, and this is expected
northern Montana. I had hoped to to come as early as December of this
work towards a more encompassing year. With the recent death· of the
article on present struggles by Native M 0 n tan a
Americans to thwart the heinous en- (non)Wilderness
croachmentofoutsidegreedupon their Bill, which would
little remaining lands. The list of st~ have given iUim
ries needed to be told is long- depress- ited protection,
ingly so.· Every story seemed to be and the increas
equally as important as the other, no ingly promising
matter which tribal voice was being yet distant North
represented. One thing became clear ern Rockies Eco
though: whatever story needed to be system Protection
told, it was important for the people to Act which would
speak for themselves about the issues give it wilqerness
directly facing their lands, culture, and study protection
sovereignty rights. So, when the op- (something tradi
portunity presented itself to go to tional Blackfoot
Blackfoot land and speak to one of the are happy with
traditional leaders about these mat- since it allows
ters, it seemed important to he;lr the them to appoint
concerns first hand. their own mem-

Today, Blackfoot land rests on bers of the study
the eastern front of the Rocky Moun- board), there
tain range in northern Montana and seems to be little
eXtends well into the southern reaches time left for any
of the Canadian Province of Alberta. form of negotia-

.The sights are impressive with the vast tions within the
expanse of the' windswept, rolling. for~m...nnels..
plains meeting the abrupt beginnings _ ILQ!~.!!~., Tiny Man Heavy Runner, chiefofthe Brave Dogs Sodety, is an
of the towering Rockies. For morf ..g()i 0 be any instrumental figure in the fight to protect Blackfeet land and
than a century now the Bla~kfeethave working relation- culture.
worked with all of the typical concerns ships; be it in the
facing an indigenous culture. Not_~...a_<:!,K~t.Qt}lI.f~h..~.!'~~ls~l.!>~eenIndi

7 surprisingly, they have been bitterly ans and· non-Indian activists, there
7 divided on the way in which to meef-'ifiusf5e-anawareness'~!,p!i.r.!i~!!Ie...ssage

,the continuing influence ofwestem'-'ffiarlnear<f'rroiii"'everyone I spoke
culture on their land and people. As-a·'WithJ!iS.lii~~i'Maii:--Aii(fHiiS

\ result, traditionalists concerned with was that if you waneto lend a hand,
.cultural preservation are often paired make sure you are tUlly aware of your
off against those who have tasted the 'own motives first, then come ask how
addictive flavor of the dollar. 39\icanh~. In the case ofthe Badger,

TinyManHeavyRunner,chief anyway,Isensedthattherewasasubtle
of the Brave Dogs Society, a traditional wariness of"environmeritalists" want
religious society, sat down with me ing to help, because often it is for their
over a couple days to speak about his ownagendas,evenifitisseeminglyfor
concerns for an area on the southeast- the common good of the earth. It is
ern edge of Blackfoot land known as obvious that this has been accentuated
the Badger-Two Medicine. This land, for the Blackfeet because of ignored
over one hundred and thirty thousand treaty concerns which back up their
acresofpublicNationalForest,isnestled solid stance behind the fact that they
between vast wilderness areas and Gla- never ceded this land to any govern
cier National Park, and is home not ment.
only to the threatened grizzly, but the So, with this in mind it is es
endangered (and returning) gray wolf sential that Heavy Runner's voice be
and many other sensitive species as heard on these matters:
well. This is important to Tiny Man, "It is important for the people
but of more concern is the protection in America, and the international
of this last Blackfoot stronghold for communityto hear aboutthe Blackfoot
ongOing cultural and sacred practices. struggle--,.tohear about our resistance.
Non-Blackfeet concerned about the We have a resistance right now that is
issue hope that in the end a traditional completely untold. The Blackfoot
understanding and approach will en- people have never said anything, we've
sure wildlands security. always sat back and listened. Now we

Multinational oil companies have finally taken a position so that we
want to explore and later develop this can tell these people something. W8
landforreasonsthatextendfarbeyond want to protectwhat's ours, what we've
any amount of suspected oil reserves. inherited. We want to protecttreaties,
It has been admitted by the Forest we want to protect our sacred lands,
Service that even if the less than one our self determination. The biggest
percent chance of finding oil is suc- threat to all of this is the change of
cessful, the amount found would only times. We have to still maintain out
fuel the nation· for less than a day, .own foundations.. The Badger is an

.~ leavinginitswakepermanentlyruined-2mportant part of'mat='
) lands, useless for spiritual fulfillment ...where we hunt and get our meat, fish,
'. and wildlife habitat. All of this has all of our plants and medlclne, OUI

been met with fierce opposition from' dean wafer, a place to go to.heal your
both Blackfeet and a small portion of self s iritually, a place to 0 to learn.
the environmental community. Ma- We have places ac there that are rea
jor demonstrations have been held and special to us that belong to some of our
enough appeals filed to warrant some ancestors. .
kind of attention, but it seems that it "The Badger is so important to
has fallen, once again, on the deaf ears the preservation of the Blackfeet cul
of the lease givers - the Forest Service ture, especially for our young. Every
and Bureau of Land Management. young man in Blackfoot country has
These bureaucracies have callously in- that inspiration to go to the mountains.
vestigated religious and cultural mat- It is one of the phenomenon that we
ters, often offending outright respected have to deal with-every young man,
Blackfoot elders. and woman too, sometime in their

Those close to the issue have young lives, they have to go to the



An inherent part ofBlackfeet traditions and legends, from lett to right are Mt. Poia, Scarface, and Morningstar in the Badger-Two Medicine area.

Tiny Man Heavy Runner
continued from previous page

system out there. Our need is to work
together with the outside people - we
are also considered to be United States
citizens, and we need to protect our
selves from. the government that we
are citizens of. We have a lot of work
to do, we have to monitor our own
land, to see what is. happening to it.

"All the years up to now we
know everything that has happened to
us, we are the victims. And we're
finally telling the public, not no more,
it's got to quit. We have a binding
contract with you-thiS is our under
standing. The treaty did not change-
you changed! America changed, not
the treaty, we never changed. So this
does affect the American public. There
is a lot involved, this is why we feel that
we need to associate ourselves with
people out in America - to know what
is going oX! out there, to see what they
are doing to protect themselves and
their environment, how they are doing
it: And at the same time we can bring
about our way of doing it. In order for
non-Blackfeet and Blackfeet to work
on this issuetogethertheyhavetofuIly
understand where the other is coming
from. I think that this is already hap
pening. The people in the communi
ties around us are becomingconcerned
because they also are affected.

"People are realiZing that the
native people of this land have some
thing to offer. A teaching on how to
stay on this land. How not to extract
all the good things that we need to
survive with. The sad thing is we had
some of our people helping them in
the name ofthe dollar. Well, we caught
those people. They can't do that any
more. No more dealings like that.

"We have only one little area
left, all of the rest of it is already messed
up. We are only talking about a little
area. They pushed us to the moun
tains, we need to protect thisno~
the 'r' . ere the 're

omg the same as we would be doing if
we went to Saint Patrick's Cathedraf
an u n' same t ing. But

know many traditiona lackfeet
people that wouldn't allow this to hap
pen. If they do decide to do this then
they've killed one of the oldest pre
Columbian cultures left today. Not
only would they kill our beliefs, but
they also would kill our soul. We'd
have no soul. Without a soul our
physical being cannot exist anymore.
ThiSwould be the last coup against the
Blackfeet."

community, are now saying wait a
minute, we don't have to reclaim own
ership, we already own it..

"Right now, with the wilder
ness bill dead, I think our people are
going to be united. People have to
consider that it is their job to put to
gether protection-their own wilder
ness bill. Maybe at the same time

endorsed
and sup
ported by
the wilder
ness people

". aroUnd us-
special, re
se r v e d
clause. If
there is a wil-
derness bill

there must be a reserved clause that's
exclusively for the Blackfoot-this is
because otour treaties. We have to
protect ourselves, our treaties, from
any kind of .threat. Even if it is some
thing good, that sounds real good. We
must protect our treaty rights in every
aspect. So that's why it's necess,uy for
us tp put together our own wilderness
proposal to protect' this land-this
Blackfoot wilderness.

"So I feel very optimistic now
with the wilderness bill gone. To us
Blackfoot people, that was a very big
mess because of the people that put the
language in it really didn't know the
Blackfoot. Our own people that went
along with them, now they have to try
a little harder to convinceall the people.
Because more people know and under
stand what they've done. They don't
have the trust. They gambled and they
failed.

"Blackfeet and the non-Indians
need to keep in touch, we need to
know what is happening to thateco-

"When you talk with
a Blackfoot holy man and

. he says that '
this land is sacred, then, '
that's what he means!

That is our proof. Ii

would be different. Because of this, the
environmental people, the wilderness
people, in their proposed wilderness
plan, there has to be a certain clause
that is dealing with Blackfoot treaty
lands. So we have to have that portion
of that w.Uderness bill. dealing specifi
cally with Blackfeet treaty lands. Are
they really public lands? Have they
really been
ceded? Nothing
has been clari
fied. Blackfoot
history tells a
different story.
As far as we're
con'cerned
there is no such
thing as a west
ern reservation
boundary. So we have a very unique
issue. This issue sets precedent for
other Indian struggles over land. See,
the oil companies want to come into
the Badger-Two Medicine area, but
they're not telling the public that there
is not enough oil and gas to meet the
quotas. What they're concerned about
is the precedent. They can come into
the Badger arid break through all these
laws-sacred land, treaty rights, pris
tine land-if they can break that then
it is a domino effect. So all these other
tribes, they are all standing back
watching for what's going to happen
in the Badger.

"When it comes to the contro
versies surrounding the treaty rights
our tribe is very divided. But gradually
we're all going under the same state
ment. It is a sovereignty statement
that they own the land and don't have
to re-establish ownership. So now we
have attorneys and other people will
ing to make a stand to regain owner
ship. But we, the Blackfoot-speaking

,..:.'!i' .

Half-Dome Crag looms over land sacred to the Blackfeet, near proposed drill sites.

you talk with a Blackfoot holy man and
he says that this land is sacred, then,
that's what he means! That is our
proof.

"Our concept of wilderness is
different than the white man's con
cept of w~lderness. But because we are
a,boriginal, ancient people, we are so
phisticated, we considered all of this
land tobe wilderness. So there really
is a deep meaning on wilderness. When.
it comes to Blackfoot we look at it very
differently, it is something different,

, something more than wilderness-it
involves the thunder, lightning, and
sacred lands. Our way of dealing with
the most important environmental is
sue is through ceremony. Ceremony is
our way to deal with what you call the
environment., Our understanding of
this is through our ceremony. That's
the difference between the people out
there and here. Anything that has to
do with environment is through cer
emony-thiS is how you understand
the universe, your own universe.

"When we're talking environ
ment we're talking about a very com"

.' pli~~ted issue, because it's not just wil
derness or environment. It also means
oureconomicdevelopment as a people.
So we have to try and decide what
would be the best for the land for us as
a people to maintain our aboriginal
wildlands, sacred lands, andat the same
time progress with economic develop
ment. So we're in a real awkward
position. We have to deal with more
legal aspects than just environment
and wilderness by themselves. When
we present our case we're saying that
first of all, these are sacred 'lands, and
second is treaty rights, third is pristine
land, fourth, it's headwater country,
and fifth, it is a precedent area for
future public land issues.. What we
have to do is make sure that this land
remains .under the Blackfoot under
standing of that treaty. When it comes
down to it, it is really a human rights
i,ssue as well as civil rights. There is no
where else in the world that is like this.
It's Blackfoot land, it's Blackfoot treaty,
it's Blackfoot sacred land, it's Blackfoot
sacred .practices.

"When it comes to the legisla
tive or judicial area we have to remem
ber that above everything else this is a
Blackfoot issue. Secondary it is envi
ronment and wilderness. We have to
tell people who aremonitoring this the
true concerns of the Blackfeet. We
have to tell the international commu
nity about this piece of land in the
treaty of 1895 -96. If it wasn't a treaty,
an agreement with the Blackfeet and
people of the United States, then it
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Indigenous. Abenaki Resist Genocide· in Vermont:
Natives and Earth First! Form Alliance

(

I

eignty movement. The offensive
against AIM culminated with the mas
sacre at Wounded Knee, South Dakota .
in 1973, and the political imprison
ment of AIM's Leonard Peltier.

"Well, hell, that's the same
thing going on here," said Chief St.
Francis. "They're trying to get us to
shoot one of their cops so itwould give
them the authority to move the army
in, or whatever, to exterminate us.

. In a further act of repression,
the Vermont Supreme Court ruled this
June thatAbenaki aboriginal rights had
been extinguished "by the increasing
weight of history." The ruling was
immediately denounced by the
Abenaki and their supporters. "We're
headed for the US Supreme Court on
this one," Chief St. Francis said.PRECEDENT WE'VE

ALWAYS VIOLATED
YOUR RIGHTS!

/

tive American license plates on their
vehicles. The situation escalated to
violent attacks on Chief St. Francis,
other members of the tribe were bru
talized by state and local law officials.
As testimony to this, Swanton Village
police have been issued numchucks, a
dangerous hand-held martial arts
weapon that has been used by police

.against the Abenaki.
None ofthis is particularlynew

to the Native population of this coun"
try or to other incUgenous peoples
throughout the world. The American
Indian Movement (AIM) had tremen
dous violence leveled on them through
FBI instigation, and a number of AIM's

The Abenaki and Earth First! Alliance -
Although the 1991 Round River /

Rendezvous was held in the Green ~

Mountains of the Dawnland, the be
ginnings of the Abenaki/Earth First!
alliance occurred when Earth First!ers
visited the Tribal Council office last
October to discuss a mini-hydroproject.)
on the Missisquoi River. The addition
to the dam at Highgate Center will
result in more habitat destruction and
further destroy the ecological balance

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.. of the ecosystems as well as flood
:;: Abenaki sacred burial grounds. ,...-,

We were told that the Abenaki' \----. ........r"""1d....1';:K!. ,were not working with any environ-
S e::::::-- ......~Jl mental groups because the only time

leaders were assassinated in a US gov- environmentalists came to them is
ernment attempt to break the poten- when they needed something, . Since
tially powerful Native American sover- Earth First! has a radical reputation and

continued on page 28

ON WHAT GROUNDS
DO YOU JUSTifY
VIOLATING OUR
RIGHTS?

I

tern beg.ln with their fishing rights
being violated andthen harassment by
the authorities for their display of Na-

," In December of 1991, the per-
sonal camp of Chief St. Francis was
burned down near Swanton, Vermont.
Although there were no human ph~si

cal injuries (this time), irreplaceable
artifacts were destroyed in the confla
gration. Some of the artifacts were the
chief's headdress, talking sticks and
lithographs. An oil can was found on
the scene and arson is more than sus
pected. Twenty days after the burning
of the camp, Chief St. Francis was in
dicted on a bogus felony charge.

These attacks are part of a pat
tern of the powers-that-be attempting·
to put down the Abenaki self-determi
nation movement. The present pat-

By ORIN LANGELLE

From the federal and state occupied
bioregion of the Dawnland:
"We were nations before they got here.
They raped our land, murdered ourpeople
and we're supposed to sit here and say
nothing?"

-ChiefHomer·St. Francis

The Abenaki of the Dawnland,
although respecting peace and all crea- .
tures that inhabit Mother Earth, wel
comed Giovanni da Verrazano's land
ing party in IS24 with a shower of
arrows. Unfortunatelythat self-defense
attempt was not enough to stop the
invasion and Eurocentric onslaught
that followed.

. Abenaki oral legend says
contact with Europeans first began
over 900 years ago when Norsemen
visited the eastern shores. For centu
ries foreign occupation has raped the
land and attempted to wipe out the
indigenous people's culture through
war, disease, repression. TheAbenaki
today are still fighting the occupiers.

"We're fighting a paperwar, "
says outspoken Chief Homer St.
Francis. Aithough the Abenaki do
not believe in th,e jurisdiction of the
United States or Vermont's legal sys
tem, they are using the courts to
fight the paper war. The Abenaki
have signed no treaties with any gov
ernment, nor have they ceded any
land to Vermont. The paper war is to
try and re-establish their right to self
determination and sovereignty in an

'illegally occupied bioregion. ·Because
of these efforts, repression and vio
len.ce have shown their ugly faces.

Earth First! Halts· Columbus Day Traffic

Ms Chyffblocks, with her body, a Winooski Kop who is attempting
to use numchuks on downed Earth Firstler Anne Petermann during ."

. a Biodiversity Liberation Front anti-Columbus blockade nex.t to the
Winooski One hydro pro;ect in Vermont. Bad cop, no donut!

people and performed skits on Church
Street de-mythifying the Columbus
"discovery" while combining opposi
tion to the present-day invasion of
Hydro-Quebec into James Bay and the
culturallygenocidal VermontSupreme

ourt rulings against Abenakis..
Oh i yeah, before everybody

ent home, an Amerikan flag draped
set was smasli for some reason or

t er ton cops 00 on
nd laughed.

.was standing on the sidewalk yelli g,
"Fascist!" So much for the Pi st
Amendment. Earth First!ers went

• her rescue' and tried to prevent h
arrest. One cuffwas put on Petermann,
by now on the ground, but the crowd
"refused to let her be dragged to the
police car. Finally numchuks ~ere

pulled out and were used byone cop to
put a compliance hold on her. During
the melee, protesters watched
Schirling's wallet mysteriously part
from his body and jump into thp-...J-----
Winooski River. Petermann was later
released after being charged with disor
derly conduct.

Leaving thebridge,
the Earth First! contingent,
somedressed in outrageous
costumes, proceeded to
march to the University of
Vermont where more folks
joined the demonstration.
From the campus the
march took over Main
Street, further snarling
traffic on the way to the
Church StreetMarketplace
while protesters dragged
and toreup Amerikan flags,
handed out informational
leaflets and nurled well
aimed rotten tomatoes
(organic, of course) at
banks, fraternities, cityhall
.and assorted capitalist en
terprises celebrating the
Columbus Day eco-geno
cide thing.

The contingent of
Earth First!ers and other
hooligans then met up
with yet more street theater

October 12-0ne Arrest; Traffic
Blockaded Near Hydro-Project

, Biodiversity Liberation Front
Earth First! rallied next to theWinooski
One hydro project in Winooski, Ver
mont on the SOOth anniversary of the
Columbus invasion. After the rally,
about 2S Earth First!ers blocked traffic
on the Winooski-Burlington bridge,
causing a major traffic jam of Colum
bus Day shoppers, .forcing thestranded
motorists to shut off their cars and
watch construction of the hydro
project. Winooski-One project owner
John Warshow denied the comparison
to genocidal Columbusbystating there
are no Indigenous people here. The
Abenaki would be interested to hear
this especially since Winooski is an
Abenaki term meaning 'landwhere the
onions grow.'

With traffic at a standstill, one
of the blockaded drivers, off-dUty p0
lice officer Michael Schirling, lunged
his car forward in·an attempt to force
protestors out of his way. He got out
ofhis car and started flashing hiswallet
with some sort of cop i.d. and ordered
everybody off the bridge. He arrested
Earth First!er Anne Petermann who

of sandbags were carried to the second
floor of the Supreme Court by Earth
First! and other folks from the com
munity where those in session were
literally barricaded in their own
chambers. Afterwords, a spontaneous
street march occurred which blocked'
traffic and resulted in a cat and mouse
game with the police. There were no
arrests although one cop got yelled at .
by a passerby for stepping on the flag,
which was his method of stopping
people from dragging it on the ground.

By THE BIODIVERSITY LIBERATION FRONT

" Biodiversity Liberation Front
Earth First! showed opposition to the
Columbus legacy of genocide, repres
sion and' ecocide on October 9 and.
October 12 (Indigenous Peoples Day).
The twodays of action were pledged in
solidaritywith indigenous peoples and
all living creatures in this SOOth year of
forced euro- and anthropocentric
domination and the SOOth year of re
sistance to ecological and cultural
devastation.

October 9-VT Supreme Court
Sandbagged

Biodiversity Liberation Front
Earth First!, Central Vermont Greens,
and the All-Species Project joined with
representatives of the Abenaki, Cree
and Micmac in front of the Vermont
Supreme Court in Montpelier to com
memorate the resistance and survival
ofNative Americans since the arrival of
Columbus. The Supreme Court build
ing was chosen as a protest against the
Court's decision this summer denying
the ancestoral rights of Vermont's in
digenous Abenaki, which stated they
lost these rights"due to the increasing
weight of history," and most recently,
the Court's decree denying the Cree
people's appeal of the Vermont con-.
tract with Hydro-Quebec. This con
tract allows VT's utilities to buy $4
billion worth of hydro-electric power
from Hydro-Quebec while "washing
their hands" from any responsibilityof
destroying Cree, Inuit, and Innu
lifestyles and the further devastation
of the important James Bay bioregion.

.A wigwam was set up close to
the .steps of the Supreme Court and a
traditional pipe ceremony followed.
After a speak-out, hundreds of pounds
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More Letters. • •

Earth First:
One third of the population of

this country lives on the East Coast. I
just wanted you to know there are a
large number of silent Americans out
here who want you to know how much.
we appredate what you folks are doing
for us and for the earth. You're sacri
fices are making a difference and will
not be forgotten.. Many are ready to
join with you and with us in the sal
vation of what is left of Mother Earth.

Thank God for EFers.
-UNCLE CHUNK

Dear EF! Journal staff
Please, please, please, change

the name of the letters section to some
thing less offensive.

The EF!]ournal is an excellent
source of information and a very im
portant forum for radical ecological
discussion. On many occasions I have
attempted to illustrate (a)point(s) I'm
making with info from the EF!]ournal.
Usually, the only thing that the liberal
environmentalist or corporate eco
fucker remembers from this exchange
is the profanity-NOT the important
information. We are not gaining any
credibility by emblazoning "Dear Shit
for Brains" in large font (or small font)
across our valuable pages.

Although our collective anger,
which produces offensive language, is
understandable, it is not productively
used in this way.

Please consider aname change.
Sincerely,

-EMMETT MUIR

f..arth First: ~
I just read the most recent issue i,,_

of the Journal after not having looked
at it for several years. It's taking on the /
features of its old glory-you are to bel~

commended.
Very interesting reading!
Sincerely,

-GEORGE SESSIONS f.
I

That's what the FBI wants. Instead,
everyone there should stand up proudly
and be counted for a movement he or
she believes in and feels strongly for.

If enough people who attend
RRRs feel uncomfortable with cameras
and recorders, then a policy should be
established and made clear to every
one attending (or, better yet, everyone
contemplating attending).

Sincerely,
-DICK DOUBLYOO, THE GREAT DIVIDE

Dear Shit for Brains:
I attended the '92 RRR (my 5th

RRR back to '80) and was, as usual, re
energized, inspired and empowered.
This RRR was, as usual, in a place of
spectacular natural beauty. And I feel
that the Colorado hosts had done a
first class job of organizing the event.

But my 3-day attendance was
marred by the paranOia that pervades
some fellow individual attende~s at
these events since the Arizona 4ordeal.
I had attended some workshops on
Thursday, and after dinner and a few
drinks, headed for the group<ircle to
enjoy the festivities. Drums were beat- .
ingout a faritastic rhythm and Iwanted
to capture the flavor of this RRR fire
drcle for thosebackhomewho couldn't
attend. I took out my pocket recorder
which I use to take notes and recorded
what turned out to be 15 seconds of
drum beats. Shortly thereafter,l was
approached by twostrangerswho asked
me in an intimidating, accusing man
ner: "Did you just put something in
your pack?" and demanded to inspect
my belongings. When I realized they
were serious, I suddenly felt like I had
been under surveillance by the FBI,
Gestapo, or worse. It turns out that the
peppercorn-sized "record" light on my
tiny recorder had been seen by these
two strangers and they suspected I was
using a video recorder. I showed my
little pocket recorder to one of the RRR
organizers, who had now joined the
original duo of accusers, but was out
raged at being subjected to this kind of
treatment.

The complete trust ofeveryone
at RRRs is gone, and maybe for the
better. But this means that the FBI has
won at least a partial victory in its
campaign to intimidate us into a dys
functional state. Anyone attending
such afunction shouldbesavvy enough
to know not to say anything incrimi
nating outside of a dicle of well-known
friends. Anyon,e attending such a
function should' expect to have their
photograph and vehicle license taken.
We should riot Jet such paranoia as I
witnessed cripple the movement.

Animal rights has never argued
with the natural order and has never
believed in the elimination of natural
predators. Animal rights is first and
foremost against human predatorswho
kill by hunting, farming and commer
dal exploitation. In the same way
Earth First! reacts when logging is car
ried out by predators who are not ani
mals.

In fact, like Arcy, animal rights
has often critidzed hunters for taking
the prime stock instead of nature's way
of taking the weakest. Taking the best
in hunting and industry does not in
volve the natural order which leads to
evolution.

Arcy is strongly for the pres
sure and threat involved with the
predator system. This is a fine assump
tion of nature. Animal rights wants to
end the pressure and threat involving
human predators which goes against
nature. Animal rights goes along with
humane euthanasia to end the suffer
ing of the illand infirmed in accordance
with the natural order. To state that
animal rights is against the natural
order is to be misinformed to the
highest degree. Animal rights wants
animals to die when nature tak~s its
course.
-FIGHTING FLO

-- ...-
SFB:

Dear Tribe,
Must we waste predous space

debating something as obvious as over
population? ]ustas with the debate
over whether the world is round, it is
time to 'move on.

Another topic: I have Earth
First! friends who are hunters. I have
Earth First! friends who are anti-hunt
ing. Ido not doubt the commitment of
either group to the cause of defending
the wild lands. But I ask both, in the
interest of defending the 'integrity of
our home planet, to leave their dis
agreement behind when gatheringwith
the Earth First! tribe. Pax vobiscum.

Sincerely yours,
-HANK BRUSE, 235 TRAVIS DRIVE, WIS·
CONSIN RAPID, WI 54494' .

Dear Superlatives for brains:
Will theREAL "largest roadless

area in the lower contiguous 48 states"
please stand up? It seems that every
time I receive apiece ofEF! propaganda
regarding forest rape, it happens to
boast that dubious honor! Does the
roadless area in question just slither
hither and thither about the country,
co ing to the aid of brainlocked EF!
poster wizards? Or could the boundng
label merely reflect the fragmentation
of roadless areas - no thanks to the
Freddies? Verily, I cannot know. If
somebody out there is privy to such
crudal information, and can break the
code of "radical-ese," please! please!
Help those of us who are. baffled by
these "pleas.". .

Most Sincerely (more so than
any other activist .
-THE MOST CONFUSED ACTIVIST IN TIlE
LOWER CONTIGUOUS 48 STATES

Dear EF! and/or Shit for brains,
The whole American system

(and as far as i'm concerned the Whole
world system) is built around male
dedsions, male desireand male greed.
The government is one giant
patriarchial, sexist homophobic, radst,
environment destroying soup. They
play the game and as soon as we·start
asking permission and think we're
playing successfully, they change the
rules. We can't play their game any
more. Asking permission doesn't work,
it only gives them more power. Being
a woman and a feminist, I'm creating
my own game and my own reality. I
believe women have the power to
change the course of history (herstory)
forever and that includes saving the
planet from disaster. Women are life
givers, not life destroyers. The patri
archy has imprisoned women's cre
ativity and power for too long and it's
time we took it back.

I'd like to thank EF! for not
being an institutional organization. It
is very individual,not hierarchical. I
read the EF! Journal because I DON'T
read patriarchial garbage. So thank
you EF! and thank you to all of the men
and women out there who'are building
amore peaceful ecosystem without the
bricks of patriarchy. You are beautiful.

Love,
-SUZANNE MORRISON, PLYMOUTII, NH

SFB:

continued (rom page 3

We'd like to see some substan
tial explorations on sexuality, gender,
and sexism in our tribe. Is there any
new information on alternative health
care? An advanced freighthopping guide
is in the works. Does anyone out there
want to tell us about their first experi
ence or ask any questions about hoboing
that haven't been answered in past
LWODs? Got a good freighthopping
tale to tell, send it in. And of course, be
creative. What do you want to see on
our hallowed pages? Either write it up
or let us know yer suggestions.

As always, subscriptions and
back issues are free. Here in Portland we
have a few #2s and lotsa #3, and #1 has
become a collector's item. Please help
us with some bucks if ya got any, but
most importantly send us yer submis
sion.
-BIG TOM, LWOD, POB 13765, PORT·
LAND, OR 97213

I would like to express my
opinion on the role ofintoxicants within
the Earth First! movement. It seems to
me that it has become far too great. This
is espedallytrue of alcohol and, in some
places, marijuana.

I do not believe that there is no
room for intoxicants in any of our lives.
.Some people seem to be able to use
alcohol and/or marijuana in relatively
harmless ways and still be healthy and
productive. But often, this is not what
I see happening within Earth First!.

Regardless of which substances
are being used, people who do not en
joy intoxicants or who cannot use them
because of a history of chemical de
pepdency are likely to eventually start
to feel like there is no place for them
within the movement. There is little
effort to create substance-tree spaces or

ents.
----..u-also strikes me as somewhat
inconsistent to protest the dumping of
toxic substances into rivers and then
dump toxic substances into ourselves,
to protect the polluting of the air and
then pollute the· air we breathe our
selves.

Some people may r~sent lump
ing marijuana, alcohol, and other sub
stances together. "Marijuana isn't a .
drug," they will say, "it is an herb."

The idea that something cannot
be both a drug and an herb is absurd. It
is true that God/Goddess/Earth created
this planet, but also created toadstools.
This doesn't mean that we are obliged
to inges.t them, as any biocentrist should
know.

.' It is this way of thinking which
has made the hemp awareness move
ment ~0 ineffective. As a writer, I feel
badlyabout using so much paper, and
would be happy if it were made out of
something other than trees: But the fact .
that hemp can be used to make paper,
doth, rope, and other things has nothing
to do with whether or not it is harmless
as an intoxicant. In fact, the type of
hemp used for cloth and paper is almost
totally useless as an intoxicant. If the
general public perceives that most of
the people who promote the use of
hemp for paper smoke a lot of it, they
will dismiss the whole concept as a pipe
dream. .

Besides all of these problems, it

[

seems only logical that our chances,of As an animal rights activist, I
saving the planet are better if we are must differ from Arcy in the Mabon
thinking dearly. ttis only ouradv~ . issue who states that animal rights is

1 ies who benefit when we monk~ not compatible with Earth First be
\ WieiTch our brains. cause it does not. follow the natu~al

-ETIIAN DAVIDSON SAN FRANSICO, CA.. order as Earth First! does.
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; =::;:s~;;;;ro, Armed with Visions :
1" Bancroft & Telegraph •
~ ~~~ .
: Berkeley. CA 94720~1111 all rights reserved to the Qulhors •.. ' , ,... ,-:
:************************************************************:
: Ahwaneechee Mortar Holes, Yosemite Loop PROGRESS COMES SLOW TO :
.. THE APACHE FOR VICTORIO AND •
.. A flat rock OTHER EARLY ENVIRONMENTALISTS •
: surrounded by high granite cliffs "Gourd aan members in their skirmishes with the':
.. a few steps off the trail. U.S. Cavalry vied with each other for the honor of •
.. capturing a live bugler. If the bugler refused to •
.. The sun-warmed surface, smooth play at the ,Clan's victory dance he would be •
: places to sit killed. If he played well enough he might be •
.. feet hanging off: released unhaniled.'~John Bierhorst, introduction :
.. the cliffs to the Kiowa Gourd Dance Song' •
.. "arieLstarswalking.
.. N ~.. ow, ~

a circle of holes Modem rules ' .'.. .
.. three inches apart, have exchanged quality •
.. filled with black oak leaves for quantity, •.. ~~~~ ~~~ ... ~~~~ .
: . with pestie shaped to the Yet, things remain different •
.. short-fingered hands ite,ar Santa Fe. :
.. I heard that Valentino and KitCarson •
"acorns ingood season, mush cooked in baskets are alive and well iC
.. with hot stones deep in the mountains of New Mexico, •
: or baked into bread where the players have escaped the script .:
.. ' , wrapp'din leaves •
.. bitter tannins And, as long •
: washed through as they keep playing thebugle.
.. water from the splaShing creek. Buckeyes fOr the locals, •
.. when oak- they will be spared. •
.. moths flourish :
~ men got to the groves dancing. Lone Wolf Circles , il
~ Women sing ~.. ~.. ~

'.. . "the rise and fall of the pounding •
.. ~s •

.. was the sound of 'home'" UNDER A NEW MO'ON :,

.. A/lwaneechee. Maidu. trails. Around _.

.. these flat places. What is •

.. Humus beneath •
: sacred? People worked here. boots my fingers :
.. ti~eredw~s

: Steve'Silberman as lungs devour air :
.. as~~.
.. asa chilled granny smith •.. ~.~ .
.. Song of the Late-Twentieth-' my draughts deep •
.. Century )forest People I cover •: ~~ :
.. Tom between the peace of thewoods . to the next •
.. and our hauntednesS, delectable. ,.. .~~:
"Egoless noncommotion , •
: and the knowledge .that we must act, Keith A. Dodson :..
.. Messages of the heart •

: and messages of the head, Head 'CheeseFrom Head:
: Thebeautyoftheoak Cheeses :
.. and the. ugliness of the mall, •

.. 3 bureaufats (in charge of overseeing grizzly bear :

.. We stagger forward, recovery) •
: Fractured selves in: a fractured world, .large vat of sour milk , • .* Grasping for and pushing away serenity, salt •
.. ' Pierced with visions we cannotgive time to, •
.. Attempting to persist and live through a sickness beat and whip bureaufats in:to a gooey paste, •
: Which afflicts, by necessity; even its,healers; adding salt appropriately. place in pigs' he~ds (if :.
.. not already in pigs' heads). suspend upside down •
.. In a culture ofexcess, we are caught in the middle, in sour miik. ,cook thoroughly, place in ~

.. Doing too much, yet never doing enough. dumpsters in West. Yellowst()it~ orCooke City to •* .But the gap in the Dreamtime will not last forever. age. (hope that age brings wisdom.) :

.. We accept the struggle for what it is. •.

:. " from the kitchen of Eric HQUe •
.. W. L. Coyote. . .... •
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News From the Bioregions

. p .
American Indian Movement and supporters celebratate Columbus Day
Parade cancellation..

Chevron
Targetted for·

.Toxic Racism

By DAVE COLLINS
This past July, in another blow

to the environment, Chevron
began oil production in Papua
New Guinea. Chevron, along
with five other oil companies,
laid the groundwork for opera
tions back in 1989. Chevron
has constructed a mini refinery,
a network of roads leading from
the well sites to the central pro
cessingfacility, as well as a 160
mile long pipeline which passes
through apristine rainforest and
a vast area of mangrove. The

.project site is located near Lake
Kutubu, and has greatly dis-
rupted the lives of the indig
enous people and their forest
homelands. (See Earth First!

~ Journal, Junej"Chevron to get
~ Bougainvilled")
~ . Rainforest Action Network, the
~ West County Toxins Coalition,
i and other activist groups in

demonstration at both Chev
ron corporate headquarters in

downtown San Francisco, and at its
refinery in Richmond, California, to
protest Chevron's involvement in
Papua New Guinea as well as it's prac
tices locally.

On Tuesday, September 8th, a
news conference was held in front of

American Express to aquire full inter
est in EFJV and donate it to anon-profit
environmental group. AMEX could
actually get some good press out of the
venture! Write to James D. Robinson
III, ChiefExeeutive Officer, American
Express Corp, World Financial Cen"
ter, New York, NY 10285.

EGIONAL
OUNDUP

ment group. As long as the private
inholding remains, and as long as the
Freddies' only green orientation is
money, then the real threat of future
development exists.

Therefore, don't relinquish the
boycott! Keep the pressure up on

Am Ex Might
Ax East Fork!
By MIKE STABLER

Semi-regular readers of
theEarthFirst!Journal know that
American Express teamed up
with developer Dan McCarthy .
years ago to build (yet another)'
massive sId resort in Colorado.
Known as the East Fork Joillt
Venture (EFJV), its white and
.wet dream was to plunk a mas
sive ski resort (bigger than Vail)
surrounded by national forest,
and bordering the San Juan
Wilderness Area.

Opposition came from
many sectors. Earth First!er's
helped educate the public and
American.Express with demon
strations, stickers, handouts,.and
rubber stamps. Other tactics
included challenging permit reo
quirements, looking for rare
wildlife, and getting involved
with the Forest Service process.

.One local activist even raIl for
County Commisioner to give
more clout to the permitting
process!

. All of this energy may
have paid off. EFJV had long been ru
mored to have run out of money and
were whining about too many studies
being required. EFJV requested a 3year
extension of its July 1994 deadline to
begin construction. On August 17,
1992, San Juan ForestSupervisor Bill
Sexton denied the extension.

This may not be the last breath
of the EFJV or some other evil develop-

Olympic Park Rendezvous Masacree

.AMERICA

ing. We handcuffed folks were handed
citations for $200 each for allegedly
"interfering with agency function ... "
and "failure to obey a lawful order."
We will be contesting the charges in
federal court and are planning a civil
suit against the Park Service, Dist(ict

Attorney,
Diashowa and oth- Chevron's corporate headquarters on
ers for conspiracy, Market St., in San Francisco. Spon"
false imprison-' sored by the WestCounty Toxics Coa
ment, assault, bat- lition (based inRichmond), Chevron
tery and possibly was critiated for being negligent in
other charges. maintaining a good environmental

FOr more in- record internationally and for an in
formatiOn· contact: crease in dangerous accidents in the
Seattle Earth First! Richmond area.
POB 60164, Seattle, On Saturday a rally, followed
WA 981(i0. To ex- by a march, was held at Point Rich
press your sqlidar- mond. Manyofthespeakerswerefolks
ity callSuperinten- who had suffered medical problems as
dent Maureen a result of the accidents, and, in many
Finnerty, (206) 452- cases, were dependent upon medica
0315, and tell her don and breathing apparatus. Follow
that you are con- ing the rally, a marcb made its way to
ceIlled about your Chevron's west gate, where a symbolic
personal safety c;iumpingof "toxic waste" (in this case,
when you hike in water mixed with dry iCe) took place.
the park, and Kurt
Sauer, to remind

. him what a jerk he
is (206) 457-4190 or Kurt's boss Bill
Pierce (206)4.52-4501. '

By HOWLER

Five hikers trying to reach the lowed, and a roadblock was· set up
Northwest Earth First!Rendezvous were ahead. This time it was revealed that
detained by the Park Service in Olym- several National" Park Service Thugs,
pic National Park, Washington on Oc- including Chris Smith with the flash
tober 2, 1992 at the Boulder Creek light, were illegally impeding our
Trailhead. progress and demanding identification

Prior to this Rendezvous, four' even though we had a backcountry
Seattle Earth First!ers visited the corpo- permit in our. pos~
rate office of Daishowa America Corp. session. We asked
We warned Daishowa that we would what their names
organize a boycott of their paper prod- and badge numbers
ucts if they demanded monetary com- were, if they were
pensation from Congress if the dam arresting us, and
wasremovedandtheyhact tobuymore what was their
expensive electricity elsewhere. Ac- probable cause.
cording to Cat Hoffman, Spokespod A p par 
for the Park Service, Daishowa had her ently, ,Park Service
believing we were going to blow upthe Thug' Kurt Sauer
dams and power lines (something found one woman's
must've gotten lost in the translation). five foot, five inch
In response, according to Cat; the Park frame so threaten
Service,. District Attorney, and ing that he grabbed
Daishowa came up with a security and her by the hair,
persecution plan for our,Rendezvous. slammed her
tittle did we know what awaited us against their ve
'when we came totherendezvous look- hide, jerked her
ing for some camaraderie and music. head around a few

We were greeted by a sign on times,and then put
the park road which read: "Earth First .. her in handcuffs,
Go Home, Spikes in Road, Kill Earth later claiming he,
First." We parked our vehicle and ".. .diditfor his own
stared to hike toward the backcountry protection." Pretty rough treatment
campground about two miles away. As for an unidentified hiker.
we did, an unidentified person with a Three of us were handcuffed
.flashlight demanded we stop and and with two additional people were
Identify ourselves. Soon we were fol~ taken to the park office for question-
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Buying Swampland in Florida
Green Swamp Preserve Could Sustain Panthers and Bears

The Great
Whoopie
Cat Tree

Heist·

Grannies Go
Radical' in

Marlborough
Country

of these further humans. ther. The Florida black bear may roam
Regional planners, after years there. This is by far the largest wilder

of granting approval,for most devel- ness area left in central Florida.
opment requests, were now going over If you are a Florida resident or
requests with the proverbial "fine- justa concerned·conservatibnist please,
toothed comb." Restrictions on devel- write to the CARL committee at the
opment and the establishing of a core address below. Especially write to the.
area to' be bought by the public for Florida Department of Natural Re
protection were proposed. Then came sources and the Division of Historical
the shocker! On November 6, 1991, Resources. They were a dissenting
the Central Florida Regional Planning voice heard against purchasing the
Council rejected plans for the Lexing- . Green Swamp!
ton Park project and its estimated . Ms. Virginia B. Wetherell, Ex
community of 40,000 residents. The ecutive Director, Department ofNatu
coUncil concluded that this develop- ral Resources, Marjory Stoneman Dou
mentposedathreattodrinkingwater, glas Building, Room 1009A, 3900
wetlands, the Hillsborough and Commonwealth Boulevard, M. S. 15,
Withacoocheerivers, and wildlife. Not Tallahassee, Florida 32399-3000,
to say anything of the possibility that Phone: (904)488-1554.
strip development,(7-Eleven's, Mr. George Percy, Director,
McDonalds, Burger King and others), Division of Historical Resources, De
would be attracted to this rural area. partment of State, R.A. Gray, Building,

Development projects began. Room 305, 500 South Bronough Street,
falling like dominoes. Taskforcesurged TaUahassee, Florida 32399-U:L~U,

protection for the ~ntireGreen Swamp. Phone: (904)488-1480.
A nerve had been hit. Thisareaneeds Dr. O. Greg Brock, Environ
to be given the highest priority when mental Administrator, Department of
the CARL committee reconvenes to Natural Resources, Capital Center,
discuss priority ranking of proposed Building c-~; Room 20Q , 3900 Com
projects in December. The area is large monwealth Boulevard, M.S. 140, Talla
enough to support re-introduction of hassee, Florida 32399-3000, Phone:
the critically endangered Florida pan- (904)487-1750 FAX: 922-4250

habitat effectiveness.
MEDC Co~chair Keith Hammer

laid the blame for the lawsuit squarely
on the shoulders of the Forest Service
and its "less than arm's length" rela- By UNCLE CHUNK The United States Forest Ser
tionship with the corporate industry. Marlborough Township in vice (USFS) has prematurely imple
"in bowing to pressure from the timber Pennsylvaniahas been bitterly involved inented a Management Plan that ig
industry, the Forest Service knOWingly in a heated battle with a developer who nores the growing public sentiment
abandoned the only legal alternative wants to build 746 townhomes (com- favoring preservation and pending law
in its EIS. If the timber industry wants plete with large sewer treatment plant). suits. In June, largely. through the
a steady, sustainable supply of timber, on the banks of the Unami creek. The efforts of Congressman Sidney Yates,
it shouldstop calling in political heavies Unamicourses through the middle of the House of Representatives passed an
to force the federal government to • the largest contiguous forest in the five Appropriations Bill which included
violate the law... We're simply trying counties surrounding Philadelphia and languageeliminating funds for all 1993
to see that what does go on up there directly through Marlborough Town- Shawnee timber sales. The Shawnee
complies with law and protects both ship; population 3,100 or so. The protection language was killed by the
the environment and local loggers." Unami creek is one of the last remain- Senate Appropriations Sub-committee

All new timber sales and road- ing"cleart"streams(10mileslongfrom on September 23. Immediately, sub
buildingprojects in the upper Yaak Valley staTtto fiPish) within 50 miles of Phila- sequent to the failure of this bill,
will be stayed for six months under acourt delphia and we are goingto make sure, hardwood cutting resumed in the
agreement between the groups filing suit by whatever means necessary, that it Shawnee National Forest. The USFS
and the Forest Service. remains intact and that the ecosystem allowed Brent Logging Co. to proceed
Missoulian, Oct. 20 surroundirig it survives. The 746 with the cutting of the big trees on

. townhome project would double the Whoopie Cat Mountain, located in
population of our township and the . Hardin County, Southeastern Illinois.
sewer plant is sure to kill everything Concerned citizens were not notified
which lives in the waters of the Unami. until days after the fact.

Several hundred of the citizens A protest camp to raise public
ofMarllJorough Township have banded awareness was established at Whoopie
together to fight this developer. We Cat Lake by the Shawnee Defense Fund
have even begun to actively protest and the Regional Association of Con
and picket the developer's businesses; cerned Environmentalists on Septem
not surprising because 50 of the pro- .ber 26. Now camped for 14 days, the
testers were left with dry or contami-.. .citizens vow to stay for the duration of
nated wells after the greed~merchant the cutting.
drilled a test well last year. Anyone interested in attending

Like most of my neighbors, I the Wake for the Big Trees is being
have never been involved in protests asked to visit Whoopie Cat, to pay last
or picketing before this assault on our respects to this unique forest habitat
beautiful area of nature's greenery. We before it is destroyed. Those who can
have gone from Grannies to activists not, maycall, Senator Paul Simon (202)
and have even started an Earth First! 224-2152; Carol Mosely Braun (312)
chapter (however unofficial it may be) 541-9292; .and Congressman Glenn
in our area in answer to this greedy Poshard(618) 985~6300 to voice their
developer's plan for destruction. concerns, and to encourage them to
Just the mention of our Earth First! conduct on-site inspections with the
chapter sends shivers' through the media to document the damages.
developer'S heart and mind. We love -SoURCE: SHAWNEE DEFENSE FuND

it! We are ready! PllleZ1 &nth FintJ s-Jtain J992

which it maintains as a preserve. Also
to its credit, Swiftmud has restored
nearly 3,000 acres of land previou~ly

clearcut by Ctunmer Cypress Com
pany during the late 1920's and early
1930's.

The 1970's and 80's saw the
Green Swamp under siege. Developers
from all corners of the globe began
buying up portions of the Swamp. All
told, there were 27 planned develop
ment projects which would cover ap
proximately 16,600 acres of the Geen
Swamp with golf courses, malls, resi
dential homes, office buildings, "rec
reational .vehicle" spaces and septic
tanks.

Not only would this be a nail
in the coffin of-some 30 species of rare
plants and animals, but from a anthro- .
pocentric view, the Green Swamp is
part of the Floridian Aquifer, a prime
groundwater recharge area, which
provides drinking water to the over
developed, most densely populated
areas in Florida.

People in drought stricken
Central Florida began 'Wondering
whether the natural. resources could
withstand the further pressure ap
proximately 100,000 humans would
bring, particularly when Swiftmud
came out with new figures stating that
central Florida andwest central Florida
would be out of drinking water by the
year 2020, even without the addition

By KEITH HAMMER

Anumber of grassroots conser
vation groups filed suit in US District
Court for the District of Montana on
September 8, seeking to halt illegal
logging and road building in the Upper
Yaak area of the Kootenai National
Forest until essential environmental
protection measures, dismissed in 1990,
are reinstated. According to the Fish
and Wildlife Service, over-cutting of
forests in the Upper Yaak is jeopardiz
ing the continued existence of the
Cabinet-Yaak grizzly bear.

The Montana Ecosystems De
fense Council, CabinetResource Group,
Montana Wilderness Association, and
Save the Yaak Committee filed suit
against the U.S. Forest Service and the
US Fish and Wildlife SerVice for their
roles in authorizing a 90 million board
foot, 4-year, Upper Yaak timber pro
gram in 1990 (Alternative 9A).

The Upper Yaak timber sale
program violates the National Forest
Management Act, the Administrative
Procedures Act, the National Environ
mental Policy Act, and the Endangered
Species Act. The lawsuit asks thecourt: .
1) to stop all illegal timber harvest and
road construction in the Upper Yaak
until a legallyand biologicallyadequate
EIS and timber sale program is prepared,
specifically exempting small Special
Salvage Timber Sales of lodgepole pine
along open roads and those which
comply with all wildlife management
standards, 2) to order that 20 percent
of the volume of timber sales in the
Upper Yaak be sold as Special Salvage
Timber Sales, under a delayed payment
schedule to enable local independent
loggers to survive economically, and 3)
for an order directing the USFS to nego
tiate with plaintiffs while the lawsuit is
being heard, in order to allow the har
vest of dead and dying lodgepole pine,
provided such harvest complies with
all· standards for wildlife security and

Don't Hack the Yaak
Lawsuit Filed to Halt Illegal Logging

By MAD HAITER
Now all those who share ~he

deep ecology philosophy, encompassed
by most Earth First!ers, realize that the
old joke, "Hey, I've got some swamp
land I'd like to sell ya" doesn't get a lot
of chuckles, especially here in Florida.

Concerned activists in Central
Florida have been fighting for years to
seek protection for one of the most
environmentally sensitive areas in our
state, the Green Swamp.

On August 21st, the Conserva
tion and Recreational Lands commit
tee (CARL) voted 4-2 to begin the
purchase process which would even
tually place 216,520 acres of Green
Swamp land, in public ownership. The
Florida Legislature, in 1972, created an
area of special state protection of
295,000 acres in response to dramatic
development pressure.

The Green Swamp is a mixture
ofdry and wet land that covers 544,000
acres of Central Florida. Much ot the
area is high pine flatlands and wiregrass
savannahs. Five of Florida's major riv
ers, the Peace, Hillsborough,

;Withlacoochee, Oklawaha and the
Kis'simmee begin their flow from the
Green Swamp. .In fact, the Green
Swamp supplies 70 percent of Florida's
water.

Since the mid 60's, the South
west Florida Water Management Dis
trict (Swiftmud) has acquired 55,000
acres of the Green Swamp floodplain



Direct Action in the San Juan Mountains of Colorado
By DANIEL]OHNSON

Earth Fist! qnd others halt roadbuilding in Colorado's San Juan Mountians

Remember the post Rendez
vous action at the local AMOCO, I
mean Scamoco, headquarters in
protest of the Coalbed Methane
Drilling (see Lughnasadh 1992)?
Briefly, what is at issue, is the con
struction of roads and drill pads on
National Forest Lands to tap into
methane trapped in coalbeds. This
is an unconventional type of drill
ing, meaning that it is more difficult
and expensive to conduct then con
ventional drilling methods. How
ever, tax credits, which were initi
ated to promote domestic produc
tion of energy, makes this otherwise
unprofitable project feasible. In
other words, Scamoco is on welfare.
The environmental costs of this
boondoggle adventure include con
"tamination of drinking water, de
struction of wildlife habitat, noise

and air pollution, and soil erosion.
September 14 Scamoco be

gan construction at the site. A San
juan Citizens Alliance meetingwas held
that night, which was attended by San
juan Earth, First! and other activists.
Several of the local people in the room
had fought this project for eight years,
had gone through all the legal Channels,
and still they had lost. As they dis
cussed the pros and cons of direct ac
tion, most ofwhich were pros, I felt like
I was almost witnessing the first faint
signs of revolution. These were bUSi
ness people, farmers, film producers,
and computer operators who had been
pushed too far by the government and
corporations. Some of .them even had
ScamOco wells on their own property
(not of course with their consent).
Furthermore, they knew that some of
the people working for the contractor
on this project were neighbors or ac-

quaintances. It was finally decided
that a presence would be made the
next day at the drill site andthe course
of action decided upon.

At the break of dawn, Earth
First!ers and Alliance members arrived
at the site, then waited for roadbuilders .
and the press. An hour crept byand the
press arrived, but no road builders.
Soon, sounds ofbuzzing chainsawswas
heard in the distance. Folks responded
by marching a half mile over the over
grazed fields to the siteofcutting, which
was brought to a halt as activists en
circled the skidder and got in the way
of the fellers. Two days later work was
again halted, which lead the Forest
Service to issue an enclosure bdnging

protests to a halt.

No Pasarail (You will not pass)
During the evening of Septem

ber 27 Ancient Forest Rescue and San
juan Earth First! began a road rehabili
tation project to enforce a road closure.
This occurred on the Monument Park
which access theSouth Monument Park
Timber Sale, an oldgrowth sale with
monstrous Douglas-fir, white pine and
ponderosa. Towering barricades ap
peared on the road that evening with
an ancient Doug-fir weighing close to a
ton anchoring the first one.

The. next morning six indi
viduals were awaken by Forest Service
Special Agents not far from the barri-

cades. The area was cordoned off as a
crime scene and the six were arrested
as suspects. When asked if they had
built the barricades one of the sus
pects flatly stated, "Do you think the
six of us could have rolled that giant
log by ourselves?" We all of course
know they 4adn't, and that the forest
nymphs we heard laughing in the
dark the night before perhaps did
know.

Stone Container CorpOration
is said to be behind schedule for com
pleting this sale because logging was
halted dUring the Earth First! Round
River Rendezvous out of fear of pro
test.

Appalachia
Eschews
Factories

Air pollution is threatening the
southern Appalachian Mountains,
forcing th.e federal government to pro
pose banning new factories in the area.
The National Park Service and the US
For~st Service don't want any new in
dustries within 120 miles of 5 million
acres of public forest unless existing
factories reduce'their pollution emis
sions. State agencies, however, con
tend the recommended pollution con
trols are beyond what is required by
federal law and that to comply would
slow economic growth.
-SOURCE: APPALACHIAN CONNECTION

Spraying Threatens Yurok People' in California- .

By DAVE COLLINS

Northern California's Klamath
River has, for centuries, provided the
Yurok with spiritual and physical sus
tenance. Now, after more than ten years
of herbicide spraying in nearby forests,
many Yurok fear that the Klamath and
its lands are killing them.

According to Yurok leaders and
environmentalists, increasing numbers
of people on the 3,000 member reser
vation are developing cancers beyond
the'averagerate, and are suffering from
a widenirig variety of other ailments,
including mi:;carriages.

Citing aerial spraying of her
bicides such as Garlon-4 and 2, 4-D,
residents, not surprisingly, lay the
blame at the door of the timber in
dustry. Industry officials, however,
deny that there is any link between
ailments and the spraying operations,
which they claim are closely monitored
by the companies involved and pose
little or no threat to the environment
or human health.

Ryan Hamilton, spokesman for
Simpson Timber Co., states: "We're
not aware of any documented prob
lems. The only reason we spray is
because it is part of the forest man
agement program, and usuallywe spray
only once over a number of years."

Although health officials from
both the local inter-tribiil clinic and
California's CancerSurveillanceSection
say they lack the data to link herbicides
with cancer increase, they do not rule
out the possibilityofsuch aconnection.
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Dolores Hilton, a grandmother a~d a
veteran teacher's aide living near the
mouth of the river at the town of Kla
math, is one of the folks being studied.
She said she. had two major seizures
after a helicopter sprayed Garlon-4
during repeated passes near her home
one afternoon in 1985.

"1 still have problems with my
eyes burning,". Hilton said, adding that
her doctors believe that toxins in the
spray have affected her nervous sys
tem.

Although the Hiltons have
settledwith Miller
Rellim Redwood,
the company in- .
volved, and got an
injunction against
local spraying
three years ago, the
herbicide opera
tions have since
resumed.

In recent
weeks, Yurok ac
tivists and other
environmental
ists, including
members of Cali
fornians Against
Toxics, have dem
onstrated against
herbicide spray
ing. Patty Clary,
founder of CAT,
said, "This year the
opposition to

spraying, particularly among the In
dian community, is more organized
and greater than it has ever been."

In addition to health problems
caused. by the actual spraying,' there
are residualeffectswhich threaten long
standing cultural traditions. An ex
ample is the gathering of hazel and.
willow and other plant fibers for the
weaving of baskets, a traditional art
enjoying a renaissance among the
young.

"We pass the plants we use for
basket-making through our mouths,"

said Susan Burdick,
a Yurok weaverand
member of the
Northern Califor
nia Basketweavers
and Gathers Asso
ciation. "We get
some of our basket
material, like hazel
sticks in the spring,
(bud break), which
is the same time
they spray."

While many
Yurok work in the
timber industry
and other occupa
tions, a number of
families still de
pend on hunting
and gathering. But
t,hose who hunt
and fish are find
~ng tumors and dis-

colored flesh in deer and. salmon, the
populations of which have fallen to
alltime lows along the Klamath.

Dolores Hilton is well aware of
this. ."Ducks have been born.with three
legs. One was born with the feathers
inside out," she said. J(And in this
subdivision' of about 60 to 65 homes,
enormous numbers of people are dying
of cancer." .

Hilton's family has been seri
ously affected by the spraying opera
tions in one way or another. Her
daughter, Sally, who was 15 at the time
of the spraying, has suffered nightmar
ish childbearing problems, intensechest
pains, and some effects of Bell's palsy, a
disorder normally striking the elderly
that paralyzed half her face just days
after her exposure to the spraying.

Hilton says that her husband,
Hank, used to be a logger, and believed
that only .. "hippies and pot growers
wereagainstthespraying." Thesedays,
though, hefeelsdifferentIy. Said Hilton;
"The last time he heard the helicopters,
he went and grabbed his gun."



continued from page 4

are being hit by subdivisions and logging roads. journal: Lets talk about the,bear in other parts of overpopulation. Governments are more motivated
Logging roads make it easier for poachers; easier the world. by theforces ofcheap labor. Laborcanonlybecheap
access and faster escape. with large populations.

journal: In Bear News global climate change is journal: What is the prescription for bear recov
often addressed. Doesn't this crisis. present an ery?
almost insunnountable challenge for the bear.

Lance: The most endangered bears are the giant
panda in China, the sun bear in Southeast Asia, the
spectacled bear in the South American Andes, and
the grizzly in the lo~er 48 states and southern

, Canada. For the grizzly it gets,worse and worse every
year. The griZzly may go first. For all four bears,
they're losing big wilderness. In Southeast Asia the
greatest threat is logging, bringing access and
poaching. Land mines in Eastern Europe and
Southeast Asia are a problem. In. Croatia WP. are
getting reports that bears are getting their arms
blown off by stepping on land mines. In dvil wars
some portion of the people do the same thing that
bears do. They seek secure places in the hllls, and the
land mines follow.

Journal: This brings us to quality of life issues.

Lance: Yes. Less of us living better.

***

Lance: Right. There is nothing sustainable with 5
billion people. .

Lance: No, we are not. We're operating by perverse
notions of it!

Lance: Yes, in well defined ways. The crash will put
us back in the cave. That is what we'll be reduced to.
But we don't need to return to the cave. One of the
things I love about the industry is t~at they try to
create fears about environmentalists when they say,
'these people are going to put us back in the cave.'
I'm thinking, 'governments are doing .that right
now.' If environmentalists really wanted us to go
back to the caves we would just retire and let govern
ment do it for us. It is already being done!

Lance continues to be editor ofBear News, providing in
depth coverage and analysis on conditions confronting
the bearsnationallyand internationally. To receive Bear'
News; send S20/or membersh!p in Great Bear Founda
tion, P.D.Box 2699, Missoula, Montana, 59806.

journal: So we have a prescription for the recov
ery of the human species?

journal: The prescription for bear recovery would'
seem to require some eventual sustainable devel
opment, but not sustainable developinent for S
billion pevplc! . .

journal: .So we're still operating by the simplest'
principles ofearly capitalism?

journal: We can't divorce the issues affecting the
grizzly bear from the ~ame forces that are going to
impact us as a species.

Lance: All overpopulation is ultimately self-correct
ing, with a crash ifnecessary. We are a self-endanger
ing spedes.· '

Lance: Well, we must let ourselves down lightly in
population. We are either going to bring ourselves
down with a crash with uncontrolled human popu
lation growth or we are going to let ourselves down
lightly. .

JOUfQ~J.: J'bJ.s !l~~Jiu~ 10 JmmA.o p9pYJ~j:jQQ Jj
bound to come about whether it happens in a
crash or gradually.

. Lance: Yes, and governn.ents aren't responding to

A,ll overpopulation is ultimately
self-correcting, with a crash

ifnecessary. We are a
self-endangering species.

journal: Some would argue that when an indi
vidual hikes in true wilderness they must accept
the risk of being attacked by the grizzly, and if
attacked, the grizzly shouldn't pay for' the risk
taken by the hiker.

j01Jrnal: Others argue that the same ethics that
justifies the killing of those bears is also at work
diminishing bearhabitat; that ifwe challenge the
killing we are at the same time challenging the
forces behind habitat losses. '

Lance: That's a worthwhile argument. Someone
should champion that argument.

Lance: Yes, you could do that, if its done explidtly.
But I don't see that happening. People too often stick
with the ethical question of killing these bears and
don't relate it to habitatissues. The problem with
this ethical question is that it can take up a lot of
'energy and time. Meanwhile thousands of acres. are
disappearing. Where is the real threat to the bears?
The quiet deaths are probably more important. What
we don't see are the bears that are being canceled out
before they are even born be~auseof loss of habitat.

Lance: Well, it is also ail insurmountable challenge
to our own survival. We do seem to be on a veJY
suiddal course. We may also bring down a lot of
innocents with us, including a lot of people who
never created this or wanted it or asked for it. For
bears the most pressing global issue of the moment
is loss of the ozone shield and the consequences ()f
ultra-violet radiation. The increase in ultra-violet
radiation is often described in terms of skin cancer,
but it also opens up more serious questions. Will we
suffocate before dying of skin cance~? Ultra-violet
radiation is deaClly for plants. Plants provide us with
oxygen. There is a threat here of eventual mass
suffocation. Again, we are an indicator spedes and
we're in trouble. Another thing, polar bears face the
threat of being blinded by UV radiation. In South
America, loss of the ozone shield has resulted in
sheep and rabbits and others being blillded.

Abenaki Resist Genocide...
continued from page 23

was known to take measures of defending the earth
that no other environmental groups seemed willing
to take, the Abenaki took time to listen to us; And we
took the time to listen to them.

When we spoke about the dam, biodiversity
and the equality olan :;ped~$, Chief St. Frands said,
"What's more sacred than welter? It's holy water. If
you don't have water, you don't have life.

He said the birds go south and they are'
poisoned off because they eat the crops and then
people holler about the mosquitoes here. "Who the
hell eats the mosquitoes in the first place?"he said.
"It's common sense."

. As time passed, the alliance grew. When
ChiefSt. Frands' camp was burned down, Earth First!
immediately issued a press release publicly statihg
our solidarity with the sovereign Abenaki tribe and.
condemned that act and opposed all acts ofgenodde
toward native peoples. We also stated that we "view
those atrodties as another act by a predominant,
greedy white corporate power structure'which senses
itself on the verge of toppling and strikes out
senselessly in an attempt to right itself." We further
pledgedour assistance and resistance for the Abehaki,
and all native heritage cultures.

Earth First! in the northeast region has tried
. to assistthe Abenaki in many ways. Besides organizing
rides to, and showing up for court hearings, we've
held emergency meetings of solidarity in crisis situ7
ations and have tried to involve various communi
ties in resistance through education and information..

Because of all this, gifts were exchanged
between the Abenaki and Earth First! in the Abenaki
traditional way to further seal the bond. In addition,
Abenaki Tribal Judge Mic~ael Delaney recently told

Write letters of protest to:
Vermont Supreme Court, 111 State Street, Montpe
lier, vr 05602
Governor Howard Dean, 109 StateStreet, Montpelier,
vr05602
Governor's Advisory Commission on Na~iveAmeri-

(t~~~'§/~· :.

~
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'DEAR NED LUDD
DEAR NED LUDD has returned as a regula~
feature in the Earth First! Journal for discus
sion of creative means of effective defense

.against the forces ofindustrialtotalitarianism.
Neither the Earth First! movement nor the
Earth First! Journal necessarily encourage
anyone to do any of the things discussed in
DEAR NED LUDD.

S.P.I.K.E. Nails Sugarloaf

Kalmiop~sEF! Replies...
:'You~tterstopwhatyou'redoingorwe'l:~~s,p.i.ke.: noW they can divert public
mvestiga~eyou for the tree spiking." attention; so they don't 'have to ad~)
-Freddie law enforcement. offlceraress the real issues of deforestation· \
threatening Willamette EF! activist. Cwatershed destruction and extinction')
October 4. .All they have to do is cry terrQrism and

engage In scare tactics with the public.
I thought it might be good to "Drain monetary resources";

respond to this letter since this took get real! The I ISfS loses hundreds of
place in our neck of the woods. Even millionsofdollarseveryyearQotimber
though none of us arequotedorreferred sales. There is such an imbalance of
to specificallywe support the efforts of priorities here that, as I write this, the
Willamette Earth First! on behalf of the freddies are running 24 hour patrols
Siskiyous. and setting up covert surveillance in

Ever since our campaign to stop the area because these morons actually
the Bald Mountain road in 1983 I've think they'll catch someone spiking
often been questioned ad na'useam by now, after all thi..
the press about tree spiking. My_reply =::~~lln~le~y7;'~'m~a~y~d:;-:r=o:p-::t:-h~e~Sal~e-':":Th~iS)\
or some variation thereof has always has never happened here and there
been "Earth First! neither condemns have been more then a few spikings.
nor condones acts of This isn't Be. That's north of here. Or!
monkeywrenching," though person- the many timber sales that have been
~lly ~believe that in Oregon tree spik- ~piked, every one has been dearcut.
109 IS a totally failed tactic by anyY "Pressure" them. A few years
measure, My answer ha~ always been ago the Woodrattimber sale was spiked.
based on the assumptIOn that the The Feds had the contractor cut down
person(s) doing the spiking were sin- the spiked trees and leave them, Giant
cer~~ had analyzed the situation, and 200 plus year old pines killed and left
belre~ed they ~a.d no choice. I am now to rot just to prove some sick point.
convmced thiS IS not true of s.p.i.k.e. This is the mentality we are up against.
T?e ~F!er quot~d in s.p.i.k.e.'s whiny Pressure has to be real, not imagined,
dlatn.be and Willamette EF! have been These points aside let's con
~or~nghard.to end all logging on the sider a more likely possibility about
SIskiyou a~d 10 the last few years they ·s.p.i.k.e. Check out the way this spik
?ave been ,10 the forefront of organiz- ing was carried out. Why would some
109 real resistance to the Forest Service. body announce to the media (instead
They ,~re not sitting at any "enemy's of notifying the FS like Ecodefense sug
table. gests) that Sugarloafwas spiked, thereby

The justifications used here for fordng the fteddies into a position of
this spiking are ridiculous, to put it haVing to cut the forest so they don't
mildly. Let's try a dose of reality, look like they're caving in to so-called
s,p.i,ke. It was the Forest Sevice that terrorism?' Why does s.p.l.ke. imply
confirmed the spiking to the press, that Willamette EF!ers are somehow
despite statements to the contrary. This collaborators? Why spike a forest that
letter talks about bringing "public at- is receiving a ground swell of local
tention" to the sale. Thanks to local support? If that isn't enough, dig the
activists, Sugarloafhad already become inane rant at the end of the letter All
a high profile issue. this argues for a quite different agenda

(

Could it be that spiking a tim- than s.p.i.k.e. professes......Over the past
ber sale that already has strong visible few years we have seen how local Earth
?ppoSition actually helps the timber First! groups that effectively organized
mdustry by marginalizing and under- or raised public concern on an issue
mining support for that resistance? have been targeted for· disruption. I)

Maybe there is a reason the don't know if s.pJ.ke. is an agentp~
ForestService/ti~~industryhast~ken~ateur, if not, they play the role real
every opportumty 10 Oregon to publi- ~.-I iliL.know this tree spiking wlII be
cize spiking even in cases where the ..anJn:elevanf factor in me fate of
spikers were more interested in actu- SugarlQaf ,
ally trYing to protect the forest by not -STEVE MARsDEN FOR KALMIOPSIS EF!

. notifying the press. The reason is this,

Forest officials found tree spikes on Wednes
day, September 23 in a controversial timber sale In
the Siskiyou National Forest. A group calling itself
"Society Protecting Intact Kinetic Ecosystems" had
sent a letter to the Mail Tribune earlier in the month
warning of tree spiking.
-Medford Mail Tribune 9/27/92

At the end of August a group of us calling
ourselves S.P.I.K.E. (society protecting-intact kinetic
eco-systems) completed a nine
month project·of tree spiking in the
wild Kangaroo roadless area in the
high country of the Siskiyou Na
tional Forest. This magnificent wild
land is scheduled to be cut some
time this fall by the timber industry,
with the consent and asslstence of
the US Forest Service. The timber
sale's name Is Sugarloaf, after one of
the high craggy peaks that rise up to
6,000 feet elevation, and is in the
midst of a relatively vast, wild and
untamed roadless area. This area
runs from the IIlinois/Greyback
drainage to the Red Buttes Wilder
ness Area and Applegate drainage,
making this one large chunk of
unroaded wilderness intact and
healthy. Due to the high elevation
of the area, many large mammals
and predators such as the blackbear,
cougar, bobcat, and even some wol
verine inhabit the large stands of fir
and spruce as they use this corridor
that drops from one drainage to
another. This area is crucial, mak
ing it one of the last roadless areas in
the Siskiyou bioregion. The scars of
100 years of the forest service and
timber industry are visible below
the Kangaroo, as the mountains are
endlessly raped with c1earcuts and
tree farms.

For far too long we have
listened to the false promises of the
bureaucracy regarding their timber
"harvest plans." This area slipped
through the cracks of the legal loop
hole which put it up for rape on the
Forest Service's ($) devastation list.
We have compromised far too much
with the earth rapers. We have sat at
,their table and pleaded for small
scraps offorests that have only ended
up being cut five years later by the
timber scum. Rejllizing the desper
ate situation, we began this spiking
project nine months ago and just
drove our last spike into an old
growth spruce in mid-August In our
efforts to disrupt this travestry that
was/is about to occur. ,

Perhaps the worst incident
from the repercussions of this ac
tion was the lack of support from
Earth First!? and the environmental
community in southwestern Or
egon. The environmental commu
nity condemned the action with
paragraphs of quotes in the news
artides stating, "We do not con
done this sort of action." This was
the only painful repercussion we
felt as our comrades joined the en~

emy to trash the efforts of some people who worked
hard and determined to do what they could to save
this wild place! The mainstream press used these
people to discredit the actions.of direct action ele
ment of the environmental struggle, to divide and
conquer just as they have any progressive str~ggle In
this fascist country. We would rather have seen
quotes from these so-called EF!ers against the timber
industry instead of against a noble act to disrupt the
rape that was about to occur. All those wasted words

.by the environmental community could have done
more to focus on the real eco-terrorists who,are about
to batter this place. WE WOULD LIKE TO MAKE
ITCLEARTHATEARTIIFIRST! (WILLAMETTE) DOES
NOT SPEAK FOR THE ECO STRUGGLE AND CAN
NOTSPEAK FORTIIEACTS OFTIIOSE COMMITTED
TO FUCKING UP THE BUREAUCRACY'S BUSINESS
AS USUAL, EARTII RAPE IN THE BACKCOUNTRY!
No compromise in defense of the earth is nothing
more than an image, a slogan used by many so-called

Earth First!ers. Everytime you sit at
the enemy's table and work through
their legal system that is carefully
set-up to limit any changes, you are
compromising!

WAKE UP FOLKS! Theyhave
nearly conquered the Siskiyou! For
how much longer will you be
pleading with the enemy before
you realize that they will take every
bit of wilderness that is left unless
we cause them financial hardship
and disrupt their plans? Tree-spik
ing serves many purposes: 1) it

. throws a monkey wrench in their
machine, causing them to drain
their monetary resources, as they
will have to send Forest Service
employees into the forests to locate
the spikes. This entales hiking steep
areas to locate spikes and they are
reqUired to check every tree in the
area. 2) The possibility that the
earth rapers may drop the sale,
which in some cases has happened
(in British Columbia, due to a re
lentless campaign by activists, sev
eral areas have been saved due to
spiking). 3) To pile on the pressure
and show the Forest Service and
timber scum that people will not
tolerate their lies. and destruction.
4) To bring to the pUblic's attention
the dirty deeds of the earth rapers.

Drastic times require drastic
actions and reactions and we at
S.P.I.K.E. reclaim the tactic of tree
spiking and economic sabotage
against the earth raping industries.
We encourage others to use these
tactics as we feel this is the only
chance we have to slow down the
destruction. The more people that
take up this level of the struggle,
the greater the effect it will have;
we call on all people to declare
WAR on the scum who trash the
last wild places..~.libWl1.refarm
iSJ.ilppma.ch.w~1lSJlO,~ It
is time again!Q.....Wt11lem where-it:
reallyhiirt~intpe pocketbo~ks.
The"same-mlndset that stepped on
this continent 500 years ago is still
rolling its death machine into con
quer all that is wild, regardless of
howmanyletters we write or phone
calls we make. Profits are all they
see and it is profits we must attack.
500 years of ea.!.tJ:l.,rape, broken
treaues andblatent lies should be
enough to felT us we are up against
a monSfei;il momter"that cannot
be reformed; it must be destroyed:
Who wants their mild reforms any-

continued natpage
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The Last Stronghold
The Story of the Battle for Montana's Badger-Two Medicine

Grizzly Country, Public Land, Wolf Habitat, Sacred Ground or
OIL FIELD? Stlm:d l.trnd (If the Grizzly, Wolf, and Blac*feet Indian

Edited by Foreward b)'
Daile Foreman Ed Abbey

BANNED IN AUSTRALIA
SURPRESSED BY THE FBI

OVER TEN THOUSAND COPIES SOLD

S15 Postpaid Order from Earth First!
PO Box 5176 Missoula MT 59806

If/I It"I, hll.-.

THE BOOTLEG EDITION

The Field Guide To Monkey",,rrenching

ECODEFENSE

LIVE WILD
GRDIE
paS 13765 P~TL"ND,OR Cf70l13([.won #'I)

LWOD Compiling
Monkeywrenching
Chronology

The people putting together the new issue of
Live Wild orDie (issue #4) are compiling a chronology
of monkeywrenching in North America. We want
anything induding, but not limited to, ALF action,
riots, dvil disobedience, class warfare, industrial
sabotage, on-the-job wrenching, computer viruses,
window smashing and tire slashing, billboard alter
ations, product tampering, anti-war/anti-military
action, scams, fraud, theft, etc. Send me data on any
action even if it seems inappropriate or even if I
might already know about it. I will sort it out..

It is important to include the basic stats on
the action: the date, place, target, what was dam
aged, dollar amount of the damage and if anyone
claimed responsibility or was arrested. Even ifall this
information is not available, I would like to hear
what you have.

Assume that the mail we receive in Portland
is being monitored-return addresses and postmarks
will be written down and mail may be opened.
Handwriting and typewriters can be traced like
fingerprints.BE CAREFUL!

Send to: Live Wild or Die
POB 13765
Portland, OR 97213

"r can't help but specu
late that' we could all
do nDre good by becmt
ing merry wanderers
roaming the countryside
and spreading subvers
ion person-to-pcrson,
defining and initiating
common projects and re
sisting the Machine in
the best way of all--by
direct example. There
is a world waiting to
be seized, a global
wildness yet to be lib
erated, boundless pass
ions to be realized-if
only for enough desire
and imagination to do
SO." (LWOD #1)

"We feel it's important
to emphasize this stuff
is purely for your vi
carious thrills, to re
lease your destructive
urges in a harmless and
entertaining fashion."

(LooD #2)

"lIelp."

. "Editorials,
SL~itorials!!!'If

(LWOD #3)

SISKIYOU S.P.I.K.E. 1992

[(enough trees are spiked in roadless areas, eventually the
corporate thugs in the timber company boardrooms,
along with their corrupt lackeys who wear the uniform of
the Forest service, will realize that timbersales in our few
remaining wild areas are going to be prohibitively ex
pensive. Andsinceprofits are the name ofthegame, they
will begin to think twice before violating the wilderness.
-Ecode(ense

e s rugg e or all that is wild must embrace
the concept of revolutionary ideals, we must attack
the root cause of the problem-capitalist sodety
itself. Manifest destiny will not be stopped by
petitions or votes, it must be forced to stop!! By all
and any means necessary!! THIS IS AREVOLUTION.
YOU'RE EIlHER ON THE BUS OR OFF THE BUS.
THERE IS NO MIDDLE GROUND OF THIS
STRUGGLE! FOR ALL THAT IS WILD WE BEG OF
YOU TO PUT DOWN YOUR PENS AND PICK UP
YOUR WRENCHES!! Look where the legal system
has gotten the ancientforest: near extinction! WAKE
UP! FUCK 'EM UP, HIT THEM HARD FIGHT
BACK!!!!!!!

way? Their reforms still mean oppression, earth rape
and slavery. This monster must be dismantled or it
will destroy all that is wild!

continued (rom previous page

Surrounded by Glacier National Park, the Blackfeet Indian
Reservation and the Great Bear and Bob Marshall Wilderness areas,
the Badger-Two Medidne area represents the heart ofone ofAmerica's
last remaining wilderness ecosystems, and is the last stronghold for
Blackfeet cultural practices. Threatened with oil and gas development,
this land has now become a symbolic battleground for Native Ameri
can sacred land claims and for the overall fate ofAmerica's public
wildlands.

From Napi's creation of the Blackfeet World, through the
illegal treaties and wildlife extermination campaigns of the late
1800s, to the current oil drilling proposals and the Gulf War, the
story of the Badger-Two Medidne is highlighted in this 35 page book-
let.

To order The Last Stronghold, send check or money order for
$3.00 to Badger Chapter, Box 8374, Missoula, MT 59807. Proceeds
go toward efforts to protect these wildlands.
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BOOK REVIEW: In the Absence of the Sacred
ering nature and native peoples. The
native problem today, as it always has
been, is directly related to the needs of
technological sodeties to find and ob
tain remotely located resources (in
North America, gold, land, coal, oil,
uranium, fish ...), in order to fuel an
incessant and intrinsic demand for
growth and technological fulfillment."

Appropriately, given the de
spair that our situation can engender,
Mander concludes his book with some
words against pessimism. He believes
that "describing the reality of a prob
lem will encourage activism, not with
drawal," and also that the present
negative trends can in fact be reversed.
He takes as examples of inspiration the
many activist groups working against
aspects of the industrial paradigm and
for the earth and its native peoples,
and encourages involvement by pro
viding a lengthy list of organizations
and periodicals. He suggests that we
each need to arrive at standards for our
personal lifestyles and live by them,
consistent with our values and what
we know about the state of the world
and to extend this commitment within

wide), in the face of our onslaught, our home communities.
attest to their strength. Most of all, he finds hope in

Not surprising, "since the be- the fact that millions of native people
ginnings of the technological jugger- around the world have survived, against
naut, the only consistent opposition all odds, and gained strength in the
has come from land-based native , face of the brutal assaults upon them,
peoples. Rooted in an alternative view their lands, and their ways. "Their
of the planet, Indians, islanders, and strength is fed by the knowledge that
peoples of the North remain our most what they are doing is rooted in the
clear-minded critics. They are also our earth and deserves to succeed."
most direct victims. It may be the I, too, believe that our
central assumption of technological dvilization's experiment in liVing in
sodety that tpere is virtue in overpow- the absence of the sacred will end, that

native peoples and native ways will
ultimately prevail, and that aware
ness of the Earth and its ways will
return to all others who survive as
well. I received this feeling of the
Earth's and native people5( enduring
power and vitality nowhere as strongly
as on the Hopi Reservation. In a
landscape where it may be the central
assumption of technological geologi
cal time is everywhere present, visible
and palpable, surrounded by people
whose culture expresses their universe,
one sees the current brief technologi
cal phase of "human time" in all its
flurried irrelevance. If Hopiland said
anything to me, it was this: Whit
dvllization's current fit of suiddal in
sanity will some day be over-soon
on the scale of geological time-an
when it is, the Earth, and everythin
alive, will breathe ahuge sigh of relief.
The Earth will return to health and

iSi~~ wholeness, and its people, "native" by
necessity in attitude and practice if
not in race, will see the world as sacred
once again.

It is only a matter of time. But
the interim period may be difficult.
Read this book, and act on what you
learn from it.

Against this stark portrait of
technological society run amuck,
Mander contrasts the lifeways of this
continent's native peoples, who for
thousands of years lived (and in many
cases continue to live) in harmony
with the land, attuned to its sacred
character. In the last several hundred
years we havemanaged to destroy much
of that land, many of its peoples, and
many oftheir ways, but the continued
survival and resistance ofnative peoples
(over 1-1/2 million native Americans
in the US, and millions ofnative people
living in a traditional manner world-

It may be the ce11;tral assumption of
technological societies that there is

virtue in overpowering
nature and native peoples.

they serve you or your organization or
your business welL We must look at
the totality of how computers affect
sodety, and life on earth. Computers,
like television, are far more valuable
and helpful to the military, to multina
tional corporations, to international
banking, to governments, and to insti
tutions of surveillance and control
all of whom use this technology on a
scale and with a speed that are beyond
our imaginings-than they ever will be
to you and me."

produce a kind of "corporate schizo
phrenia" (as well as untold damage to
the Earth); "Human beings within the
corporate structure, whatever their
personal morals and feelings, are pre
vented from operating on their own
standards."

A major section deals with
computers. Mander suggests that the
apparent short-run benefits sometimes
offered by computers have lured en
vironmentalists into using them with
out recognizing their impact on na
ture. "Unfortunately, the major ques
tion about computers is not whether

REVIEWED By CHRIS Rom

For a year and a half, in my
early twenties, I lived in a tent on the
Hopi reservation in Arizona. Needless
to say, I did not become a Hopi, nor
could I have. Ibecame very involved in
my job working with mentally retarded
Hopis, but in other respects never re
ally transcended my "outsider" status.
My access to "traditional" Hopi life was
limited, for the most part, to the public
ceremonial dances, and for a combina-
tion of reasons I felt it inappropriate to
push those limits. I was happy being
involved in this vibrant culture in a
role that was open to me. Though I
envied those with full access to it by
virtue of birth, I have since come to
appreciate more how diffiCult it would
be to live in a culture under such siege.

I spent almost all of my time
outside, and eschewed technology. I
tried to do nothing to disrupt my rela-
tionship with the land. It still seems
like one of the best periods of my life,
the time when I felt most attuned to.
what, for lack of a better term, Iwill call
the "sacred."

Jerry Mander's In the Absenceof
the Sacred: The Failure ofTechnology and
the Survival of the Indian Nations could
have been one of my "bibles," had it
existed then. And though I have re
joined White American Civilization,
albeit on its fringes, and spend more
time now contemplating rows of or
ganic vegetables than I do the desert,
mesas, canyons, and mountains home
to some of the continent's first people,
it is still a bible of sorts.

In theAbsenceoftheSaaed is two
books in onej the first, describing in
sometimes horrifying detail how our
unquestioning faith in technology has
blinded us to its shortcomings and
separated us from the natural world to
a suicidal degreej and the second,
connecting thiS technological jugger
naut to "suppression of the native al
ternative" and to the "world war against
the Indians" that continues to be
waged.

Mander traces the impact of
technological "progress" on his own
life and the place where he grew up,
and discusses the ingredients of the
pro-technology paradigm in which we .......~
are immersedj among them, the kind
of "guilty until proven innocent" cau- ....-IIIit'Wiii\
tion familiar to Hopi and Amish but
foreign to us. To the claim that the
problems with technology arise not
from the technologies themselves but
from the ways we have chosen to use
them, Mander responds, "The idea that
technology is neutral is itself not neu
tral-it directly serves the interests of
the people who benefit from our in
ability to see where the juggernaut is
headed."

In Mander's view, we need a
way to criticize and take into account
the social, political, economic, spiri
tual, ecological, biological and mili
tary ramifications of new technolo
gies. Evaluations of technology,
Mander and philosopher Jacques Ellul
believe, must not be confined to the
machines themselves. "Equally
important...is to grasp that in techno-
logical sodety, the structure of all hu-
man life and its systems oforganization
reflect the logic of the machine."

A case in point is the modern
corporation, whose inherent reqUire
ment for profit and growth, and dis
harmony with our own individual na
tures and the nature of the planet,

In the Absence ofthe Sacred: The Failure
of Technology and the Survival of the
Indian Nations, byJerry Mander, Sierra
Club Books, San Frandsco, 1991.
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Trinkets & Snake Oil

NOT
@

POLITICALLY
CORRECT

,
oj

Earth First! t-shirts, from left to right: The Earth First! Fist-here shown in green on 100% natural unbleached organic cotton (L, XL, $12),
also available in the traditional black design on agreen 1000AJ cotton shirt (M, L,XL, $11) ora red 100% cotton shirt (M, L, XL, $11), or in agreen,
yellow, and red design on black 100% cotton shirt (L, XL, $12). In fact, all ofour t-shirts are 100% cotton; the difference between them is that some
are unbleached, undyed, and are spun from organic cotton, which produces an off-white, creamy ecru sari ofshirt color. All three designs in the
photo above that are on light-colored shirts are in fact on this natural-colored, unbleached, undyed, heavyweight organic cotton. All ofour dyed
shirts are heavyweight (mostly Hanes Beefy-T, to be spedfic) cotton, as well. Unless otherwise,indicated,you can assume that the shirt is short
sleeved. We have many-colored screens done by Scott at Preservation Press in Chico, California:. Scott has silk-screened Earth First! t-shirts since
the very early days when the Journa'l office was located in Chico. Our screens with'less complicated color combinations are done by William of
Miss,oula, using water-based inks.

No Fucking Compromise, the Hog Rider's Spedal (white design on black shirt, M, L,XL, $11, orin long sleeves for $13), was designed byJackie
Taylor, a wilderness defender from the southern Appalachians. According to Roselle, this design, which features a sunglasses-wearing skull with
spikes and flowers clenched in its jaw, incorporates motifS from Harley Davidson, The Grateful Dead, and Earth First!. It was a popular item at
this year's RRR by the Rio Piedras, and local Earth First! groups are moving these like hotcakes.

Earth First! Tools, from the design by the late John Zaelit (black design on natural organic shirt, M, L, XL, $12), features a crossed stone axe
and monkeywrench; a combfned Back to the Pleistocene-Fuck Shit Up message.

Defend the Wilderness, (white on black, M, L, XL, $11, also available in long sleeves for $13), the monkeywrencher's choice, was designed
by the late Bill Turk, a bullwhipping frenzy who was killed in an avalanche last spring while skiing the backcountry near his home in Moab, Utah.
Bill was a staunch defender ofwilderness and biodiversity, and his message reads loud and clear on this shirt.

Don't Tread On Me, the rattlesnake rattling a monkeywrench (six colors, mostofthem assodated with the natural coloration ofa diamondback,
natural organic, L, XL, $14; the same design is also available on blacks-birts, L, XL, $12). This Brush Wolfdesign warns would-be exploiters t(
back off!

A design not pictured above, but depicted in a photo on the next page is Gila Trout's ever-popular Free the Earth (purple and silver on teal, Iv.
L, XL, $12).
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~usan Van Rooy's beau
tifUl Grizzly with Cub
design, in six colors on a
light blue shirt, pro
claiming "American
Wilderness-LOve It or
Leave It Alone."

Free the Earth, (l design
by Gila Trout,is available
in a purple and silver de
sign on either lavender,
fUschia, or teal t-shirts:

The Earth First! Tools
design is available in a
blackdesign on tanor light
blue.

TheEarth First!Fist
design is available in
a black design on
green or red.

CanyonFrog's American
Wilderness-Love It or
Leave ItAlone design is
available in four colors on
light gray.

Don't Tread On Me~ the.
rattlerwith1Jlonkeywrench, i~
available in a six-colored de
sign on melon or tan. -

Big Sale on all Small t-shirts! $6 each!
It seems like nobody is small anymore, or maybe everyone just expects their shirts to shrink, or maybe skin-tight shirts just are no longer the
-latest rage, but anyway, we have a bunch Ofadult size small t-shirts, and we want you to buy them for the reduced rate of $6 each, no matter
the desi~ or color. If you are a-smaller person, or want to ~et a shirt fora smaller person, jump now! All shirts pictured in the photo above

pledse let US know ifyou prefer no substitute ifwhat you really wanted runs out ofstock. Believe it or not, we also have four Earth First! Fist
sweatshirts, size small, green df!-fiign on gray, that we are also selling for $6 each to whomever asksfor them first.

-- A Factory Seconds Sale!
We have a bunch ofblack Earth First! Fist designs on
both ted shirts andgreenshirts thathavea glitch some
where or another, and we're selling them for $6 :each.
Available in M,L, XL. Unless you specifically indicate
to the contrary, we will freely substitute on yOUT; order of
factory seconds. So let us know any size or color substi
tutions you will accept. . -

··Silent··Agitators
- ~--\\1-H F~~ zc--

\\- '41~ - ".,A\
II. .-- '\

FIRST_I)_\ _J
~ J
~ I.

t> ~ /

~~.. +o~ /
_/ ,~ 0'/____/':,~e_/

Earth First! Tools Earth First! Fist-
30/$1.50 30/$1.50

Earth First! Caps
Pictured on the Previous Page

(tan & woodland camo shown)

$10 postpaid -
all Cotton twill, no mesh in back;

Tan, woodlandcamo, desert camo, and
that Norman Schwartzkopfcamo.

(Norman, interestingly, is a BigWildemess advocate) - No Deal, AssJzoles
30/$1.50

Coors is Anti-Earth
Coors is Anti-Women
Coors is Anti-Labor
-AND IT TASTES AWFULI

BOYCOTT COORS
_EARTH FIRSTI POB 235, ELY, NV 89301

Boycott Coors
10/$1.50
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Earth First! Music

Joanne Rand "Live"
Jollied by John Lax on the violin, ihls
1992recording enhances Joanne's build
ing reputation as one of the most accom
plished and most spirituallyatuned 'llU

siclans we have heard. The twelve tracks
In thisproduction Include Seven MileBeach,
Dream ofPeace, Free to Let Be, Miracles or
Nothing, Never Alone, Wake Up, SaCred
Spaces, Inmvocation, LaveandLies, Working
Woman, Earth My Body, and Song to the
Center. $10.

Peg Millett "Gentle Warrior"
Peg is a .longtime Earth First! activist who was
subject to ahuge FBI entrapment scheme that led
to the notorlous,"Arizona Five" trial in 1991.
Proceeds from this, her first production, go to
defer her legal costs from that trial. Inciudes the
title track, Women ome Forth, Forever Wild, Forest
Song, High Plateau, Medicine Wheel Song, Lady of
the Flowing,Waters, Now Is The Cool OfDay, Wild
Things, Earth Chant; Womb Song, 'Where There Is
Fear There Is Power, LetThings Grow, I Can See Your
Aura, What's Left OfThe West, Have A Nice Day,
Travelin'Shoes, and Live Like A Prayer. 510.

Bill Oliver "Texas Oasis" .
Bill Oliver's first inspiring, Witty' and rollicking
album Includes Ha.ve to Have a Habitat, perhaps
the most widely-known enVIronmental song, as
well as .Texas Oasis; Pretty Paper, Pretty Trees; If
Cans Were Nickels; Shopping Maul; Village Creek;

Holes; Snail Darter March; River Libber; and lots more! $10

Joanne Rand ·Home"
Joanne's amazingly powerful and versartlle voice climbs and
dances through the scales, reminiscent of Joni Mitchell's early
days. Includes: [,llBe Washed Away, Eyes Like Salmon, Home, Blood
Red, Wayfarer, Radiation On My Windshield, Banks ofTIme, Nobody
Lays A Hand On Me, and Thanks. $10. .

Joanne Ra;':d "Choosing Sides· .
In her second tape, Joanne delves into the
emotional side of our enVIronmental cri
sis., Among others, this tape features the
song Koyaanisquatsl, which should be a
theme song for our.decade. Also Includes:
Always Be Warm, Gatta Give All You Have,

.Privileged Class, Last Flicker ofLight, Geor
gia, Antarctica, Our Children's Children,
Choosing Sides, I Love It, and Remember Me.
$10. .

Rainforest Information Centre "Nightcap"
An outstanding one hour long documentary of the successful
defense of the Nightcap Rainforest In Australia in 1979'. One half
music Including'Take YourBulldozers Away, Tonka Toys, and other
great Australian environmental songs. The rest of the tape is live
action recordIng from the blockade. S10..

Cecelia Ostrow "All Life Is Equal"
·Cecelia has one of the most beautiful voices In music today, The
lyrics and music to her songs are haunting and profound. In
cludes: Sweet Oregon Home; Water; Wild Things; Forest Song; Oh
Califomia;.Daric TIme; You Were There For Me; and more. S8.

Beth McIntosh ·Grizzlies Walking Upright".
Beth's powerful sense ofplace and belonging to hernatural world
pervades this collection of songs. Includes the title track, IAm Of
This Place, Seve!! Mile Hole, We Are Dreaming, Bear Is Gone, Spirit Of
Gaia, Hole In The Sky, Gretel & Moze, TheIdea OfSeptember, Whiskey

On The Rooftop and more. 510.

Bill Oliver &: Friends "Better Things To Do"
. Bill Oliver, the Bard of Texas, has rearranged his fine "Better

Things To Do" cassette with the addition of several new songs
including Turtle Island; Champ! (with the Austin Lounge Lizards);
and Rio Grande Valley. Also includes Muir Power To You; Better
Things To Do; Get Along Litter Dogies (with Jerry Jeff Walker); Pine
AwayPineBarfcBeetle; GrandCanyon Rendezvous (by GlenWald~k);
When I Look Into The Sky; and more. 510

and strongguitar backUp.conveyapowerful, and often humorous,
. message about the state of our world. Includes: RV, Building One
In My City, IAm An Animal, I SawHis Body, Music OffTheMoonlight,
TImebomb, The Tree, QEO When Will The Woric BeDone, and others.
Sl1.

, LIVE
~~Q!.INIST DON LAX

Gentle Warrior

Peg Millett

Dana Lyons &: John Seed "At Night ~eyHowl At the Moon"
Dana and Australian Rainforest activistJohn Seed joined voices to
produce a tape of children's
songs for the enVIronment, in-
cluding many all-time. Earth
First! favorites, such as Their C R I Z Z I. I ES WA l K .I {;
Brains Were Small andTheyDied, ; lJ P R I.G H T - J
Have To Have A. Habitat, Mos- ;
quito Party, Willy The Wombat,
Expanding Universe, Sea Shepherd,
I Am An Animal, Lay Down Your.
Whopper Baby, We Don't .Want . >

To Live In The Zoo , More Bunya .~ l
Nuts, and Dead Ducks. 511 \ t
Beth Mcintosh "FIre &: Sage"
Beth Mcintosh isa giftedsinger
songwriter from Jackson, Wyo- ;'. .

.ming , who takes her inspira-"l iL'
1iJ1t':_........ _.:::._............__.....ilIliIJ tion from the grandeur and" '.

subtle' beauty of the natural
world. This 1989 production:' '.
Includes Three Women, Watch-" . ~t'

ing the TIes, When I Want You,P,:)~.'f/
Blue 1!eron, Down t? The Wire,~~1' .
Crimes, The Wayfanng Stranger,~,".

Lightening Girl, My Funny Val-'
entine and more.. $10

Dana Lyons "Animal" .
For anyone who has heard Dana at a RRR or on
one of his many tours throughout the world, you
know he's orie of the finest musicians and
songwriters In the-country. His mellifluous voice

Dana Lyons "Our State is a Dumpsite"
A short but powerful cassette by environmental
singer/songwriter Dana Lyons. From under the
ralnclouds of northwestem-washington, Dana's
first production includes the title song, The
Companys Been Good to Me, The Stars Will Always
Move, and Drying Tears. 56.

Katie Lee "Colorado River Songs" ,
Katie writes, "In the late '50s and early '60s, protesting anything
the Wreck·the-Nation-Bureau did to our rivers was like -putting
out a forest fire with an eyedropper. Nobody was listening. The
fact that NOW the Barry Goldwater and Stewart Udall types are
'sorry' doesn't make me feel one bit better - their gross mistake
is still my sorrow. GLEN CANYON IS GONE and will stay gone
until someone blows up that heinous dam or the great old
Colorado gets mad enough to kick Its ass downstream. Most of
these songs were written before, and In protestof, those life-killing
plugs and have survived to be added to, re-arranged and parodied
by river runners. A few are new. They are LOVE SONGS to a
truncated Grand and to those glorious canyons
oyer whose bones the unenlightened multitudes
race on a freeway of stagnant water." 510.

Katie Lee "Fenced!"
Twelve new songs about the old West, written In
the folk tradition. These songs remind us of some
of the things we should try to keep from slipping
away. Includes: Wreck-The-Nation' Bureau Song;
Bert Loper; Rid;n' Down The Canyon; Fenced; and
others. 60 minute cassette. 5'10.

Greg Keeler "Enquiring Minds"
From the man who wrote the world's only space-age lubricant
polka comes anew collection of enlightened nonsense for the
'90s. This Mirth First! production is a must for any (non)serious
Earth lover. Includes: All Excuse to Go Drinkin', House Husband
Blues, Darlin' I'm Sorry, Suckin' Up to the Status Quo, Bozeman MT,
Kinder Gentler Song, Mount Graham Sam, Waddell's Grant Song,
Forest Circus, Endorphin High, It's a Baby, Planet ofMorons, Nothing
Happened. S9.· .

Greg Keeler "Post-Modem Blues"
Mr. Poetry has still another bitingly funny one. Includes: P-U-B
L-I-C L-A-N-D-S, Post-Modem Romance, Swiss ArmyBeatitudes, Rain
Forest Rider, Give Us Fiber, Ryegate Montana Testicle Festival, Lament
ofthe Laundromat, Lady Please Drive Me Back To Oklahoma 'Fore I'm
Driven To Tears, and others. 59.

Greg Keeler "Bad Science Fiction"
The Doctor of Poems from Bozeman, Montana,
with music to waltz through the destruction: Bad
Science Fiction, Cow Col/ege Calypso, Do Not Ask, .
Montana Banana I!el.t Cowboy, Nuclear Waste Blues,
Is The Ouzle Stupid?, IfBears Could Whistle, Nuclear
Dioxin Queen, What's Left Of The West, Ode To
Rough Fish, Take Me Back, Dud Tape Psalm, Moderr'
Problems Dancing. 59.

Greg Keeler "Talking Sweet Bye &: Bye"
Greg's satire is just as biting In this production.
Includes Little Bitty.Bugs,· There'll Come A Revolu·
tion, Talking Sweet Bye & Bye, Facilitators From The
Sky, Talking Interface Blues, Old Friends And Lovers,
Big Budget Woman, Church Bells, Ski Yellowstone,
Idaho, Death Valley Days; Dark Clouds. $9.

Greg Keeler "Songs of Fishing, Sheep and Guns in Montana"
Greg Keeler's marvelously.satiric first album pokes fun at every
thing worth poking fun at In the West. Includes: Ballad ofBilly
Montana, I Don't Waltz (And She Don't Rock'n'Roll), Drinkin' My
Blues Away, Miles City Buckin' Horse Sale, Latter Day Worm Fisher~

man, Fossil Fuel Cowboy, Montana Cowboy, Cold
DeadFingers, LastGreat American Cookout, ICall My
Mama Papa, Good Moming Sailor, Make Bucks Get
Rich, Roll On Missouri. $9.

ScottyJohnson"Century of
Fools"
Scotty is a folk singer/activist
from the heart of Arizona
whose passion and humor
shine through this, his first
tape. He has played at the
last several RRRs. His music
for the Mt. Graham warriors has kept spirits high dUring many
long' nights by the campfire. He also makes a mean garlic
sandwich. Besides the title song, this Includes: SpiritLives, Watcher
fro';' the Sky, Wisdom from the Seventh Generation, Island in the Sky,
Running from the Wind, One with the Earth, The Walls, GhostDance,
and Mom's Playalong. 510.

Robert Hoyt"As American As You Are"
Robert sure Impressed the
crowdatthisyearsRRRalong
the Rio Piedras with his deep """'-=-..,.-.,
Sol,lth accent and powerful
lyrics. If y'all want 'to tune
into some real progressive
Southern country-rock with
an Earth First! attitude, you'll
want to check this out. In
cludes EnoUgh, ApplePie, Meat
With My Potatoes, Red Mud,
Hot Little Comer, It's One of
Ours, Won't Hurt Anyo,!e
Again, Last Chance At Love,
Shovelin' Mud, Bottom Line, ,
Valley of the CSRA, and Good
Americans. 510.

Otizen's Band "Smash the State"
The latest tape from those great musicians from Olympia
continues in their amazing tradition oforiginal music performed
with unique talent. No one swings a bass quite like Grace. The
full title of this tape Is "Smash the State and Have a Good Day",
and Includes many ofthe songs enjoyed by rendezvous crowds:
Step Right Up, Perestroika, News From EI Salvador, Greenhouse
Effect, Draglines, Bullshit, Bourgeois LaLaLaw, Gas Wars, Wolf
Song, Industrial Strength Tranquilizers, Red Emma. $10.

Otizen's Band "A Pocketful of Rocks"
There Is no other group of musicians quite like Citizen's Band.
Their music is hilarious, politically correct and performed with
great talent. This tape includes: Guru Blues, Red Scare, Lyin'
Scream, ActLike aMan, Fat Girls, Don't Stop, Did Jesus Have aBaby
Sister?, Bi-Coastal Grandma, Yuppie National Anthem, Red Emma.
$10.

Alice DiMicele "Make a Change"
.Alice DiMicele hasa beautiful voice. Her songs celebrate life. In
this, her first album, she sings the title song 1IS well as: Wise Old
Woman, Song For Leonard Peltier, Water's Melody, Let It Rain,
Dismantle, In a Gentle Way, Surface of the Water, Celebrate the
Rain. 510

Darryl Cherney "Timber"
Darryl's latest production he is joined by George Shook on' the
banjo and Judi Bari on the fiddle to include songs such as He
Looked a Whole Lot Like Jesus, Arizona Power Line, Earth Night
Action Who Bombed "Judi Bari?, MAXXAM's On the Horizon,
Which Side Are You On?, On The Edge, and Where Are We Gonna
Work When The Trees Are Gone? 510:

Darryl Cherney "They Sure Don't Make Hippies Like They
Used To"
This campfire troubadour and tireless campaigner's 1989 pro
duction includes big favorites such as Earth First! Maid, Free The
Dead, You Can't Clearcut Your Way to Heaven,Spike a Treefor
Jesus, Stop the War, We're All Dead Ducks, Xerox the Money, This
Monkeywrench ofMine, as well as the title track. $10.

Lone Wolf Circles "Full Circle"
Apoetic journey into the artist's magical world, set to the IIiuslc
of manand the music of nature. A return to awareness and
sensitivity, to' our wild and true selves, alive and free. Gary
Snyder says, "Full Circle is a surprising experience; archaic,
fresh, future; wild, refined, all at once. Which should be no
surprise-that's how the real world is-my respects to Lone
Wolf Circles." 27 poems for $10.
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Alice DiMicele "It's a Miracle"
More Alice, beautifully written songs from one of Oregon's
most t.alented musicians. Include~ title song plus: All orNothing,
Orange Moon Silver Fire, Not for Sale, Woke up'Crying, The God in
You, First Snow, Julie's Song, Like I Know Me, The Beaver Song, The
Prettiest Jewel. 510

Alice DiMicele "Too Controversial"
Alice DlMicele's newest album contains more of her great music
In her lovelyvoice. She sings the title song and: AmericanDream,
I Won't Say Goodbye, Georgie BoyBlues, Everybody Needs to beFree,
The Wateris Wide, IfI was a Wolf, Naomi, New Moon, Missing You.
$10

Lone Wolf Circles &: Friends "Oikos"
Lone Wolf is joined by several artists, Including Joanne Rand~
Barbara Mor, Ricardo Mendoza, and Stone Biscuit, to compile
these songs for the living planet. Wolf's lyrics are set to the
music celebrating the traditions of Native America, Africa and
the Middle East. $10-

Lone Wolf Circles "TIerra Prlmera"·
Live recordings of the Deep Ecology Medicine Show featuring
Wolfs primal poetry backed by a variety of musicians. Well
engineered, this tape captures the spirit of a road show and
makes you want to go out and do something. 510.

Austin Lounge Lizards ·Creatures From the Black Saloon"
Marvelous country satire, superbly produced. Includes smash
songs such as: Saguaro; PflugerviUe; Anahuac (with Jerry Jeff
Walker); Kool-Whip; Chester Woolah; HotTubs ofTears; Old«Fat
& Drunk; The Car Hank Died In; and much more. '$9,

Austin Lounge Lizards "Highway Cafe of the Damned"
The Lizards drop to new depths with their second tape featuring
tp,e title song; ComhuskerRefugee; Industrial Strength Tranquilizer;
Wendell The Unco/Q Man; AcidRain; I'llJust Have OneBeer; Dallas,
Texas; The Ballad of Ronald Reagan; When DrunkS Go Bad;
Jalapeno Maria; Get A Haircut, Dad; The Chester Nimitz Oriental
Garden Waltz, 59.

Allprins postpaid.



John Seed, Bahloo &: Friends "Earth
First!"
From Australia, John has done more to
launch theglobal rainforest movement
than has any other single person and
has become one of the leading devel
opers of the Deep Ecology philosophy.
His first album of Aussle music in
cludes: Extinction, Handful Of Timber,
Ballad Of Mt.Nardi, The Water Song,
Tonka Toys, Solomon Island, Killing Of
The Trees, The Future Is In Our Hands,
and more. $9.

John Seed "Deep Ecology"
John's second tape combines his words
and music with those of many others,
such as Dakota Sid, Greg Keeler, Dana
Lyons, Lone Wolf Circles, and Bahloo.
Includes: Invocation, Animal Spirits,
Expanding Universe, Earth First!, Magic
Forest, Subvert the Dominant Paradigm,
Make Bucks, Burning Times, Gaia Medi
tation, I Am An Animal, Earth Am I, The
Rainforest Within, Tribesmen ofPenan,
Angel ofSunshine, LeaveItIn The Ground,
and Everyone Is Everyone. $ 10.

Jon Slrkis "The Wild West"
Jon showed up on our doorstep re-
cently with another tape of his sociallyconscious folk-rock tunes.
This hlgh-quality production might be mistaken for a product of
the corporate music offices in L.A. ifyou missed the words. With
compassion and wit, he exposes the American Dream and pokes
fun at both liberal and conservative know-nothings while making
pleasant bouncy music. Includes:.Solar Kills, In JamaiCQ, Roseville
Fair, The Wild West, Think For Yourself, New Morality, and Aztlan.
$9.

Gary Snyder &: Paul Winter "Turtle lslansl"
Pulitzer Prize-winning poet and bloreglonalism advocate Gary
Snyder reads from his poetry to the backdrop of music from the
Paul Winter Consort, with Prayer for the Great Family; Magpie's
Song; True Night; Tomorrow's Song; Songs to Gaia; Toward Climax;
MotherEarth: Her Whales; As for Poets; TheBlue Sky; For the Children;
For All. $12.

Walldn' Jim Stoltz "SpIrIt Is Still On The Run"
WalkIn' Jim's powerful voice and wilderneSS-inspired lyriCS will
send shivers up your spine and launch a howl In your heart.
Includes: All Along the Great Divide; Lone Lion Runs; Followin' the
Rainbow Trail; Yellowstone Tales; Sweetwater; and more. $11.

Walldn' Jim Stoltz "Forever WIld"
Walkin'Jim Stoltz has walked 15,000 miles across the wilds of the
West. These songs were written in the wilderness and are sung
with his incredibly deep and resonant voice. Jim's second album
includes: The Brand New Gmnd Canyon Suite, The River Song,Just A'
Part of the Sky, Let Me Listen To The Wind, Wolf Song, Old Cisco, .
Follow Your Heart, I.Walk With The Old Ones, Green and Growing,
Forever Wild. Includes liner notes, $11.

Walldn' Jim Stoltz "Listen to the Earth"
Walkin Jim has put out another classic, full of Earth-music. His
passionate lyriCS and deep voice put you straight out into the
wilderness, or remind you of why you should go. Includes: River
Runnin' Through It, Listen To The Earth, Man OfThe Mountains, I'm
Goin'Back To Idaho, Montana Moon In The Pines, The SacredBuffalo,
and more. $11.

Walldn' Jim Stoltz"A Kid for the Wild"
With this, Walkin' Jim has put his remarkable
voice to work for younger people. This is a tape
full of kids' songs about wilderness and wild
things, big and small. Besides the title song, this .
includes: Manfred the Mopey Moose, Slugs & Bugs,
RiverRun, ItAin'tEasy Bein' An 01' GrizzlyBear, If
IWereATree, Come Walk With Me, YouDon'tNeed
Ears To Listen, Wild Things Need Wild Places, Pika
Pika, Whole Earth Harmony. $11.

Glen Waldeck "Wreckin' Ball Waldeck"
Longtime star of the campfire circuit and fre
quent accompanist to Bill Oliver (hIs humor
makes Bill look like a straight man, a real accom
plishment), This gultar-swlngin', styrofoam
h.atin' musician's cassette includes: With My
Friends, Tulsa Rag, N.O.L.A., Inspired By You, It's
Apparent, EveryDogHas Its Day, Them People, Sign
ofthe Times, Yellowstone orBussed, Wreckin' Ball.
$10.

The Wallys "Rainforest Roadshow: '89"
After years of playing second fiddle toJohn Seed,
the Wallys recorded a tape of their own. Ifyou've
seen them at the Rendezvous, you know these
cocky kids can match any of our established old
fart musicians for energy, commitment, and
clever lyrics! Imagine an environmentally con

cerned garage band from the Australian rainforest and you've got
the Wallys. Includes: .Once Upon APlanet, LayDown Your Whopper,
Planetary Flag, That's Auker, Expanding Universe, Tonka Toys, Use It
Up, Apeman, Leave It In The Ground. $10.

Numerous musicians "Only One Earth"
We're glad to offer this sampler tape, with powerful activist songs
from 14 contemporary eco-musicians (incidentally, this cassette
includes the only recording of Greg Keeler's "Manly Men" avail
able). If you don't know these folks, here's a nic.e introduction.
This tape. has studio recordings of: Ken Lonnquist - Waking Up; Bill
Oliver - In These Andent Trees; Fred Small - Heart ofthe Appaloosa;
Cecelia Ostrow - Warrioro(theEarth; Kelly Cranston - Bright Ocean
Waters; Alice DiMicele - Julie's Song; Scotty Johnson -.Century.of
Fools; Dana Lyons - Animal; Joanne Rand - Koyannisquatsi; Ned
Mudd - Living on Borrowed Time; Greg Keeler - Manly Men; Dakota
Sid Clifford - We Want the Whole Thing Back; Walkin' Jim Stoltz·
Forever Wild; Susan Grace Stoltz - The Love We Carry Within. $12.

PO Box 5176 Missoula. MT 59806
406-728-8114

The latest addition to the fine line of
Earth First! par:aphenalia: flexible
magnets. Keep those all-important bits
ofclipped.out inspiration held firmly to
your refrigerator. "1.50 each.

Earth First!
Books

Wilderness On The Rocks
by Howie Wolke
Ned Ludd Books, 240 pages $15

Earth First! Reader Edited by
John Davis, Gibbs Smith Publisher,
272 pages $14.95
Waste of the West:
Public Lands Ranching
by Lynn Jacobs, 602 huge pages, $28

Citizen Action Guide by
Save America's Forests, 50 pages, $2
We also have primers available, 8 pages
each. Free or donation.: .
Killing Roads, A Citizen's Guide to the US
Forest Service, and a basic introduction to
Earth First!

Patches

Earth Police $3
Earth First! Fist (not shown)$3.S0

r---------~----~---------------------------------------,I
I
I
I

MERCHANDISE ORDER FORM
Make checks out to EARTH FIRST!
PO Box 5176, Missoula MT 59806

Allow four weeks for delivery. Please contact us if it
has not been received by that time. (406) 728-8114

Please use this form for ordering. Thanks!

I
I
I
I· ·

iQuantity Description Color Size Amount •
I

• •
I I
• •
I I·• •
I I
• •
I I
• •
I I
• •
I I
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• •
I NAME I
I STREET I
I CITY STATE ZIP

TOTAL , I
I IL_________________~______________~_~__________ . ________ .J
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Announcements -----:---:----:------:------

Blind
Monkeywrench

Art Project

500 Years of
Resistance

Workshop in
Manitoba

. Activist
Conference

Parole Denied
for Mark Davis

-- TO BENEFIT 1993 ROUND RIVER RENDEZVOUS--

LUNAR PHASE CALENDAR
Becky Potter

New Book: Anglo-American
Biocentric Tribalism
$21; free information: Thorz
Hammer!, Box 15503, College
Station, TX 77841

Now White
.:Boys Can Be
Tribal Too!

. Mark Davis, who. was up for a 30
month parole, and recommended by
the parole board, was denied by the
Board of Prisons, as is currently serving
his full six-yuear term, send your sup
port to roark #23106-008 FPC Dorm 8
PO Box 1000, Boron, CA 93516

Specializing in environmental and
natUral resource vacancies nationwide

The Job Seeker

Rt 2 BOx 16
Warrens, WI 54666
608/378-4290

~ONCERNEDSINGLES NEWSLETT~~
rrnks compatible singles who care about

~fl. the earth. the environment• .a\~
~ and a healthy society.~
National and international membership.

All ages. Since 1984. Free sample:
Box 555-8, Stockbridge, MA 01262.

The Earth First! activists' con
ference will be the last weekend of
January, 1993, in the Shawnee section
of southern Illinois.

Activists should note that no
outside funding has been secured to
finance travel costs to the conference,
so activists from around the bioregions
are advised to start raising money
now to send representatives from your
bioregion to the conference.

For more details on the spe
dfics of the conference, just check out
the Yule edition of the Journal, due.
out on the Winter Solstice.

For more information contact:
Paul Burrows (204) 786-868.1
Viktor Vrsnik (204) 772-0758.
Michel Lavergne (204) 257-1532

The Critical Path Student
Group is organizing a conference en
titled "500 Years of Indigenous and
Popular Resistence, II to be held at the
University of Manitoba Drake Centre,
November 12-14, 1992. Speakers from
the US and Canada are scheduled to
lead discussions and workshops at the
conference. Included are:

Winona Laduke, President of
the Indigenous Women's Network.

Ward Churchill, Co-ordinator
of the Colorado American Indian
Movement and vice-chair of the
American Indian Anti-Defamation
Coundl. Author of Marxism and Native
Americans and Agents ofRepression.

Hans Koning, author of some
twenty books, including Columbus: His
Enterprise.

1993·MT. GRAHAM

TrainingWorkshop for Nonviolence
Trainers led by Ge<;>rge Lakey. Febru
ary 19-21, 1993 in Philadelphia, PA.
For more info and application contact:
Training Center Workshops, 4719
Springfield Ave, Philadelphia, PA 19143
phone: (215) 729-7458.

Nonviolence
Training

NEEDED: Ideas, designs, text,
materials, artists, organizers, and
fundraisers for and Educational Display
(8 feet by 20 feet) on "The History of
Human Development/Ecological De
struction andthe Resistance" (Protests,
dvil disobedience, monkeywrenching
and New/Old Tribal culture). We will

.do a mock-up and when funds are
found, do it up nice; take it to schools,
events, concerts and demonstrations
(riots?) HELP!HELP!HELP!

To contribute materials (ply
wood, particle board, paint) or talents
or cash write: POB 3412, Tucson, AZ
85722 or call (602) 884-8007.

Complete lunar phases
, Dozens of photos

Lots of Mt. Graham
dates and info

ONlY $6 EACH PPD.
Order' one for a friend

2 or more to same
address -- $5 each

CHECKS TO AZEF!
POB 3412, TUCSON, AZ 8~702

Don't Know What to Get Your
Favorite Hunt Sab for
Channuka?

Pull the Pin-Put it Back In!

••••

Hunting season is upon us.
Time to save the animals.
Instead of using pots and
pans or a large airhorn, try
this pager-sized device. It
creates a 2 hour excrudat- •
ing 107 dedble alarm. Once

Talking Leaves is a monthly journal set off, it cannot be turned
of deep ecology, inspired personal
activism rooted in earthen spirituality. off without the key. Also
Past issues have featured articles by could be fun for disrupting
Gary Snyder, Starbawk,lohn Seed, .
Joanna Macy, Bill Devall, Lone Wolf Wise Use meetings or just
Circles, !larbara MOt', etc. ,Po - generally causing a distrac-

Talking Leaves speaks for the natural A' _fY. ~ l k\\ t' U '.' t' ,
world and for the rekindling of our own ' \ 0]~rl~ .t!' IOn. se your Imagma Ion.
wild spirit. ~cP '].9' ~. r Cost is $35. Send check or •

SUbscri~tionsare$18.00oneyear~ f>~ money order to' CEE POB
$24.00 outside U.s. $30.00 two 7'}) .
yearsl$48.00 outside u.s. 'R .-•• - - 93002 Albuquerque, NM

Sendc~eckorM.O.to: ....\ \.. •• 87199-3002.
Tolking 1.Lo.ves \""'. 0 ,'. '., •

1430 Willamette #367 "". , -0. Allow 2-3 weeks delIvery.
Eugene,OR97401 ~-'
(503) 342-2974 ---- I

,~.
~

.~

Cbf1dreD l<l\Jonviolence campalgn/
WRI.. 339 lafayette St., NYC 10012,
or call (212)228-0450.
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Seattle EF!
Earth First! Bulletin

POB 60164
Seattle, WA 98160
(206) 521-3691

Olympic Peninsula EF!
The Dancing Nudl Branches
POB 1813
Port Townsend, WA 98368

Cheetwood EF!
POB 10147
Olympia, WA 98502

Okanogan Highlands EF!
POB 361
Republic, WA 99166

West Virginia
National Sacrifice Zone

Vince Packard
POB 65
Myra, WV 25544

Wisconsin
Midwest Headwaters EF!
News
Madison EF!

Bob Kaspar
POB 14691
Madison, WI 53714
(608) 241-9426

H. Bruse
235 Travis Drive
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494

(715) 423-5636

~il.i;lilliii!:li~!!!:I!!·
·i.iiiit~~!:ii:!!~t:lilll:ll~,
'A:mandSk~rilit·

Burlington, VT 05402
(802) 658-2403

Preserve Appalachian
Wilderness (PAW)
Buck Young
Box 52A
Bondville, VT 05340
(802) 297-1022

Two Rivers EF!
POB 85
Sharon, VT 05065

Virginia
Virginia/DC EF!

Robert F. Mueller
Rt. I, Box 250
Staunton, VA 22401
(703) 885-6983

Appalachian EF!
Appalachian Econnection

Ernie Reed
POB 309
Nellysford, VA 22958
(804) 361-9036

Virginia Highlands, EF! *
c/o Brenda Vest
POB40
Goshen, VA 24439

Washington
Shuskan EF!

Tony Van Gessel
POB 773
Bellingham, WA 98227

Oklahoma
Tallgrass Prairie EF!
Jon Morris
Rt 1 Box 143-1
Kellyville, OK 74039
(918) 247-6328

Oregon
Stumptown EF!

POB 13765
Portland, OR 97213
(503) 231-0207

Southern Wlllamette EF!
POB 10384
Eugene, OR 97440
(503) 343-7305

Reed College EF!
Reed Box 25
POX, OR 97202

Kalmiopsis EF!
POB 1846
Cave Junction, OR 97523

Pennsylvania
Allemong Bioregion EFt

POB 1689
Greensburg, PA 15601

Alieghany Biodiversity!
POB 6013
Pittsburg, PA 15211
(412) 531-7705

Antoinette Dwinga
842 Library Ave
Carnegie, PA 15106

Scott Thiele
RD #4 237-A Elk Lake
Montrose, PA 18801
(717) 278-1396
South Carolina
Southern Appaiachian EF!

Buddy Newman
Unicorn Hills Farm
Sunset, SC 29685
(803) 878-2234

Tennesee
forest Protection
Biodiversity Project (PAW)

POB 1101
Knoxville, TN 37901
(615) 524-4771

Texas
Llano Estacado EFI
POB 4733
Lubbock, TX 79409
(806) 747-3552

William Larson
9122 Oak Downs Road
San Antonio, TX 78230
(512) 342-2520

East Texas EF!
Rt 3, Box 114
Cleveland, TX 77327

EF! Austin
POB 7292
University Station
Austin, TX 77327

Utah
Wild Utah EF! (WOOF!)

POB 510442
Salt Lake City, UT 84151

Vermont
Biodiversity Liberation Front

Anne Petermann
POB 804

POB 184
Chesapeake Beach, MD 20732
(301) 855-4241

Anacostia EF!
3912 Longfellow St.
Hyattsville, MD 20781
(301) 779-1740

Westminster EF!
217 Kirkhoff Rd.
Westminster, MD 21158

Massachusetts
Connecticutt Valley EF!

POB 298
Shelburne Falls, MA 01370

Alan (AtUcus Finch) Goldblatt
66 Wendell St.
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 876-1750

Michigan
Red Cedar EF!

4270 Eastgate
Ann Arbor, Ml 48103

Minnesota
Minnesota EF!

Kent]ones :J.

Box 7448 .
Minneapolis, MN 55407

Missouri
Missouri EF!

POB 189
Pacific, MO 63069

Sue Skidmore
POB 681 JF
Springfield, MO 65801

AnnieMagill
POB 5905
Kansas City, MO 64111

Ray 0 McCall
Rt. 1, Box 89 .
Mountain Grove, MO 65711

Montana
Keep It Wild!

POB 1121 .
Whitefish, MT 59937

Wild Rockies EF!
Wild Rockies Review

Milton Slumrner
POB 9286
Missoula, MT 5.9807
(406) 728-5733

Yellowstone EF!
Randall Restless
Box 6151
Bozeman, MT 59715
(406) 585-9211

Nebraska
Buffalo Bruce
HC 74 Box 76

Chadron, NE 69337
(308) 432-3458

Nevada
Great Basin EF!
Jonas Prida
POB48
Yerington, NV 89447
(702) 463-2954

Pensacola, FL 32501
Florida EF!
Wiregrass
POB 13864
Gainesville, FL 32604

Pan
c/o 1507 Edgevale Rd
Fort Pierce, FL 34982

, Big Cypress EF!
1938 Hollywood Blvd, 2nd fl.
Hollywood, FL 33020

Georgia
Students for Env. Awareness

Tate Student Center U of GA
Athens, GA 30602

Kids for Konservation
POB 885
Athens, GA 30601

Paul Beck
3654 Old Ferry Rd
Martinez, GA 30907
(404) 855-6426

Hawaii
Christopher Hope-Cowing

POB 1031
Makawao, HI 96768
(808) 572-2546

Illinois
Chicago EF!

POB 6424
Evanston;' lL 60204

Great Lakes EF!
Don Luebbert
4435 Highland
Downers Grove, IL 60515
(708) 969-2361

Llfeweb
POB 20803
San Jose, CA 95160

Santa Cruz EF!
Karen DeBraal
POB 344
Santa Cruz, CA 95061
(408) 425-8094

Orange County EF!
POB 28318
Santa Ana, CA 92799

Lake Tahoe EF!
Bill Peterson
POB 8934
South Lake Tahoe, CA 96158

Tahoe EF!
Box 613077
South Lake Tahoe, CA 96152
(916) 541-0465

Mike Saltz, Jr
18032-C Lemon Dr #1
Yorba Linda, CA 92686
Dave Wheeler
POB 1398
Sugarloaf, CA 92386
(714) 585-7160

Coyote Creek Greens
POB 1521
Cypress, CA 90630

Los Angeles EF!
POB 4381
North Hollywood, CA 91617
(818) 906-6833

Baja Ecotopia EF!
POB 33663
San Diego, CA 92163

Colorado
Walkabout
POB 1166
Boulder, CO 80306

Scott Sala
1141 Emerson St.
Denver, CO 80218 Southern Illinois EF!

Gunnison EF! POB 90
Gretchen Ulrich/Dewey Groover Glen Carbon, lL 62034
POB 5916 WSC (618) 692-3246
Gunnison, CO 81231 Shawnee EF!
(303)943-2354 913 S. Illinois

San Juan EFt Carbondale, lL 62901
Dan Johnson (618) 549-7387
POB 3204 Iowa
Durango, CO 81302 Tallgrass Prairie EF!
(303) 385-4518 Hal Rowe

Wilderness Defense! POB 305
POB 460101 Iowa City, IA 52244
Smoky Hill Station (319) 354-6674
Aurora, CO 80046-0101 Kentucky

The ~;ldRanch Review Erik Dellahousay
1~BT~Haugen 455 Ed Howe Rd

Gulnare, CO 81042 Munfordville, KY 42765
Lee Turner (502) 531-6703.

POB 1025 W Elizabeth#E-217 Maine
Fort Collins, CO 80521 Maine EFt
(303) 491-2530 Billi Barker

Florida POB 507
Big Bend EF! North Waterboro, ME 04061
Mary Allglre (207) 247-4112
POB 20582 Solon EF!
Tallahassee, FL 32316 Michael Vernon
(904) 421-1559 RFD 1 Box 4025

Perdido Bay EF! Solon, ME 04979
Corbin McMulin Maryland
410 W Blount St Chesapeake EF!

Alaska
Alaska EFl
Wally World

Michael Lewis
POB 670647
Chugiak, AK 99567

Arizona
Phoenix EFt
Mike or Terri
POB 8795
Phoenix, AZ 85066
(602) 276-2849

Tucson EF!
AZEF! Newsletter

POB 3412
Tucson, AZ 85722

California
Volcano EF!
J. Sten Layman
POB 1475
Sutter Creek, CA 95685
(209) 223-2965

Glenn M. Brown
1801 Sonoma St. #381
Vallejo, CA 94590

Bay Area EF!
Bay Area Hotline
(415) 949-0575
Karen Pickett
POB83
Canyon, CA 94515

North Coast EF!
Randy Ghent
POB 4796
Arcata, Ecotopia 95521

San Francisco EF!
POB 411233
San Francisco, CA 94141
(408) 425-8094

I¥.li~I~.oc~:.·:~'·.:~:.:~

1~'11:.1,:::··:·~·.,,·,

Mexico
Mexico City EF!
Joe Keena
Apdo. Postal 22-146
14000 Mexico OF
(5) 665-1610
Mexico

Canada
Alberta
Wild Alberta EF!
Box 61245
Brentwood Postal NW
Calgery AB TZL 2K6

British Columbia
Boreal Owl
Box 1053
Kamloops, BC V2C 6H2
Paul Watson
POB 48446
Vancouver, BC V7X lA2
(604) 688-SEAL

Terra PrlmalW Canada EF!
POB 6491 Depot 1
Victoria, BC V8P 5M4

Vancouver EF!
Box 21521
1850 Commercial Drive
Vancouver, BC V5N 4AO

Ontario
EF! Ottawa
Box 4612 Station E
Ottawa, ONT KIS 5H8

Quebec
EF! Montreal
BP 42048 CPJ-Mance
Montreal Quebec H2W 2T3
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